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Campus Landmarks
THE ROTUNDA, University ol Virginia — An original building on the University of Virginia's
Grounds, The Rotunda is the keystone of Thomas Jefferson's architectural creation at the
University. Influenced by the plan of Rome's Pantheon, Jefferson's 1826 design lasted vir-
tually unchanged until a devastating fire in 1895. Sanford White subsequently redesigned
the interior basically as a library. Following years of discussion and planning, a $2.3 million
restoration, financed by the Gary D. Langhorne Trust and the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, vias completed this spring. Reopened to the public on April 13, 1976,
The Rotunda in its intended state is one of the University's most significant contributions
to the National Bicentennial year and the best recent recapturing of Jefferson's plan for the
University of Virginia.
WAIT CHAPEL, Wake Forest University — Nearly a century and a half ago a runaway horse
left a Yankee preacher named Samuel Wait in North Carolina. Wait Chapel, now a dominant
landmark — and somewhat symbolic of Wake Forest — is named in his honor. For Wake
Forest in particular and for North Carolina education in general, Samuel Wait's difficulties
thus were a boon. Having lost his horse, the circuit preacher decided to remain in North
Carolina rather than to return to New York. In 1832, the Baptist State Convention of North
Carolina bought a six-acre farm in Wake County and on the third day of February in 1834,
Wake Forest Institute was opened with Dr. Wait in the position as its "principal." He thus
became Wake Forest's first president and assumed a highly-revered position within the na-
tion's educational system. The name of Wait lives on — revered as it is as Wait Chapel —
the focal point of Wake Forest.
TILLMAN HALL, Clemson University — The one identifying campus landmark is Tillman Hall
and its clock tower. Named for Ben "Pitchfork" Tillman, one of the University's first life-
time trustees, the cornerstone was laid July 28, 1891, and the building was constructed of
brick made by convict labor. Its cornerstone contains Thomas Green Clemson's diploma as
an assayer from The Royal Mint of France. The original building burned May 22, 1894, and
was rebuilt soon after. Tillman Hall was the school's original administration building and
was used in this capacity until three years ago. It was also the main classroom building
for many years. The building contains a chapel which was the main assembly hall. It is
now used by the College of Education, aerospace studies, military science counseling
center and the office of cooperative education.
THE OLD WELL, University ol North Carolina — The Old Well has long been the unofficial
symbol of the University of North Carolina. Its picture graces catalogues, brochures and
office walls. A campus honorary society is named for it. Freshmen were once baptized in it
for the amusement of sophomores. The original well was dug for the use of Carolina's
earliest residents sometime before 1800. For more than a century it was virtually the only
source of water for the University. In 1896, health officials ordered the open well be closed
and replaced with a hand pump. In 1925 a drinking fountain replaced the pump. Also
around 1896, Edward Alderman, then president of the University, replaced the well's original
wooden structure with a "Greek Temple" like the one today. In 1954, the University reno-
vated President Alderman's temple and replaced the old wooden drinking fountain with one of
Grawol granite from Sweden.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND CHAPEL — The chapel was constructed in the early 1950 s
totally from funds contributed by citizens of the State of Maryland. On October 12, 1952, it
was dedicated as "a house of prayer for all people." The building consists of three chapels
each serving a different faith. The East Chapel is the center of worship for the Protestant
sects on campus and is the largest of three, seating 1,350 people. The West Chapel serves
those of the Hebrew faith while the Chapel of Blessed Sacrament serves the members of the
Catholic Church. In addition to the three chapels, the building houses the offices of the
nine campus chaplains, each representing a different denomination. The design of the build-
ing is that of the Georgian period and is constructed of red brick. The steeple is 144-feet
eight-inches high and is a prominent feature of the College Park skyline. In June of 1954,
the Chapel's Memorial Gardens were dedicated to those from the State of Maryland who
gave their lives for their country in the two World Wars.
THE DUKE UNIVERSITY CHAPEL — Located at the center of Duke University's west campus,
the magnificient Duke Chapel extends upward as if trying to bridge the space between man
on earth and God in heaven. In appearance, the Duke Chapel suggests a blending of the
characteristics of the great medieval cathedrals and parish churches which flourished in
England and France during the 12th and 13th centuries. As in medieval churches, the win-
dows portray Biblical scenes and events in the life of Christ. The Chapel has 77 stained-
glass windows, with more than one million pieces of glass used in the design. It also fea-
tures very elaborate ornamentations around the front entrance, arches, windows and doors,
and a 210-foot, 50-bell carillon tower. Built in 1930, the Chapel is the real foundation of
the university. Today, thousands of tourists visit the famed Gothic structure annually.
MEMORIAL BELL TOWER, North Carolina State University — N.C. State's most sentimental
landmark, its 115-foot Memorial Bell Tower, honors 33 sons of the University who were killed
in action during World War I. The tower's development came in stages over an extended
period of 30 years. The cornerstone was laid in November of 1921. The main shaft was
completed in 1937, and formal dedication of the tower was held Nov. 11, 1949. The monu-
ment, built of Mount Airy granite, is semi-Romanesque in style with Gothic treatment of
vertical lines. The complete tower includes clock, carrillonic bells, the Shrine Room inside
the base of the tower, and the memorial plaque, visible on the outside of the structure. The
Shrine Room is open to the public on a regular basis. The bells are played every hour, and
special concerts are held there before commencements, other notable events and some
holidays.
MEMORIAL BELL TOWER THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND CHAPEL
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Bill Foster Looks For Another Great Season in 1976-77
BASftfilMU
Atlantic Coast Conference Basketball.
There's nothing like it.
And Bill Foster has reason to believe
that his Clemson Tigers are headed for
another great season in 1976-77.
In his initial year at the Clemson helm
last winter, Foster directed the Tigers
to a record-breaking finish that in-
cluded the most single-season vic-
tories ever for a Clemson cage team.
The Tigers finished 18-10, set 17
school standards along the way, and
Foster has nine lettermen back from
that team including the top five scorers
and rebounders.
Heading the list is 7-1 senior center
Tree Rollins, already the school's
career-leader as a rebounder and
shot-blocker.
Rollins averaged 13.7 points and
1 1 .0 rebounds a game a year ago, and
the rebirth of the dunk should definitely
help him fatten that former figure this
year.
Two other seniors who will play a big
part in the Tigers' fortunes this year are
6-8 forward Dave Brown (1 1 .6) and 6-1
guard John Franken (4.2).
Brown's inside play sparked Clem-
son on a number of occasions last sea-
son as did Franken's at guard, who
returns as the most experienced
member of the Tiger backcourt.
Along with Rollins, these three
seniors have paced Clemson to three
consecutive winning campaigns on the
hardwood.
Foster has four juniors, three of
whom are lettermen in Colon Abraham,
Jim Howell, and Stan Rome. Hard-
working Al Hoover (5.0) also returns for
his junior campaign.
Abraham (9.4) is tagged as one of
the league's most dangerous threats
as an outside shooter who can break a
game wide open at any time.
Howell (7.0) carries more bulk than
Abraham for the inside game, and is a
consistent shooter as evidenced by his
.541 field goal percentage last season.
The 6-5 Rome (11.7) earned more
late-season accolades than any other
member of the team last year, including
AII-ACC Tourney honors. His versatility
makes him a factor in either the Clem-
son front or backcourt.
Sophomores include three lettermen
from last year, a pair of transfers, and
two non-lettermen squad members
from 75-76.
Greg Coles (8.7) and Derrick
Johnson (6.6) were impressive
freshmen in the backcourt one season
ago, and along with Franken are the
only letter-winners Foster has at his
guard positions.
Coles and Johnson appear to be
headed for three standout campaigns.
Marvin Dickerson (2.7) filled in for
Rollins as a freshman, and also saw
action at forward for the Tigers. An out-
standing jumper, Dickerson figures for
even more playing time in 1976-77.
Foster got 6-3 Randy Gray from
Panola Junior College in Carthage,
Tex., and 6-5 Jim Wells from the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh-Johnstown. Both
have three years of varsity play left,
although the latter will not be eligible to
compete for the Tigers until January.
Lee Anderson and David Poole are
non-lettermen returnees from last
winter.
The lone freshman signee was 6-2
Bobby Conrad from Glen Ellyn, III., who
is being counted on to give immediate
help in the backcourt.
Not only does Foster have nine let-
termen back from 1975-76, but he had
them together from the very first prac-
tice, Oct. 15.
Last year he opened the October
drills with Rollins in Mexico City at the
Pan American Games, and Rome run-
ning pass routes for Red Parker's Tiger
footballers.
With the nucleus of last year's 1 8-10
team back plus some talented new-
comers, Foster, who ranks as Ameri-
ca's 11th winningest collegiate coach,
hopes his fast-tempo Tigers create a
coliseum full of excitement in 1976-77
for Clemson fans.
1976-77 CLEMSON TIGER BASKETBALL
Bill Foster, Head Coach
NOVEMBER
18 VENEZUELA NATIONALS, 7:30
20 ORANGE-WHITE GAME, 4:30
26-27 IPTAY INVITATIONAL, 7:00 & 9:00
DECEMBER
1 FURMAN, 7:30
4 GEORGIA SOUTHERN. 3:00
11 TENNESSEE TECH, 7:30
14 BUFFALO, 7:30
16 at BIscayne, 8:05
18 at Stetson, 8:05
27-28 at Milwaukee Classic, 8:00 & 10:00
(Milwaukee, Wise.)
JANUARY
5 at North Carolina, 8:00
(Greensboro, N. C.)
8 GEORGIA TECH, 7:30
12 at Duke, 7:30
15 WAKE FOREST, 1 :00
19 MARYLAND, 7:00
22 at Virginia, 7:30
26 at Furman, 8:00
29 NORTH CAROLINA, 7:30
FEBRUARY
1 N. C. STATE, 9:00
3 CLEVELAND STATE, 7:30
8 at Wake Forest, 8:00
12 at Maryland, 12:30
16 VIRGINIA, 7:30
19 at N. C. State, 7:30
23 DUKE, 7:30
26 ROANOKE, 7:30
MARCH
3-5 ACC Tournament
(Greensboro, N. C.)
ALL TIMES LOCAL

Today's Program
PRE-GAME
1 :00 p.m.
GAME
1 :00 P.M.
HALFTIME
Clemson University TIGER BAND
Tiger Rouser: SOCK IT TO EM (Filmore)
TIGER RAG (Arr. Yoder)
Presentation of Colors: SINFONIANS (Williams/Tatgenhorst)
Clemson University Arrny ROTC Honor Guard
Commanded by Cadet Captain Charles F. Smith
Prayer: Offered by Roy N. Mathis
NATIONAL ANTHEM {Arr. Damrosch-Sousa)
ALMA MATER (McGanty-Hawkins)
Clemson University Chorus, William W. Campbell, Director
Retirement of Colors
Tiger Rouser Reprise
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY vs. DUKE UNIVERSITY
Game Announcer: Ken Allison
For the Clemson Band: Nick Peck
Clemson University TIGER BAND
•HAPPY DAYS"
Entrance: Theme from "Happy Days" (Arr. Leach)
Circle Drill: I GET AROUND (Arr. Leach)
Features: GOOD VIBRATIONS (Arr. Leach)
BANDSTAND BOOGIE (Arr. Leach)
Feature Twirlers: Carolane Bagnal, Carolyn Helena, Katie Pickett, Debbie Rowell
Tigerettes: Brenda Huff, Stephenie McCoy, Paula f^eeler, Mary Roberts, Leilani Shannon
Presentation of Homecoming Queen
YESTERDAY (Arr. Leach)
Float by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Allen Rogers, President
Designed by Richard Butler
Recognition of National Alumni President J. Garner Bagnal '34, Statesville, N. C.
Exit: TIGER RAG (Arr. Edmundson)
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
1RANDY SCOTT
Sophomore from Waycross,
Ca.
2.5 Grade Point Ratio out of a
possible 4.0
Majoring in Secondary Edu-
cation
One of leading tacklers on
1975 Cub team
Led Cubs in Interceptions in
75
Bright future as a Tiger Line-
backer
ACADEMICS!
ATHLETICS!
ARMY ROTC!
All Help to Make
Triple A Leaders
Clemson Army ROTC
Learn What It
Takes To Lead!
Contact CPT Brown
Room 105 Tillman
656-3107/3108
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President Robert C Edwards
It's good to have you as our guest
today on the Clemson University cam-
pus for an afternoon of Tiger football.
College football has become as much
of an American tradition as some of the
events we have celebrated during our
Bicentennial. Indeed, a strong intercol-
legiate athletic program is a valuable
asset to a university and to the students it
serves. Pride in victory and in school
spirit is also part of the fabric of our heri-
tage.
It seems appropriate in this year of
reflection to give thought to the educa-
tional taproot from which has grown this
great tradition of intercollegiate competi-
tion. We are here today because Clem-
son University is here, and Clemson, like
other colleges and universities, is about
education.
Higher education has come through
some rough times since the late 1960s
when campus unrest and protest were
widespread. It became the vogue to
make universities and their adminis-
trators the whipping posts for many of
society's ills.
Now it appears that in 1976, history is
repeating itself, although in a different
form. In recent months higher education
once again has become the target of se-
vere criticism, especially in a book,
Caroline Bird's The Case Against Col-
lege, which has received national atten-
tion. It attacks the very concept of a col-
lege education, using generalizations
and popular myths to create a distorted
picture.
Criticism per se is not the issue here. It
would be more than foolish to even
suggest that higher education never de-
serves criticism. What is the urgent con-
College:
It's Worth It
cern, and the thing which is disturbing, is
that this type of across-the-board indict-
ment of our colleges and universities will
be accepted as factual without a relent-
less, personal inquisitiveness from each
of us. If we don't do this, then we indeed
have a true American tragedy.
If there ever was a time for believers in
higher education to come forward and
speak up, it is now. The public deserves
— and has a responsibility, if you will —
to have the case for higher education
stated in a clear, undistorted way.
A favorite expression in football
strategy suggests that the best defense is
a good offense. I propose that our col-
leges and universities, especially those
member institutions of the national
land-grant system, have been on the of-
fense for more than 100 years, ever since
Congress gave us the ball in the form of
the Morrill Act which established the
land-grant system of higher education in
1862.
This system has given every American
so many reasons to be proud. State uni-
versities and land-grant institutions don't
need to make any apologies for their
performance in the public arena. It is a
fact the influence of land-grant institu-
tions extends into the homes and work-
ing lives of all Americans, and of many
peoples around the worid.
Clemson, as are other state and land-
grant universities, is concerned with the
real world and people's problems: im-
proving the quality of life for all our citi-
zens — better housing, adequate
supplies of food and fiber, energy, the
protection of our environment and
natural resources. Yes, these and many
other basic concerns.
Consider these remarkable land-grant
institution achievements: discovery of
streptomycin for treatment and control
of tuberculosis; development of the
anti-coagulant dicoumarol which pre-
vents blood clotting; development of the
TV tube, the transistor, the first cyclo-
tron, and production of pure uranium.
Clemson' s impressive contributions to
the quality of life include development of
new food products and nutrient-rich
food substitutes; major advances in food
production and harvesting; break-
throughs in biomedical research such as
artificial body implants and replace-
ments; special programs for the young,
the elderiy, the sightless, the mentally
handicapped.
From these few examples, it is obvious
the cumulative benefits of state and
land-grant university research has more
than repaid the public for tax dollars
spent in support of these institutions.
I believe that some of the finest
spokesmen for the value of higher edu-
cation are the millions of men and
women who have been richly-served by
their college diplomas.
The real facts — the true story —
about modern higher education also
makes interesting reading. In most cases,
truth is indeed stranger and more excit-
ing than fiction.
College is worth it.
BILL McLELLAN — Athletic Director
Very tew of his peers can boast ot
thie tormal training or experience
whicti Bill McLellan hias acquired over
the past 17 years.
Only the third man to own the title of
Director of Athletics at Clemson,
McLellan was elevated to his present
position Feb. 4, 1971, following more
than a decade of service to the univer-
sity's athletic department.
That service began as an appren-
ticeship in the spring of 1958, on the
eve of two consecutive post-season
bowl appearances by the football Ti-
gers.
Carrying the title of assistant busi-
ness manager, McLellan had been
credited with handling the majority of
m university's athletic business and
m operation long before his appointment
as the school's athletic director.
His duties included such things as the overall operation of the ticket
office and mail room; the overseer of purchases and expenditures by the
department; and the supervision of all the department's athletic facilities.
After a majority of his staff had called it a day, McLellan wound up on the
football practice field where he assisted his former coach, Frank Howard,
with the latter's gridiron chores.
In 1 966 McLellan was named Clemson's assistant athletic director, and
two years later as associate AD.
During the past decade, Clemson's athletic physical plant expehenced
a major face lifting under McLellan's direction.
The Tiger basketball team plays in Littlejohn Coliseum, now eight years
old and the newest cage facility in the Atlantic Coast Conference. Last
year the cagers won a school-record 18 games.
Six years ago the baseball team christened a new facility, and this past
spring, recorded its 19th consecutive winning season, made its second
straight trip to NCAA post-season playoffs and its third trip to the College
World Series.
In 1972 the A. Hoke Sloan Tennis Center, surrounded by 14 Laykold
courts, was completed; and in the same year, the soccer team, winner of
four straight ACC titles, moved to a Bermuda-turfed field, complete with
bleachers and electhc scoreboard.
A new all-weather, nine-lane track was used for the first time in 1973,
the same year the Jervey Athletic Center was occupied. This facility
houses all athletic personnel, has carpeted dressing rooms for each
athletic team, workout and training rooms and a two-court, tartan-
surtaced gym.
And last winter, the Tiger swimming teams opened their season in the
new Fike Natatorium with its electrically-timed eight-lane pool and sepa-
rate diving tank.
McLellan's efforts have been directed in many areas since 1958, and
regardless of the matter at hand or the sport in season, he is continually
looking for ways to improve both the athletic program and the university's
overall goals.
A native of Hamer, McLellan, 44, played football for Clemson and was a
member of the Tigers' 1952 Gator Bowl team.
He married the former Ann Rogers of Fork, June 5, 1 954, and they have
four children — Suzy, ajunioratWinthrop; Bill, a freshman at Spartanburg
Methodist College; Cliff, a senior at Pendleton High School; and Arch
Anna, a freshman at Pendleton High.
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RED PARKER
Head Football Coach
The Clemson Tiger Express, bound
for the nation s football elite and des-
tined to reach its goal, suffered a
temporary derailment one year ago,
but Red Parker sees no reason why
his Tigers cannot get back on track in
pursuit of their original goal.
Entering his fourth season as chief
engineer of Clemson s football for-
tunes, Parker laid the track for the Ti-
gers' return tnp to the top of the Atlan-
tic Coast Conference.
He came to Tigertown in December,
1972, following a season when Clem-
son had managed but four gridiron vic-
tories.
Yet the Hampton, Ark., native,
whose repertoire included head
coaching stints at Fordyce, Ark., High
School, Arkansas A&M and The
Citadel, brought an exciting triple op-
tion offense and a heart full of dedication with him.
His first season, 1 973, was a success. Clemson recorded five wins and
scored 231 points, more than any other Tiger team had accumulated in
any one of the previous 13 campaigns.
One year later, Parker faced a season with a more confident group of
players, but against an even tougher schedule than the year before.
It was Excitement Galore, as the Tigers won seven and lost four, and
missed an eight-win season and a post-season bowl trip by two points and
90 seconds.
For his achievement, Parker was recognized as Coach-of-the-Year in
both the State of South Carolina and the ACC.
Then, despite some key losses, Clemson was picked as the team to
beat for the 75 ACC crown. But some unexpected and uncontrollable
bounces of the football, together with some critical injuries to key person-
nel, led to a dismal season.
But Parker, who has never served as anything but a head coach, spent
the next nine months going over the things that might have been, the
things as they were and the things that were going to be in hopes of putting
the Tigers back on the track where they left off in 74 — as one of the
nation's most exciting football teams.
Parker's collegiate coaching began at his alma mater, Arkansas A&f^
where his teams posted a 29-19-2 record from 1961 through 1965. In his
last three seasons there his teams were 24-5-1 and won a pair of confer-
ence championships. He then went to The Citadel where in seven sea-
sons the Bulldogs were 39-34, including an 8-3 finish in 1971.
But his climb in the coaching world started a; Fordyce where he took a
team that had lost 22 straight, and in eight seasons, amassed a 75-12-4
record. At one stretch Fordyce won 37 straight games and bagged three
consecutive Arkansas prep titles.
Parker, the 1 9th man to hold the head football job at Clemson, now has
a 15-year collegiate record of 82-72-2.
The 44-year-old Parker (he'll be 45 Oct. 26th) earned a BA degree from
Arkansas A&M at College Heights, Ark., in 1953. In his undergraduate
days he earned three letters as a running back-defensive back, three as a
second baseman-shortstop and three as a sprinter.
He marned the former Betty Goggans of Rison, Ark., May 26, 1951.
They have three children — Mrs. Vicki Wallace; Cindy, a senior at Clem-
son; and Jim Mack, a sophomore at D. W. Daniel High School.
DISPLAY YOUR
CAMPUS KEEPSAKES
Get Your School Letters Out Of The Mothballs
And Enjoy Those Special Memories
And Moments Of Pride Again!
Customized designs from Campus Keepsakes offer you a handsome
and personal way to display your high school or college letters. These
beautiful hand-crafted needlework creations are one-of-a-kind — done in
your school colors and mounted in quality wooden frames.
Just send us your school letter with the coupon below indicating your
choice for names, initials, dates and symbols.
The cost for a basic design (shown above center) with any combination
of up to 20 letters or numerals, ready to hang in your office or den in a 1 4V2
X 16' 2 frame, is just $40. Each additional letter or numeral is $1 . Sports
symbols are $10 each. For example, the design shown above nght is $81
($40 plus 11 additional letters c $1 and three symbols c $10). Larger
frame sizes and special insignia are also available, and prices will be
quoted upon request.
The uniqueness of each order requires that we quote you a total cost
immediately upon receiving your order coupon, school letter and $40
deposit. A $3 charge will be added to your order to cover postage and
handling. Work will begin only after receiving your go-ahead. Delivery
may be expected within four weeks after confirmation Is received. All work
guaranteed.
See Campus Keepsakes designs at Robin Hood Wool Shop, 336
College Avenue in Clemson. On display Fridays prior to football
Saturdays from 5 to 9 p.m. and on football Saturdays from 10 a.m. to
Noon and from 3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
CRfiPUS
MAIL TO
Aliens' Creations, Inc.
Box 452, Clemson, South Carolina 29631 — Telephone 803/654-3594
Your Name
Mailing Address
Design Information: (Complete only for those items you want included in
design.)
School Name Team Nickname
Name or Initials
Symbol (Football, Band, etc.)
Background color desired
Years 19 , 19
,
19_
Jersey Number
-
19
Enclose school letter and $40 deposit and send CERTIFIED MAIL.
S. C. residents add 4°o sales tax.
Please send me information about designs for scholarship medals,
school rings and other memorabilia.
Have a keepsake or idea for design that's different from those men-
tioned here?
Send us a sketch or photo and we'll send you a proposal for a
customized design. Aliens' Creations offers custom framing
and original needlework. We specialize in sports and
academic designs for high school and college memorabilia.
AN IDEAL GIFT!
Clemson Assistant Coaches
DWIGHT ADAMS TOM BASS LARRY BECKISH JOE BURSON ED EMORY BUDDY KING
Defensive Ends Assistant Backfield Receivers Defensive Baclts Offensive Line Assistant Offensive
and Scout Team Line
TOM MOORE DON MURRY CHARLEY PELL HAROLD STEELMAN CLYDE WRENN
Assistant Defensive Offensive Coordinator Assistant Head Coacli Defensive Interior Recruiting Coordinator
Backs & Scout Team and Backs & Defensive Coordinator
Filmed highlights of today's game with Coach Red Parker and the Voice of the Clemson Tigers, Jim Phillips,
can be seen each Sunday afternoon at 12:30 on WFBC-TV and the following stations:
WCIV-TV Charleston WRDW-TV North Augusta
WBTW-TV Florence WNOK-TV Columbia
Sponsored by:
I First National Bank
WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE. SOUTH CAROLINA
iir. Inicfeertiocfeer
BENGAL TIGER
Conceived and designed by Andrea Sadek. The original
renderings are the work of S. Nakamura, the most
talented member of a family of Japanese ceramic artists.
The original sculptures and molds were executed by S.
Kawahara, the foremost and outstanding ceramic artist
of Japan.
#7762, Bengal Tiger, I8V2" long. Beautifully executed
by Andrea of bisque finish porcelain, stressing natural
coloring and detail in an effort to produce an outstand-
ing product in a matte finish. This Bengal Tiger shows
the pride, strength, and beauty of the species. Price,
$99.95.
#8099, Bengal Tiger, 12" long. Same as above. Price,
$49.95.
iflr. iimcberfaocfeer
104 College Avenue Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Telephone 803-654-4203
Name
Address
Town
Order
State Zip
(Check correct size if ordering blazer)
:j7 :»a :«) 40 41 42 43 44 4(> 4« 50 52
K
1.
s
All orders must include 4% S. C. Sales Tax, Plus $1.50
for shipping and handling. Send check, money order, or
BankAmericard or Master Charge number and expira-
tion date.
THE CLEMSON CLASSIC
A sure winner for the football and basketball season. The
favorite shade of Orange chosen by hundreds of Clem-
son fans. 100% polyester doubleknit. specially knitted to
our own exacting specifications. This is why our Clem-
son Classic Blazer has earned a solid reputation for
wearing longer and keeping its crisp shape better. Price,
$55.00.
REMOVABLE BREAST POCKET FLAP WITH TIGER
PAW, AVAILABLE. PRICE, $2.95.
The Classic Blazer can be exchanged for proper fit
within 10 days after purchase.
nrst
place
In
fashion
meLiers/arnold
All-For-You Policy
Meyers Arnold started and grew on an all-for-you policy. Since 1903
Meyers Arnold has maintained its position of first in fashion by constantly
sending its buyers to markets throughout the country. First in value, we con
tinually offer the finest merchandise at great savings. You will find
Meyers 'Arnold is always first in service because we offer so many conveni
ences to our customers
Personalized Charge:
The key to many Meyers Arnold personalized services, designed especially
for the convenience of you, our charge customers. We ll keep you informed
about special events. You will be first to know about the values offered in
our great Annual Sales events and hove the opportunity to participate in
the Courtesy Days preceding our major sales
Personal Shopper:
Anna Dale, Meyers Arnold's personal shopper will be delighted to help you
shop from your home Call her, or write her, she II be happy to purchase
the items you wish, charge them to your ac count and send them to you.
WWfhhit ()
.
A sidewalk survey
ably bring answers ranging from "vh .
little" to "You gotta be kicldin'." Di-
rect the same question to women
and the replies might be surprising.
All of the cartoons that show hubby
glued to the TV set while wife either
nags or appears bored to tears would
have us believe that women have
no interest in football. Not true.
Oh, sure, on the surface foot-
ball is not a popular subject
with women. They don't congre-
ate in bars to rehash last Saturday's
game or sit around the beauty salon
reasoning that the coach should have
tried a zig-out pattern on third and
four instead of running off tackle into
Staffe's 6-3-2 defense.
This is not to insist that some
women don't look upon football as
representing chunks of lost weekends
watching ones 'brothers, boyfriends or
husbands hollering and moaning in
front of the TV or in the bleachers.
There are a few of us who could relate
to this scene described hy Sports lllus-
trated's Frank Deford in his novel Cut
'N' Run: "And what could she tell
them of their father when he bellowed
strange noises of joy and anguish from
the club cellar and then bolted up-
stairs for another beer, gurgling and
disarrayed? . . . 'Why does Daddy act
like that sometimes?' little Jerry asked.
-Hush, child,' Rosalie said, tousling
his hair. 'It's only Football. When the
moon that comes after Christmas is
full, the evil spirits will depart from
him, and he will be your father
again'."
Deford's hero might well have been
a friend of mine who met his wife with
flowers and champagne as she re-
turned from the hospital with their
first-born. The new father poured a
round, downed a glass, mumbled a
few apologies to the horror-stricken
grandparents, then rushed out the
door to catch a local college game.
"I'd had tickets for weeks," he pro-
tests today.
If you want to talk surface impres-
sions, you can fill the Orange Bowl
with complaining women. But what
I've noticed is when women separate
the football from their men, the game
continued on 3t
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It takes a long time to make a good cable knit. We know
because we make more cables, In more styles than anyone else.
So, if you appreciate good craftsmanship, as well as a
great fashion look for football weather, you'll love these
cables from Jantzen. From $23 to $28.
antzer^
A source of pride
JANTZEN INC.. PORTLAND, OREGON 97208
A WOMAN'S VIEW continued from It
is transformed into a source of plea-
sure, a genuine, bona fide female
pastime. I understand the so-called
mysteries or fine points of the game,
but expertise in single-wing forma-
tions and end runs does not heighten
the degree to which I have always en-
joyed football; it has only redefined
the enjoying. When I didn't know
beans about football, I liked it and was
involved in it. It is a sociological
phenomenon, for heaven's sake. How
can you not be involved?
In fact,the more I ruminate, football
is one of those marvelous threads that
runs through our lives, which time and
again we can measure our progress (or
lack of it) against, an institution like
McDonald's and the Fourth of July.
For most American women, football
became an integral part of their lives
in high school. An activity which
theretofore had simply consumed our
male counterparts suddenly scooped
us in, and this game became the
weekly social event. If I am ever in a
plane crash in the Andes, I will credit
my ability to withstand unthinkable
cold to my training at high school
games. When I was growing up in the
Midwest, the fashion was wool ber-
muda shorts and matching knee socks,
very cute and very skimpy on Decem-
ber Friday nights. Often I looked long-
ingly at the ponchos the players wore
and wondered why the people around
me kept saying, "Those poor guys, I'll
bet they're freezing." They had coats.
I had a mohair sweater.
On one particular night, a
cheerleader—one of the seniors—
frantically began the chant, "Hold that
line!" which many of us in the stands
obediently echoed. Then a guy in our
midst called the cheerleader's name
and shouted, "Hey, dumbell, we got
the ball!" It was a humiliation I prom-
ised myself I would never suffer, and
when I later became a cheerleader,
held true to my vow. At no time in my
career did I ever begin a technical
cheer. Sticking to the basics like "Co!
Fight! Win!" proved most intelligent.
Touchdown or 15-yard penalty, no-
body could take issue with "Co! Fight!
Win!"
In my town, all six high schools
kicked off the season with a jamboree,
Women's involvement with tfte game of football is increasing.
six quarters of football, the Northside
against the South. Nobody cared who
won. The jamboree was for the
coaches to try out "unproven" talent
and precarious plays, and for the rest
of us to pass judgement on the kids
from other schools.
That my high school had the second
worse team in the conference was
only slightly irritating to me and my
friends. Amazing how we could get so
emotionally involved with each set of
downs, cry as the time ran out and we
trailed 45-6, and then dance at a post-
game sock hop with the very people
who had inflicted our pain. Even now I
have to believe no one really minded
the losses, not even our coach. He
kept his job through losing season
after losing season, and informed the
newspapers each fall that "This is the
year we'll take ail the marbles." He al-
ways had "some fine boys" on ihe
squad, an "intelligent" quarterback,
some 'bruising " tackles and a pass de-
fense that needed "a little work." As
for the players, if they had been so in-
volved, would they have smiled and
waved to us from the sidelines?
Men remember specific plays, the
superstar halfback who never
amounted to anything and where their
team finished in the league. Women
remember the bonfires, the halftime
shows, the cold and whether or not
their team lost. Six of one, half a
dozen of the other. Men have their
technical memories; women, their aes-
thetic ones. You don't have to know a
referee is calling time out when he
puts his hands on his hips to be
wrapped up in the excitement of a ball
game.
And whatever people say about pro
football, I think most women would
tell you there is never more excite-
ment than in a college game. In a big
university or small community college,
Saturday afternoon means one
thing— a gigantic meeting of friends
continued on 7t
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An Immortal in the History of College Football
byTobin Spirer
H^^e had a lopsided grin and a nose
permanently— if endearingly— flat-
tened with a baseball bat. When he
smiled or scowled, crow's-foot lines
stretching away from his eyes would
deepen into furrows nearly as wide as
the jowls below his chin. It was a
heavy, fleshy, finely sensitive face be-
longing to a man who was to be
canonized as The Greatest Football
Coach—ever. P.T. Barnum would have
been proud.
Knute K. Rockne— it's pronounced
Canute—first appeared in Voss, Nor-
way, March 4, 1888, the son of a car-
riage maker and heir to a bankrupt
line of landowners. As with so many
other Europeans of this period, Rock-
ne's father pulled up stakes, moving
the family and his son to Chicago in
1893.
Although Rockne's methods might
have been suspect by a few of the
heretical unfaithful, no one could
argue with his results— more than
anyone else he popularized the game
of football and made Notre Dame the
country's outstanding football institu-
tion. During his 13-year regime (1918-
1931) his teams won 105 games, lost 12
and were tied five times for a .881
percentage—a record no other coach
can claim.
Although he could legitimately qual-
ify as the best grid tactician of his age,
he was the architect of his own fame.
Promotion, hyperbole and a tear-
choked, husky whisper in the dark
confines of a half-time locker room
brought us "Win for the Cipper,"
Stuhldreher, Miller, Crowley and
Layden posing for pictures set beneath
a blue-grey October sky, a reasonable
A true immortal, Knute Rockne still
stands as the game's winningest all-time
coach (percentage).
forerunner of the modern forward
pass, the backfield shift and five un-
beaten Notre Dame teams that were to
make college football the greatest
spectacle in the land.
Rockne's early years can be glossed
over. He was your typical all-around
athlete, mixing football and baseball
with an easy familiarity, doing best in
track and field where he ran the half-
mile and once set an indoor pole vault
record of 12 feet, four inches, not at
all bad in 1906. But Rockne's personal
athletic career only has a bearing on
his future in terms of where it led
him— to the then obscure halls of
Notre Dame University.
Four years as a clerk in the Chicago
Post Office passed between high
school and Rockne's entrance at South
Bend, years where he earned his col-
lege dollars and played with several
Chicago athletic clubs. The real be-
ginning, though, came in 1910 when
he began college rooming with Gus
Dorias (later of the famous Dorias to
Rockne forward pass combination)
and tried out for the Notre Dame var-
sity, stuttering through lumpy frosh
and undistinguished sophomore sea-
sons to earn mention as an All-
American possibility after his junior
year, and captain of the team his
senior.
Although Rockne was good, his
greatest fame as a player came during
his junior season against Army. All
through the previous summer Rockne
and Dorias had worked together as life
guards and table hashers at a Lake Erie
resort. Between the two they per-
fected a workable—although beach-
bred—forward pass used to over-
whelm the Cadets, 35-13, that Fall.
As an undergraduate, Rockne evi-
denced a singular aptitude for chemis-
try, parlaying a job as janitor of the
chemistry lab into a graduate assistant-
ship under Father Julius Nieuwiand,
the school's noted research chemist.
When he accepted the post, Rockne
demanded he be allowed to assist
Jesse Harper coach the football team,
a move that was to pay off four years
later when Harper retired to his cattle
ranch in Kansas, recommending
Rockne to the head coaching spot.
The late Rev. John Cavanaugh, C.S.C.,
the president of the University, ap-
continued on 9t
Introducing
the dollar stretchers
Your SAFECO agent is a good person to know.
Because he can show you more than 136 ways to stretch your insurance dollar.
Here are some examples.
1 . Cut costs on disability insur-
ance by increasing the elimi-
nation period. The longer the elim-
ination period (time lag between the
beginning of a disability and the first
income payment), the lower the pre-
miums.
2. Keep your valuables in a safe
place. You may be able to lower
fine arts, stamp and coin collection
insurance rates if you store the items
in bank vaults, home vaults or fire-
proof safes.
3. Go for a bigger hunk of life.
Many insurance companies offer dis-
counts for larger policies. So avoid
buying a bundle of small policies
when one might do.
4. Don't make the wrong move
with moving insurance. Before
you buy a special, and often expen-
sive, policy sold by moving compa-
nies, check your homeowners. You
may already be covered.
5. Check your life policy be-
fore you fly. If you have adequate
life insurance coverage, you won't
have to buy expensive airline trip
transit policies.
6. Unless you own an oil well,
don't invest in endowment pol-
icies. For most people, endowment
policy premiums are too high for the
value received. Many would be bet-
ter off with a straight life policy.
7. Be a boating expert. Some
companies will give you up to a 10%
discount if you complete an approved
power-boat handling course.
8. Increase deductibles on
your business insurance. You
could save up to 1 8% on your build-
ing insurance premium by carrying
a $1,000 deductible.
9. Keep an extra set of accounts
receivable. If you keep a duplicate
set at another location, you could
save up to 50% on the accounts re-
ceivable premium.
1 0. Check into I.R.A. retirement
plans. They provide a good way to
buy your life insurance through tax-
deductible dollars.
1 1 . Don't get stranded by your
auto insurance. Check to see if
your comprehensive provides trans-
portation expenses if your car is
stolen. You may be able to save
yourself some car fare.
12. Gofor the big deductibles.
You could save a lot on your premi-
ums if you carry a $200 collision
deductible rather than a $100 de-
ductible—and take a $50 deductible
on comprehensive. And any loss
over $100 is deductible from your
income tax.
13. Lock the barn door before
the horse gets away. Do every-
thing you can to avoid losses to your
home. Check for hazards. Install
alarms. Buy good locks, and use
them. Keep fire department, police
and emergency medical aid num-
bers handy. It's the best way in the
world to fight rising insurance costs.
14. Don't look for bargains in
health insurance. A cheap policy
just may not be adequate. And this
is one place where it's better to have
too much than too little.
1 5. Buy insurance from an agent
who's not just a company man.
A local independent agent, who rep-
resents many companies and sells
many different insurance plans, may
be able to get you a better deal. Be-
cause independents are free to sell
you what's best for you. And get you
the best value to boot.
If you think these tips make
sense, see the people who wrote
the book. SAFECO
has put together a
handy, 36-page con-
sumer guide that tells
you how to get more
for your insurance
dollar. It contains the
1 5 tips you've just
read. Plus 121 more.
Forthis handy guide,
write to SAFECO
at SAFECO Plaza,
Seattle 98185.
SAFECO
SAFECO insurance Company ot America
Home Office—Seattle. Washington
THEWINNINGUNE-UP
FROHDATSUN.
Liguiiiii ^ 4-DOOR SEDAN
2-DOOR SEDAN
HATCHBACK
B-210: DATSUN'S ECONOMY CHAMP. 41 MPG/HIGHWAY. 29 MPG/CITY*
5-DOOR WAGON
HARDTOP
4-DOOR SEDAN
710: THE FAMILY CAR WITH GUTS. 33 MPG/HIGHWAY 23 MPG/CITY*
4-DOOR SEDAN
610: THE LOGICAL LUXURY CAR. 32 MPG/HIGHWAY 23 MPG/CITY*
4-PASSENGER2-H2
280-Z. FUEL INJECTED PERFECTION. 27 MPG/HIGHWAY 16 MPG/CITY*
*ALL MILEAGE FIGURES ARE EPA MILEAGE ESTIMATES.
MANUAL TRANSMISSION. ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY
WITH THE CONDITION OF YOUR CAR AND HOW IT'S DRIVEN.
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A WOMAN'S VIEW continued from 3t
Blending ages, backgrounds and interests, women, continuously make up a large
proportion of any game-day crowd.
with a single common interest. Col-
lege football games cut right across
every political, ideological and sexual
boundary. For a couple of hours,
everyone has the same thing in mind.
There were few constants in my four
years of college, as I moved from
sorority pledge to campus radical to
cynical job-seeker, but no home game
found me anywhere than in my
stadium seat. I traded my Villager
tweeds for an army jacket and jeans,
but I would not have given up my sea-
son ticket for anybody's revolution.
As a freshman, just being a part of a
crowd of 65,000 was a heady experi-
ence. To get tickets to the game we
were required to sit in the card section
which did not please all the men, but
could not have been better for me. As
part of a mass, I learned a few of those
elusive nuances of the game. All you
had to do was watch the yell leaders.
They knew when to say "Hold that
line ," and by the end of my first sea-
son, so did I. All of us looked forward
to touchdowns, not just for their nu-
merical value, but because a TD in-
sured a shower of contraband toilet
paper rolls. I still think fondly of those
cascading streamers which turned the
basest of dorm supplies into a thing of
beauty. And the personal triumph of
smuggling two or three of them past
the guards!
That's a difference between men
and women. We are blessed and bur-
dened with handbags and, as a result,
smuggling has become our special
skill. A cool and indifferent air has al-
ways worked well for me. I could get
my ticket and student ID out of the
same bag that held a half dozen rolls
of toilet paper, and no one was the
wiser. As I advanced in age, and our
seats improved each year, my
girlfriends and I took to smuggling in a
little pick-me-up now and then. Never
fans of mixing or depending on the
Coke vendor, whatever we used to
ward off the autumn cold, we carted in
one bottle. In senior year, my room-
mates and I hit upon cream sherry as
our refreshment. As the fraternity men
around us juggled thermoses and cups
of orange juice, we simply passed our
lady's drink back and forth, and grew
fantastically content as the afternoon
sun disappeared behind the stands.
Surely there is no male or female
perspective on those lovely Saturday
afternoons. The evening was ahead of
us, our lives ahead of that, and our
heroes were down there toiling away
for our emotional entertainment. Time
has a way of suspending itself on a col-
lege football Saturday. So too,
perhaps, do the differences between
the sexes.
A thrill is a thrill, after all, and it
takes no one but the neophyte to ap-
preciate a long run or an artful pass.
Maybe more than ever, I realized that
in a scrub game I played one Sunday
on my dormitory lawn. It was late April
and the first warm day of spring. The
entire campus had rushed itself into
cutoffs and tee-shirts and several of us
had been sunbathing. One of my
friends produced a football from her
room, and we began to throw it
around, finally splitting into sides and
scrimmaging. Between the 10 of us,
we knew essentially that the ball had
to be snapped, thrown, caught and
run with. That was about it. I advised
my team that I would appear to throw
to my roommate, but would really toss
to our friend Louise. I took the ball
from my center, faked, let fly a six or
seven-yard bomb which was miracul-
ously caught and delivered safely be-
tween two saplings, for six. It was one
of the finest moments of my life, and
somewhere in my exhilaration, I
thought, "This must be what it is all
about."
Did I say men remember the specific
plays? #
7.
IF YOU CAN'T COME TO HOLLAND
HAVE A HEINEKEN.
The taste of Holland, pure and incomparable,
comes through clearly in each and every glass
of Heineken. Light or Dark— or on draft.
Incidentally this 300-year old windmill in
Holland is dedicated toVan Munching of New
York, exclusive importers of Heineken Beer in
the U.S.A.
Heineken tastes tremendous. No wonder it's
America's #1 imported beer.
KNUTE ROCKNE continued from 4t
proved the appointment, divme mspi-
ration notwithstanding.
It's often said that great men go
through a starry merger of ability, hard
work and luck. Rockne enjoyed all
three in abundance. He came on
strong from the beginning, utilizing a
golden tongue with a stageman's
sense of timing and a technician's
grasp of the game. His teams in the
early years met increasingly tougher
competition, winning far more games
than they lost and skyrocketing into
national prominence following Rock-
ne's happy discovery of Ail-American
George Cipp.
The noteworthy Cipp wasn't an Ail-
American in 1916, but a tall freshman
in campus clothes punting a football
for amusement on a deserted field.
One could almost see the gleam in
Rockne's eyes when he saw those 70-
yard kicks. From Rockne's autobiog-
raphy:
"What's your name?" asked the
coach.
"George Gipp," replied the lad. "I
come from Calumet."
"Played high school football?"
Rockne asked.
"Nope," Gipp answered. "Don't
particularly care for it. Baseball's my
dish."
Rockne smiled. Cipp was to go on
to become Notre Dame's first Ail-
American and the greatest football
player in the school's history. He
could and frequently did punt a ball 80
yards in the air, throw it 60 yards and
single-handedly destroy opposing
teams. In 32 college games, Cipp
scored 83 touchdowns.
Gipp, of course, was the source of
one of Rockne's more publicized half-
time gambits. The star died In 1920 of a
streptococcic infection of the throat in
a decade barren of antibiotics, leaving
a deathbed request to Rockne that
".
. . when things are wrong and the
breaks are beating the boys—tell them
to go in there with all they've got and
win one for the Gipper."
Down to his last trick eight years
later when Army was taking it to Notre
Dame at the end of the first half,
Rockne reached down with a truly in-
spired half-time show starring the
memory of George Gipper and The
Last Request. Notre Dame, of course,
went on to win.
In 1922, two years after Gipp's
death, Rockne was to half inspire-half
stumble into another pleasant little
scene of national prominence. Harry
Stuhldreher, Don Miller, Jim Crowley
and Elmer Layden didn't play as a
backfield in their freshmen year. They
saw a good deal of action with the first
year outfit, but not as a unit and indi-
vidually didn't especially impress
Rockne.
But in the Fall of 1922 Notre Dame
had lost all of its veteran backfield ex-
cept for Paul Castner at fullback and
Frank Thomas at QB. Rockne ex-
perimented with new talent and
eventually evolved the backfield
combination—Stuhldreher at quarter-
back, Layden at fullback and Crowley
and Miller at the halfback spots—that
became known as the "Four Horse-
men."
Averaging only 158 pounds, the de-
ceptive backfield functioned behind a
rugged line called the "Seven Mules,"
taking the 1924 team undefeated and
untied through ten games against the
country's best. Of Rockne's five un-
beaten teams (1919, 1920, 1924, 1929
and 1930) this one was the most widely
heralded, thanks also to Crantland
Rice, who undoubtedly did as much
for college football with his pen as
Rockne did with his Gipper, his for-
ward pass and his backfield shift.
Rice, the dean of sportswriters then
and posthumously now, put together a
classic lead paragraph following the
1924 October game between the Fight-
ing Irish and Army. From the New
York Herald-Tribune, Oct. 18, 1924:
"Outlined against a blue-gray Octo-
ber sky, the Four Horsemen rode
again. In dramatic lore they are known
as Famine, Pestilence, Destruction and
Death. These are only aliases. Their
real names are Stuhldreher, Miller,
Crowley and Layden. . . . "
Among Knute Rockne's traits was a pen-
chant for fiery halftime talks.
Somehow Rockne would always
carry it off. 1920 gave him Gipp's last
year, his second undefeated team and
his first so-called national champion-
ship. The Four Horsemen and the
Seven Mules gave him his second
crown while his third national title was
won in 1929 when he was seriously ill
with phlebitis.
The pressures—coaching, athletic
direction, public speaking and his own
brilliance—were catching up with
Rockne. His fourth national title, his
last, came in 1930 and, almost to be
expected, he went out in style. Still ill
with a potentially fatal bloodclot,
Rockne guided his team to an unde-
feated national championship season
over the cream of Southern
Methodist, Navy, Carnegie Tech,
Pittsburgh, Indiana, Pennsylvania,
Drake, Northwestern, Army and
Southern California.
He even had time for a final stunt,
pulling off another classical psycholog-
ical master stroke by letting everyone
believe his team was crippled with the
loss of fullback Lafry Mullins to injury.
Just before the game he switched Paul
(Buck) O'Connor to fullback, fired him
up with the "big chance" idea, and
sprung him on the unsuspecting Tro-
jans. Southern Cal lost, 27-0.
In his coaching career Rockne suf-
fered only 12 defeats, half of them
coming in two seasons, four in 1928
and two in 1925. His five victories in
'28 still made it a winning season. Of
the 11 other years, five were unbeaten
while six had only one defeat. Four of
the defeats were major upsets: Iowa,
7-10 in 1921; Nebraska, 7-14 and 0-17
in 1923 and 1925, and Carnegie Tech,
0-19 in 1926. He coached a total of 14
Ail-American players and was voted
the No. 1 coach of football's first cen-
tury in 1969, 38 years after his death.
Rockne died in 1931, snuffed out in
a plane crash. He was a complex man,
one who became an orator, an actor, a
scientist, a teacher, a humorist, a psy-
chologist, and a salesman.
"Rockne," said Harry Mehre—who
played center for him and later
coached successfully at Georgia and
Mississippi—"sold football to his
players with a positive approach, not
'to die gamely,' but to 'fight to live.'
He brought it up from the thousand-
dollar class to the million-dollar class.
Rockne captured the imagination of
America."
The country—and the game— still
haven't forgotten. %
9.
The Man Who Runs The Other Team's Plays
by Joe McLaughlin, Houston CHRONICLE
S aturday's hero, more than not, is
the quarterback of the college foot-
ball team. He is the ONE you read
about in the Sunday paper after a big
victory. He is the ONE who seems to
have the world in his arms, a bevy of
girls on each arm, the one everyone
looks up to. He is the glamor guy.
The winner. After all, isn't he the one
who threw three touchdown passes,
ran for another and led his team to
the big victory?
Certainly, the No. 1 quarterback of
a college football team often gets the
chief acclaim. Rightfully so, in most
instances.
But what of the quarterback you
rarely hear about, the one who toils
in anonymity during those intermi-
nable daily workouts? Namely, the
No. 3 quarterback—the one who
never sees action on game day.
Sometimes he's a red shirt who one
day will find his place in the sun.
More often, he will never read his
name in the Sunday paper because he
will not play in a game. What makes
these invaluable young men tick?
Why do they continue the seemingly
endless daily grind of football drills?
Coaches will tell you the quarter-
back who runs the other team's of-
fense against his team's No. 1 defense
often is a person of unusual inner
strength, one with strong character
and moral fiber. The better qualified
a third-string quarterback is, the bet-
ter the overall team defense becomes,
as it were. This is because the young
man who realizes his position and
understands it fully will utilize every
skill at his command, ad libbing pos-
sibilities the defense might face on
the following Saturday.
One such third-unit quarterback
says, "If you can grab hold of the
group you're with and attain some
leadership, the first team will auto-
matically sense this and gain your
respect. It's the belief of every player
that he should not be here (on the
third unit) and it's his constant belief
The 3rd string QB usually sees limited game action, but gets his workout in practice
as the "enemy leader."
continued on 12t
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mr ond fllfs *T'
Bloody mary mix
Vodka, gin, rum, tequila — even aquavit — never
had it so good. Use 3 parts Mr and Mrs "T"
Bloody Mary Mix to 1 part of any of them. Stir over
ice for the perfect Bloody Mary.
mr and fflrs 'T*
fTlai Toi mix
Just like you get them in The Islands. Mix 3
parts Mr and Mrs "T" Mai Tai Mix with 1 part rum
in double old fashioned glass of crushed ice.
Stir and garnish with pineapple stick and
maraschino cherry.
IVtAITA'
mr and ftlrs *T*
margaritQ mix
For that special "south of the border" taste.
Mix 3 parts Mr and Mrs "T" Margarita Mix to
1 part Tequila. Mix in blender or shaker — strain
into salt-rimmed glass. Float a lime slice. Oie'^.
fflf ond fTlfs 'T*
UJIiiskey Sour mix
The versatile mix. Use whiskey, scotch, rum —
whatver your choice. Mix 2 parts Mr and Mrs "T'
Whiskey Sour Mix to 1 part of your favorite
spirits. Shake well or stir over ice and garnish
with mint, cherry or orange slice.
Mr and Mrs "T" Products, 1910 E. Imperial Highway, El Segundo, California, USA 90245
THIRD STRING QUARTERBACK
that he won't continue there that
makes him strive to perform better
and move up."
Another one says, "It's different
today since freshmen can play. A
freshman quarterback, realistically, is
not ready to play college football and
a year or two of working on the scout
team should be helpful. A lot of good
players can't handle the pressure
mentally, though. In my case, I was
just happy to have a scholarship. That
was reward enough."
One player who spent two years as
a third-unit quarterback, one who
finally reached the pinnacle, says,
"I might not have made it if I hadn't
gained that experience. When I was
doing that, I felt 1 had to prove some-
thing, that I could play quarterback. I
set my mind to that end and it eventu-
ally worked out. The one thing you
can't judge about a player is his
mental capacity to cope with the
situation and if he has the strength
to withstand it. A quarterback has got
to be mentally tough at all times. He
has to be in command of those
around him. That's where leadership
comes from. A player can sense it
if a quarterback doesn't have that
quality."
A quarterback who spent five years
in college and never made the first
team says, "Naturally, I wanted to
start, but I was unlucky. I came along
when there were better quarterbacks
ahead of me. But I wouldn't trade
my years on the team for anything. I
think just being on the team was a
great thrill. I have gained lifelong
friends. We had an association that's
hard to describe. It was like being a
part of a large family. We were al-
ways together, win or lose."
"The best teams we've had," one
coach says, "were when we had an
excellent athlete who quarterbacked
the scout team, it's simple. He made
the No. 1 defense work harder and
accomplish more. If he had not had
some talent, the defense would not
have had to work as hard. It all goes
hand in hand. The better your third
group is, the better your No. 1 group
will be."
The psychological effect on the
third-unit quarterback, of course, de-
pends mostly on the individual. If he
does not believe he will improve and
work to that end, he will not help
the overall team.
"Look," says one scout-team quar-
terback who never made No. 1. "I
played with the greatest bunch of
guys in the world. I didn't start any
games, but they all respected me. I
was knocked around every day, but
every time I got knocked down, I'd
get up and grin and tell them they
made a good tackle. Pretty soon, they
knew they weren't going to intimidate
me. I got their respect that way.
"I'm not saying everyone could
do that, but I did. And today I've got
as many lasting friendships from my
years on the team as any starter has.
To me, football helped me become a
man. I loved every minute of it."
Clearly, a third-string quarterback
can be a winner, too. ^
tiheioniYi bin«wularsgl»^
tKoTkeep feist ffibwing '
using ordinary binoculars to follow the Quarterbacl< fading
bacl< for a pass and then switching to a wide receiver sprinting
into the end zone. Can't be done. Because no matter how
good your binoculars are, you miss a lot of the action if you
can't change focus fast enough.
Bushnell's unigue Insta- Focus ends this problem forever
With Insta -Focus you con change focus as often as you want
— instantly .
Bushnell binoculars with Insta-Focus are the only binoculars
made specifically for the fan of fast moving sports action.
Racing, hunting, bird watching, anything. See them for yourself
in better camera and sporting goods stores everywhere.
For a free catalog write
. Bushnell Optical Company, Dept. Tl 76.
Pasodena, California 91107,
INSTA-FOCUS
FINGERTIP INSTANT FOCUSING
Bushnell
Division of Bausch & Lomb
The Innovators^
Offices In Tokyo. Vancouver. B C and Dealers the world over.
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If You Can Afford Their Hamburgers
— You Can Afford Our Steaks
291 Enterprises, Inc.
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CHARLESTON, S. C.
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The Edgar A. Brown Student Union now fills an area that was once just an empty quadrangle t>etween the Loggia and Harcombe Commons
Dining Hall.
First. For good reason.
Honda CJ-360T is an eco-
nomical bike for short touring
or luxury commuting. Great
styling, great performance,
great price. See it today!
Grady Miller's Honda
2019 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Greenville, S. C.
244-6632
CJ360T
Bank
1
4
The Citizens and Southern National Bank
of South Carohna
VSubstitution Infractions
Ineligible Receiver
Down Field on Pass
Touchdown or
Field Goal
Personal Foul
Illegal Procedure
or Position
Offside (Infraction
of scrimmage or
free kick formation)
Incomplete Forward Pass
Penalty Declined,
No Play, or No Score
A,
Illegal use of
Hands and Arms
Illegal Shift First Down
Illegal Motion
Helping the Runner, or
Interlocked Interference
Illegally Passing
or Handling Ball Forward
Clipping
Ball Dead; If Hand
is Moved from Side
to Side: Touchback
Forward Pass or
Kick Catching
Interference
V
Loss of Down Roughing the Kicker
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121 MANLY STREET
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The Duke Series
Although the youngest of Clemson's Atlantic Coast Con-
ference rivalries, the series with Duke has proven to be the
most evenly matched down through the years.
The first game between these two charter members of
the ACC was in 1 934. and the Blue Devils registered a 20-6
victory under the direction of their legendary coach and
National Football Home of Famer Wallace Wade.
Wade s Duke teams beat the Tigers again In '35 and 36,
and following the latter meeting, the series was halted for
the next two decades.
When Clemson and Duke renewed the gridiron war in
1957, the final outcome was just a preview of what would
follow in future matchups.
It was the first confrontation between Clemson's Frank
Howard and Duke's Bill Murray, and a 7-6 Blue Devil win
helped the Iron Dukes earn an Orange Bowl berth.
Yet had Clemson's point-after attempt been true, Duke
would have settled for Its third tie of the year and third
deadlock in its last four outings.
After an Idle year In 1 958, the teams struck up a continu-
ous five-year relationship that started with Clemson's first
series win over Duke In '59, a 6-0 contest.
The game's lone score came with just 27 seconds re-
maining in the first half when Lowndes Shingler hit Ed Bost
with a 29-yard TD aerial.
A standout on that Duke team was senior captain and
All-Amerlcan Mike McGee, who Is now in his sixth season
as coach of the Blue Devils.
The series lay dormant In 1964, but picked back up In
1 965. And the two teams have played every season since
then for the past 1 1 years with the Tigers holding the edge
in those games with seven victories.
The 1965 game was a real classic, and one of 1 1 of the
20 Clemson-Duke meetings that has been settled by a
touchdown or less.
Bob Foyle blocked a Don Barfield punt that rolled out of
the end zone for a 2-0 Duke lead with just 30 seconds left In
the first half, but Frank Pearce drilled a 31 -yard field goal
early in the third stanza to give the Tigs a 3-2 win.
And one year later. In '66, a 41 -yard Barfield field goal
brought Clemson to within three points with 1 :45 left in the
first half, 13 minutes after Al Woodall had scored on a
four-yard run.
Then with 2:32 left in the game, an Oct. 15th clash at
Clemson which was on regional television. Jimmy Addison
passed 25 yards to Phil Rogers to give the Tigers a 9-6 win.
In 1 967, Buddy Gore s two touchdowns were enough as
the Tigs won 1 3-7; Eddie Seigler's 39-yard field goal in the
third period gave Clemson a 3-0 win in '71 : and on the Duke
side of the coin, Mike Bomgardner's six-yard TD burst In
the first quarter plus a Hugh Bayless PAT gave the Iron
Dukes a 7-0 shutout in 1972.
Clemson won back-to-back games in '73 and '74, 24-8
and 17-13 respectively, and Duke won last year 25-21 , to
give the Blue Devils an edge of 11 wins in the series,
compared to Clemson's nine.
And the 21 st meeting on Clemson's 1 976 Homecoming
Weekend should be another classic battle between the
Tigers of Red Parker and Mike McGee's Blue Devils.
CAROLINA
NATIONAL
the BANK that cares!
EASLEY — LIBERTY— PENDLETON — CENTRAL
Member FDIC
The Leader in Innovative Banking
in Upstate South Carolina
WE ARE PROUD TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
For more than 20 years, Ivester electricians have played a major
role (as circled above) in the growth of the Clemson campus,
helping to make it one of the finest in the South.
LET US BE A PART OF YOUR NEXT CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
Electrical Installations
and Services
IVESTER SERVICE COMPANY / P. O. DRAWER 8794 STA. A / MAULDIN ROAD / GREENVILLE, S. C. 29604 / PHONE (803) 277-7764
an ABC review
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Clemson Tiger football
Clemson's first grid team in 1896, and the school's first coach Professor Walter Merritt Riggs, who is fourth from left on back row.
Clemson University will help the nation
commemorate the Bicentennial of its founding
this fall with the 76 edition of Tiger Football.
The Purple and Orange clad Tigers have
traveled all along the Atlantic Coast from
Miami to New York and as far west as Southern
California since that initial season in 1896 for
what totals more than 700 Clemson gridiron
battles.
Many individuals have left many memories.
Each has provided a major chapter of Clemson
Football as the Tigers have moved from a
proud past to an exciting future.
We hope you'll enjoy this brief visit to the
past.
A Jimmy Addison established a Clemson
single season passing mark of 1,491
yards in 1966, the same year that he earned
both All-Atlantic Coast Conference and All-
ACC Scholastic honors. His 75-yard scoring
bomb to lacky Jackson brought Clemson to a
come-from-behind 40-35 win over Virginia in,
you guessed it, 1966.
BA trio of talented receivers occupy this
letter — Joe Blalock, Gary Barnes, and
Craig Brantley. Blalock was an All-America
selection in 1940 and 1941 ; Barnes '61 went on
to score the first NFL touchdown for the At-
lanta Falcons; and Brantley '75, remembered
for his long scoring receptions, was called
"Bombs" by his teammates.
C Jackie Calvert and Fred Cone were in
the same Clemson backfield in 1948-
49-50. Calvert was an All-America safety, and
Cone has been referred to as the finest run-
ning back ever at Tigertown. The duo led
Clemson to a pairof bowl victories during their
three seasons. Our most recent All-America
selection was tight end Bennie Cunningham, a
first round draft choice by the World Cham-
pion Pittsburgh Steelers this past March.
D Death Valley — Home of the Tigers —
where Clemson has won more than 60
per cent of its games since the stadium was
dedicated in 1942. And in that inaugural con-
test the Tigers defeated Presbyterian 32-13.
The original stadium was constructed to seat
20,000, but the seating capacity now totals
43,451. The record crowd is 53,247 which wit-
nessed the 1968 game with DSC.
E Eight decades-plus of football. Eighty-
one years to be exact. The 1976 cam-
paign marks the 81st for Clemson Tiger Foot-
ball, in the school's first game Clemson de-
feated Furman 14-6. Let's hope that there are
many more years with the Clemson Tigers, be-
cause college football has no equal.
FFive Atlantic Coast Conference football
championships for the Clemson Tigers
since the league was established in 1953. No
other member institution has won as many.
Clemson also tied for the title once.
G Bobby Gage was an All -America safety in
1948, and in his four-year Clemson
career he set eight passing and total offense
figures which still stand as school records.
Buck George had a nifty 90-yard TD run from
scrimmage against Furman in 1951, and Buddy
Gore '68 put together many memorable jaunts
during a career that included his selection as
the ACC's Player of the Year.
HTwo of the legendary college coaches
played a major part of Clemson Tiger
Football. John Heisman, for whom the famed
Heisman Trophy is named, led Clemson to an
impressive 19-3-2 record during his four years
at Tigertown from 1900 through 1903, and
Frank Howard spent 30 years at the helm from
1940 through 1969. The Bashful Baron of Bar-
low Bend directed his teams to 165 victories in
295 games. R. C. Hamilton was Clemson's first
football captain in 1896, and Billy Hair '52 ac-
counted for almost 3,500 of offense during his
career.
IIPTAY, often called the finest collegiate
scholarship club in America, was
founded in 1934 by Ruppert H. (Rube) Fike.
There were 185 members that year. Today
there are more than 10,000 paid-up members
who form this organization which is the life
blood of Clemson athletics.
J Bob Jones knows but one home —
Clemson. He came to Tigertown from
nearby Starr, was an All-South Atlantic selec-
tion in 1930, and remained on the Clemson
staff until his retirement in 1974. Eight Jacksons
have earned football letters at Clemson, three
with the same first name — Jack '69, Jacky '67,
and Jackie Lee '68.
|ohn Heisman coached the Tigers from 1900 through 1 903 before
moving to Georgia Tech.
The Kelley brothers from Greenville all wore jersey number "21 ."
They are, from left to right, Freddy, Don, and Steve.
KDon King '55 and Tommy Kendrick '71
are remembered as two of the top pass-
ers in Clemson history. Both hold school
career records for most passes attempted and
most passes completed in three years and four
years, respectively. The Kelley brothers from
Greenville all wore jersey number "21" during
their respective careers — Freddy '67, Don '71,
and Steve '74.
LL. M. "Yen" Lightsey was a four-year
starter on Clemson's offensive line from
1917-1920, playing both guard and tackle dur-
ing his career. And the longest return listed in
the Tiger record book is the 108-yard TD return
of a missed Georgia field goal attempt by
Richie Luzzi in 1968.
Richie Luzzi falls in the Georgia end zone after rambling 1 08 yards
for a TD following an errant Bulldog field goal attempt.
M Bonnie Banks McFadden, Clemson's
first bona fide All-America selection in
1939. McFadden's illustrious Tiger career
earned him recognition as the nation's most
versatile athlete in his playing days, and later to
both the National Hall of Fame and the Helms
Foundation Hall of Fame. Moreover, just think
about some others — Goat McMillan '29, John
McMakin '71, Wayne Mass '67, Ray Mathews
'50, Bill Mathis '59, Gene Moore '49, and
Wayne Mulligan '68.
NNone other than Jimmy Ness, a three-
year starter in the Tiger secondary and
co-captain of the 1974 Clemson contingent,
the same season he reaped All-Atlantic Coast
Conference honors. In the Varsity-Alumni
Game this past spring he brought back fond
memories when he made his patented play —
crashing through from his strong side safety
spot to nail the ball carrier for a two-yard loss
on the second play of the game.
OThe Olson brothers — Dave and Harold,
were members of Clemson's 1959 Sugar
Bowl team and the 1959 Bluebonnet Bowl
team, and a pair of outstanding linemen for the
Tigers in the late 1950s. Our All-America guard
Harry Olszewski '67 turned running back just
once in his career. As a junior in '66 he picked a
fumbled center snap out of the air and romped
around right guard for a 12-yard TD against
South Carolina in the Tigers' 35-10 triumph.
PBuck Priester '32 was named to the
Silver Anniversary All-America Team in
1957 by SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, and Billy Poe's
7.2 rushing average in 1945 is still a Tiger rec-
ord. More recently, teammates Ken Pengitore
and Ken Peeples. Pengy was the AII-ACC quar-
terback in '73 with 1 ,941 yards of total offense,
a Clemson record, and Peeps, also an AII-ACC
selection, was a starting guard for the Win-
nipeg Blue Bombers of the Canadian Football
League last year.Q Dewey Quinn was a two-year letterman
in the mid 1940s, and Sonny Quesen-
bury was a versatile performer for the Tigers'
1958 Atlantic Coast Conference Champions.
R Eighty-one years ago Professor Walter
Merritt Riggs coached Clemson's initial
football team to a 2-1 record. He came to
Clemson from Auburn, and he's credited with
providing a hand in the naming of the school's
mascot as Tigers, and with giving Clemson the
school colors of Purple and Orange. We'll
never forget Thomas Ray, and North Carolina
won't either. In a 1965 game against the Tar
Heels he passed for a school record 323 yards.
SW. A. "Shorty" Schilletter '14 was a
standout lineman and captain of the Ti-
gers during his playing days, and was one of
the first dozen members selected for the
Clemson Athletic Hall of Fame. Probably one
of the most memorable plays in Tiger football
history was Sterling Smith's tackle of a Miami
runner for a safety which gave Clemson a 15-14
Orange Bowl win in 1951.
T Charlie Timmons reaped All-Southernhonors in 1941, the same season that he
paced the Tigers in both rushing and scoring.
Bill Thomas, co-captain of the 1958 Tigers and
member of the 1959 Sugar Bowl team, is now a
banker in Clemson. He's at the game today.
UOnly one man whose last name begins
with the letter "U" earned a Block "C"
as a Tiger footballer, but what a player he was.
George "Pogo" Usry
.
He was involved in many
outstanding plays as a Tiger, but most remem-
bered for the time he picked off a Wake Forest
pass at the Clemson 24 and rambled to the
Deacon 10. Two plays later he scored the TD to
give Clemson a come-from-behind 33-31 win,
the ACC title, and a trip to the Bluebonnet
Bowl.
VThis is for the vocal support that the
greatest fans in the world — the loyal
fans of the Clemson Tigers — have given our
Orange clad warriors over the past 80 seasons.
We know we can count on you again in this the
81st season of Clemson Football.
WWhat a group of standouts here: Billy
Ware '68 came to Clemson without a
scholarship but was a starting linebacker all
three years of his varsity career; Charlie Wa-
ters '69 holds the school's single season pass
receiving record and is now a starter in the
secondary for the Dallas Cowboys; Joel Wells
was an All-America running back for the Tigers
in the mid 1950s; Harvey White '59 was one of
Clemson's finest quarterbacks; and Don Willis
paced the Tigs in rushing in both 1937 and
1938.
Rugged linebacker Billy Ware is now on the football staff at the
University of Tennessee-Martin.
XNot only does this represent all the
X-citement of Clemson football over the
past 80 campaigns, but it represents all the
"X's" that all of the past and present coaches
have diagrammed for all of the past and pres-
ent Tiger gridders.
YRay Yauger was one of the toughest
running backs in Clemson's grid past.
He just seemed to keep going, and going, and
going. His brilliant career was slowed by an
injury, which would have kept a lesser man
down. He ranks second to Buddy Gore in most
career rushing yards with 2,439.
ZA right and left halfback in the early1920s was F. M. Zeigler. Then Emil Zager
was a receiver on the Tigers' 1959 Sugar Bowl
team.
George Usry scores the winning TD against Wake Forest in 1959, and following the game Is flanked by Tiger fans.
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1976 CLEMSON FOOTBALL ROSTER
No Name Pos. Age Hgt Wgt Ltrs. Class Hometown
1 Tony Masone OB 18 6-1 185 Fr. Bridgeport, Conn
2 Warren Ratchford RB 20 5-9 155 1 So. Gaffney, 8 C
3 Billy Lott QB 17 6-1 180 Fr. Jesup, Ga
StGVG FuIIgt QB 1
9
6-3 1 So. Spartanburg, S C
VV Mill:; UUf Uai 1 DB 1 5-11 191 1 So. Griffin, Ga
g RirharH l-JnlliHa\/ P 1 6-2 203 So. Belton, S C
Brisn KiGr DB 2
1
D- 1 1 80 1 Jr. Haines City, Fla
g Rut LivinQston DB 21 6-2 191 Q Irjr. Hendersonville, N. C,
g John GoodloG DB 22 5-1
1
171 Q jr. Cfiester, Va
10 Joey Walters SR 21 5-11 175 2 Sr. Florence, S C
11 Mike OCain QB 22 6-0 184 2 Sr. Orangeburg, S C
12 Rick Weddington SR 21 6-2 193 Jr. Charlotte, N C
13 Rex Varn DB 18 6-0 170 Fr. l^arlinsville, Va
14 ij . L/ . nay idi i DB 20 6-0 1 85 Q OO. Conway, Pa
1
5
Jerry Butler SR 1 g 6-1 1 73 nu oO. ware ohoais, o C
1
6
Rill WinnnDill V V II lyu DB 21 5-8 1 70 or. Union, S C
1
7
Mike Cornell DB 2 5-9 1 55 2 Jr. Delaware,
1 o Ogden Hansford DB 22 6-2 1 82 2 Jr. Macon, Ga.
1
9
Rickey Bustle SR 23 5-1 1 88 2 Sr. Summerville, S C
21 Carl Mayer RB 18 6-1 180 Fr. l^iddlesex, N J
22 Malcolm Marler DB 21 5-8 159 3 Sr. Gardendale, Ala
23 J Tyler DB 24 5-11 172 1 Sr. Fernandina Beach, Fla
24 odry vvetju DB 1 g 5-9 oO. uranam, n. o
25 Roy Eppes SR 22 6-1 1 79 jr. Anderson, S C.
26 Mike Baldwin DE 20 6-1 210 I Jr Baltimore, Md,
27 Enc Youny SR 1
8
6-1 1 75 Q nenneiia, in, o.
28 Rick Wyatt DB 1 6-1 1 90 Q Honaker, Va,
29 SR 1 6-1 1 75 Q Pj. Cincinnati.
30 Dwight Clark SR 19 6-4 200 1 So. Charlotte, N C
31 Marvin Sims RB 19 6-4 222 Fr. Phenix City, Ala.
32 Harold Goggins RB 19 5-11 192 1 So. Clinton, S. C.
34 Garry McDowell LB 20 6-3 220 2 jr. urimn, oa.
35 ndllUy OLUU LB 1 6-0 219 Q Waycross, Ga.
36 Howard Callahan DB 1 D- 1 rr. ueiia, \j
37 Gary Adkins 1 5-10 1 72 Fr. Delta.
38 Ronnie Smith LB 20 6-2 217 2 Irjr. oyivd, IN o
39 DODoy i^oinrdn DB 20 o-o 140 QrvOO. Lexington, S. C,
40 Rick Basich RB 18 6-1 207 Fr. Delta,
41 Steve Godfrey RB 22 5-9 163 Jr. Greenville, S C
42 John Mulcahy RB 18 6-1 205 Fr. Potmac, Md
43 Bob Coffey RB 21 6-0 192 1 Jr. Linwood, N. J.
44 Lester Brown RB 1 6-1 1 80 Q Fr iviyriie Dedcn, o. o.
Fritz Edwards RB 20 6-1 1 93 Q ou. Laresnam, o,
46 Tracy Perry RB 1 6-1 217 Q Pj. noxDoro, IN
47 Marlon Brown LB 1 6-1 21
8
Q p^ Loudon. Tenn.
48 Jimmy Russell PK 1 5-1 1 70 Q Fr Greenwood, S. C
49 Rich Bollinger TE 2
1
6-5 202 Jr. uenviiie, in. j.
50 George Jehlen OL 20 6-2 227 2 Sr. Glen Ridge, N J
51 Rich Tuten MG 22 6-2 237 So. Arlington, Va.
52 Jeff Soowal DE 20 6-2 217 So. Hilton Head, S C
53 Steve Kenney OL 20 6-4 241 So. Raleigh, N, C,
54 Bobby Sharpe LB 22 R 1D- 1 210 Crisr. Anderson, S, C.
55 Trav Webb Q 21 R O 236 jr. Laranam, i\. o.
56 Mitch Blackman OL 1 6-4 220 Q So ^-/iiniuri. IN.
57 Jim Wyman LB 20 Q 1 93 g jr. IVIdUIOin, O, O.
58 Gregg Smith Q
?-l
D-O 215 or. Toccoa, Ga,
59 Jeff Bostic C 1
7
6-1 21 Fr. Greensboro, N C
60 Nelson Wallace MG 21 5-10 202 3 Sr. Pageland. S C
61 Kevin Kreis C 21 6-2 214 Jr. Baltimore, Md
63 Danny Jaynes c 20 6-5 240 So. Charlotte, N C
64 lim WfsllcJl 1 1 1 V V Clio OL 20 6-1 210 Q So Greenville. S C
65 Archie Reese DT 20 6-3 jr. iviayesviiie, o. \^
66 JQi] Mills DT 20 D-J 23o 2 jr. oreenviMG, o \j.
67 Johnny Lyons OL 1 6-0 247 Q So AnHorcr^n QMllUtJIoUII, O V-*
68 Chris Pickens ni 6-1 228 Q So Anderson. S C
69 Lacy Brumley OG 20 6-7 267 ^ jr. Kannapolis. N C
70 Rocky Myrick OL IB 6-2 235 Fr. Wilmington, N, C,
71 Joe Bostic OL 19 6-4 250 1 So. Greensboro, N C
72 Lacy Foulks OL 17 6-4 245 Fr. Thomasville, N C
73 Darrell Misenheimer OL 1 6-3 256 Q So Qahchi ir\/ M PodlloUUI y , IN . O
74 Billy Hudson OL 20 6-4 240 g So >_/UIUI 1 IL/ld. O \j
75 1 I idU rVlltrl 1 OL 20 6-2 250 2 Jr. PhsrlnttP N Cv/ilalltJUc, IN, V/.
76 Toney ^/illiams DT 21 6-4 242 So. narjinntnn S C
78 Greg Early OL 1 6-3 235 Fr. L/iyoe, N u
79 Jimmy Weeks OL 20 6-4 236 1 Jr. Rocky Mount, N C
80 Steve Gibbs DE 20 6-3 210 1 So. Greer, S C,
81 Harold Cam TE 21 6-6 231 2 Sr. Columbus, Ga,
82 Chns Clifford DE 21 6-4 213 1 Jr. Miami, Fla.
83 Jim Stuckey DE 1 6-4 238 Fr. oaycG, o o
84 Jonathan Brooks DE 1 6-4 210 OO. odlUUd, o. \j
86 pliff Rrav/OIITI Drdy SR 1 6-4 g So StonG Mountain, Ga.
87 iviarK ^iiiToro TE 1 R A 202 g OO. Miami, Fla,
88 Anthony King LB 1 R 220 g OO. Cornelia, Ga
no CJOD ooiODerg DE 1 8 6-1 210 Crrr. Lake Hiawatha, N, J.
90 Jim GoGhnng LB 18 6-2 207 Fr. Durham, N. C.
91 Ken Yoemans DT 18 6-3 235 Fr. Richmond, Va.
92 Ken Weichel DT 21 6-5 243 Jr. Whitehall, Pa,
93 Chris Dolce MG 17 6-2 245 Fr. Verona, N. J
94 Gary Kesack DE 22 6-2 210 2 Sr. Bethlehem. Pa.
96 Chip Pruett DT 18 6-2 228 Fr. St Simons Island. Ga
97 Marty Lyons LB 19 5-11 226 So. Anderson, S C
98 Mark HGniford DE 20 5-11 200 2 Jr. Lons, S C
99 Ciro Piccirillo PK 19 6-1 223 So. Elberton, Ga
Frank Gorshin Teter & McDonald Kelly Monteith
Come to the "Showplace
of the Southeast"
Continuous Dining & Dancing
Featuring Acclaimed
Entertainers on a Rotating
Basis from the Night Club
Capitals of the World:
ATLANTA
MIAMI
NEW YORK
The Four Freshmen Griffin & Bocar Johnny Ray John Gary
Count Basle
And others such as:
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Frank Sinatra, Jr.
Stan Kenton
Glenn Miller Orchestra
Marilyn Maye
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra
. . . and always:
The Delegation
The best in quality food and entertainment . . . always ... at Vince's.
Viiiee Peroiie's
Fopuim Boom
"The Finest Food in the Southeastl^^
No. 1 Antrim Diive (By McAhster Square)
Lunch 12-2 • Dinner 6-12 Reservations 232 -2777
15
69
71
55
74
79
81
4
32
2
10
9
76
60
54
3
66
46
34
12
23
42
when Clemson
has the ball
TIGER OFFENSE
JERRY BUTLER SE
LACY BRUMLEY LT
JOE BOSTIC LS
TRAV WEBB C
BILLY HUDSON RG
JIMMY WEEKS RT
HAROLD CAIN IE
STEVE FULLER QB
HAROLD GOGGINS RB
WARREN RATCHFORD RB
JOEY WALTERS FLK
BLUE DEVIL DEFENSE
JEFF GREEN LE
STEVE EDWARDS LT
HANK ROSSELL RT
ANDY SCHOENHOFT RE
CARL McGEE SLB
JIM REILLY MLB
CARY ROSOFF WLB
EARL COOK LCB
BOB GRUPP RCB
KIRK MAY SS
DAN BROOKS FS
THE TIGER SQUAD
2 Ra+chford, RB 49 Bollinger, TE
3 Lott, QB SO Jehlen, OL
4 Fuller, QB 51 Tuten, MG
5 Jordan, DB 52 Soowal, DE
7 Kier, DB 53 Kenney, OL
9 Goodloe, DB 54 Sharpe, LB
10 Walters, SR 55 Webb, C
1 1 O'Cain, QB 58 Smith. C
12 Weddingfon, SR 59 Bostic, C
13 Yarn, LC 60 Wallace, MG
14 Haglan, DB 61 Kreis, OL
15 Butler, SR 63 Jaynes, C
17 Cornell, DB 64 Wells, OL
18 Hansford, DB 65 Reese, DT
19 Bustle, SR 69 Brumley, OG
22 Marler, DB 70 Myrick, OL
23 Tyler, DB 71 Bostic, OL
24 Webb, DB 74 Hudson, OL
25 Eppes, SR 75 Allen, OL
26 Baldwin, DE 76 Williams, DT
28 Wyatt, DB 79 Weeks, OL
30 Clark, SR 80 Gibbs, DE
31 Sims, RB 81 Cain, TE
32 Goggins, RB 82 Clifford, C, DE
34 McDowell, LB 83 Stuckey, DE
35 Scott, LB 84 Brooks, DE
37 Adkins, DB 86 Bray, SR
38 Smith, R., LB 88 King, LB
40 Basich, RB 89 Goldberg, DE
43 Coffey, RB 90 Goehring, LB
44 Brown, L., RB 92 Weichel, DT
46 Perry, RB 94 Kesack, DE
47 Brown, M., LB 98 Heniford, DE
48 Russell, PK 99 Piccirillo, PK
Coke^%:
Trade-markiK
^^^^V ^
TODAY'S GAME OFFICIALS
REFEREE Carl Deane, No. 4
UMPIRE Ray Moore, No. 47
LINESMAN Richard Carrington, No. 12
LINE JUDGE Bill Davis, No. 23
FIELD JUDGE James Robertson, No. 59
BACK JUDGE Maynard Strickler, No. 40
'Coca-Cola ' and "Coke" are registered trade-marks wriicri identity tne sarne product of Thie Coca-Cola Company
when Duke
has the ball
BLUE DEVIL OFFENSE
85 GLENN SANDEFUR TE
55 FRANK DESTEFANO LT
68 GEORGE PAGE LG
71 BILLY BRYAN C
61 MIKE SANDUSKY RG
74 JOHN PATTERSON RT
6 TOM HALL SE
8 MIKE DUNN QB
43 ART GORE TB
30 TONY BENJAMIN FB
27 CHUCK WILLIAMSON SB
TIGER DEFENSE
84 JONATHAN BROOKS LE
83 JIM STUCKEY LT
60 NELSON WALLACE MG
65 ARCHIE REESE RT
98 MARK HENIFORD RE
35 RANDY SCOTT LLB
34 GARRY McDowell RLB
13 REX VARN LC
24 GARY WEBB TIGER
5 WILLIE JORDAN S
22 MALCOLM MARLER RC
THE BLUE DEVIL SQUAD
1 Fusco, KS
2 Finger, SE
3 McGee, LB
4 Oostdylc, QB
6 Hall, SE
8 Dunn, QB
9 Green, DE
10 Comer, SE
I I Brock, SB
12 Grupp, DB-P
13 Wolcott, PK
14 Sommers, DB
15 Sexton, SB
16 Knotts, DB
17 Smalf, QB
18 Sensibaugh
21 Smith, SE
22 Miller, DB
23 May, DB
24 Davis, DB
25 Crunlcleton,
26 Mann, DB
27 Williamson,
29 Addesa, TB
30 Benjamin, FB
31 King, LB
32 Penn, LB
33 Barney, TB
34 Cook, DB
58 BIckel, OT
36 Luongo, SB
73 Braiill, FB
38 Bennett, FB-SB
39 Aldrldge, DB
40 Rogers, FB
DB
FB-LB
SB
Doby, DB
Brooks, DB
Gore, TB
Mashore, LB
Rosoff, LB
Morris, C
Hardin, C
Mencio, OG
Lane, OT
Schoenhoft, DE
DeStefano, OT
McDonald, LB
Glankler, C
Rossell, DT
Sandusky, OG
Knox, OG
Algor, DT
Rellly, LB
Knop, DE
Page, OT
Paroli, OT
Bryan, C
Patterson, OT
Bishop, DT
Edwards, DT
Smith, DT
Ketchel, OG
Staudlnger, OT
Balllet, DT
Wiley, SE
Sandefur, TE
Freeman, DE
McMahon, DE
Holley, DE
Ziegler, TE
"ilk' 'ifcr t
-s-
'-
•I- COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
;J Anderson, Soutli Carolina
THE DELUXE HUSKEE: A quarter pound of charbroiled
100% pure beef topped with six fresh ingredients:
cheese, lettuce, tomato, pickles, onion and mayonnaise.
Served in a toasted sesame seed bun.
Charbroil Burgers.
The taste that brings you back.
1976 DUKE FOOTBALL ROSTER
No. Name Pos. Hgt. Wgt. Class Hometown
1 Vince Fusco KS 6-2 175 Sr. New Hyde Park. N, Y.
2 Bob Finger SE 5-10 175 Jr. Lancaster. Pa
3 Pari Mrfipp LB D-O £. 1 £. OO. Cincinnati, Ohil
4 Dale Oostdyk QB 6-3 180 Jr. Clifton, N. J.
5 Stanley Dnskell QB 5-1
1
170 Fr. Atlanta, Ga.
6 Tom Hall SE 6-1 175 Jr. Fayetteville, N. C.
8 Mike Dunn QB 6-4 180 So. Hampton, Va,
9 Jett Green DE 6-0 200 Jr. Woodbury, N. J
10 Jeff Comer SE 6-0 175 So. Frederick. Md.
1
1
Tim Brock SB 6-4 215 Jr. Elmvifood Park, N, J.
12 Bob Grupp DB-P 6-0 190 Sr. Langhorne. Pa
13 Scott Wolcott PK 5-10 160 Jr. Greenville, N C,
1
4
RipI* ^nmmorcniL.'V ou'iiiiitrio riR O 1 1 1 oo OO. Lexington. N C.
15 Bryan Sexton SB 6-2 183 Sr. Hamlet, N, C,
16 Tom Knotts DB 6-1 175 Jr. Albemarle, N. C,
17 Glenn Small QB 6-4 200 So. Charlotte, N. C.
18 Rod Sensibaugh DO 6-1 185 Sr. Lockland, Ohio
19 George Gawdun DB 6-1 190 Fr. Bricktown. N. J.
20 Tommy Thomas SB 6-1 190 Fr. Winston-Salem, N, C.
21 Wimpy Smith SE 6-2 188 Sr. Richmond, Va,
22 Bill Miller DB 6-1 180 Jr. Fairfax, Va.
23 r\ 1 1 ^ ivid
y
DB 6-0 or. Springfield, Mo.
24 Lee Davis DB 5-11 180 Sr. Alexandria, Va,
25 Jeff Crunkleton FB-LB 6-0 202 So. New Castle, Pa
26 Mike Mann DB 5-10 175 Jr. Dunn, N. C.
27 Chuck Williamson SB 5-11 193 Sr. Willingboro, N, J,
29 Mike Addesa IB 6-0 187 So. Old Forge, Pa,
30 Tony Benjamin FB 6-3 214 Sr. Monessen, Pa.
31 Bill King LB 6-2 208 So. Rockville, Md.
32 Derek Penn LB 6-1 200 So. Youngstown Ohio
33 Mike Barney IB 6-2 210 Jr. Haddon Heights, N J
34 Earl Cook DB 6-1 188 Jr. Alexandria, Va.
36 Tom Luongo SB 6-1 220 So. Hershey, Pa,
38 Mike Bennett FB-SB 6-2 190 Sr. Charlotte, N. C
39 Bryant Aldridge DB 6-0 170 So. Rocky Mount, N, C,
40 Lee Rogers FB 5-11 200 Sr. New York, N. Y.
4
1
Larry Doby D-O 1 9^ oO. Montclair, N. J.
42 Dan Brooks DB 6-0 190 So. Denville, N J
43 Art Gore IB 5-9 175 Sr. McGuire AFB, N. J
44 Derrick Mashore LB 6-0 208 So. Cornwells Heights, Pa,
46 Cary Rosoff LB 6-2 200 Sr. Hicksville, N. Y
47 Greg Rhett TB-WR 5-11 175 Fr. Charlotte, N. C.
50 Marty Morris C 6-3 222 Jr. Anderson, Ind
51 Jim Hardin C 5-10 200 So. Durham, N. C.
52 Greg Mencio OG 6-2 228 Sr. Naugatuck. Conn,
53 D^n 1 ^npi—Ja I 1 l_cl < IC7 OT 6-4 232 Sr. PinnpminQnn M 1
54 Andy Schoenhoft DE 6-2 225 So. Cincinnati, Ohio
55 Frank DeStefano OT 6-2 225 Jr. Webster, N. Y
56 John McDonald LB 6-2 220 So. Fayetteville, N C,
57 John Glankler C 6-4 218 So. Cincinnati, Ohio
58 Randy Bickel OT 6-2 212 So. Durham, N. C.
60 Hank Rossell DT 6-3 235 Sr. Collingswood, N. J.
61 Mike Sandusky OG 6-3 230 Jr. Annapolis, Md.
62 Mike Suglia OG 6-3 220 So. Little Falls, N. J.
63 JUc vvcaVci OG 6-1 230 ou. PttrirU VaClll , V d-
64 Dennis Knox OG 6-0 225 Jr. Tampa, Fla.
65 Jack Algor DT 6-3 225 So. Spring Lake Heights, N J
66 Jim Reilly LB 6-1 210 Jr. Cincinnati, Ohio
67 Warren Knop DE 6-2 212 Jr. Yardley, Pa.
68 George Page OT 6-3 235 Sr. Fayetteville, N C,
70 Tony Paroli OT 6-2 230 Sr. Wilson, N, C,
71 Billy Bryan C 6-2 244 Sr. Burlington, N. C.
73 Tim Brazill FB 6-3 215 So. Glen Mills, Pa,
74 John Patterson U 1 D-D i£40 Jr. Allentown, Pa.
75 Dave Bishop DT 6-4 230 Jr. St. Petersburg, Fla.
76 Steve Edvi/ards DT 6-6 238 Sr. Fairfax, Va.
77 Lyman Smith DT 6-6 228 Jr. Glen Head, N. Y
78 Terry Ketchel OG 6-4 228 Sr. Ft Walton Beach, Fla,
79 Ken Staudinger OT 6-3 230 So. Elmwood Park, N. J.
81 Tom Balliet DT 6-4 222 Jr. Moorestown. N, J,
83 Steve Wiley SE 6-3 195 So. Medford Lakes. N. J.
85 Glenn Sandefur TE 6-5 218 Sr. Cincinnati, Ohio
89 Willard Freeman DE 6-2 205 Sr. Washington, D. C,
90 Jim McMahon DE 6-1 212 So. Bahama, N. C.
93 Frank Holley DE 6-2 210 Jr. Virginia Beach, Va.
94 Bill Ziegler TE 6-3 208 Jr. Pompton Plains, N. J,
Frank DeStefano Mike Dunn Steve Edwards Vince Fusco Art Gore
Jeff Green Bob Grupp Tom Hall Terry Ketchel John McDonald
Carl McGee Derrick Mashore Kirk May Greg Mencio Dale Oostdyk
George Page Gary Rosoff Hank Rossell Glenn Sandefur Mike Sandusky
Andy Schoenhoft Lyman Smith Rick Sommers Chuck Williamson
THE BETTER STEAK
At the Hungry Bull, we buy only the best U.S. Graded
Choice Western Beef Our beef comes from steers that are
corn-fed under precisely controlled conditions in the ideal
cattle-raisingclimateoftheWestern United States. Ourquality
beef is fresh cut daily, never frozen
OUR STEAKS ARE A GUT AROVE
HUNGRY BULL
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Aiken. S C
Clemson. S C
Columbia. S C
Greenville, S C
Rock Hill. S C
Spartanburg. S C
Sumter. S C
Goldsboro. N C
Lenoir N C
Lumberton. N C
Salisbury. N C
Greenwood. S C
Asheville. N C
Boone. N C Shelby. N.C
Atlanta. Ga
Augusta. Ga
Rome. Ga
Laurens. S C
Mauldin. S C
Burlington. N C
Charlotte. N C
Concord, N C
Gastonia. N C
Myrtle Beach, S C
Highway 123 By-Pass one block from Lakeview Plaza
CERTIFIED CARPET SERVICES
''Carolina s leading carpet cleaner for 15 years''
Hydra-jet
Mobile cleaning plant
y^QrTITieu V-Orper K^iGunGrS y^eniTiea inausTriai K^ieanets
309 Butler Ave. 9 Duncan St.
GREENVILLE SPARTANBURG 235-2594
271-9502 585-7673
—Nightly housekeeping service
—NA/all to wall carpet cleaning f -^rr\OT in 1 irro n
n
N^o 1 IJUI 1 1 Id 1 1 1 Lc; 1 Id 1 1 Lc;
—Sopcia i7inn in r PrininciW ki/ ^ \. 1 U 1 1 ^ 1 1 1 III ValV^UIIIII —Duct cleaning
upholstery and oriental rugs —Wall cleaning
—Rug washing facilities in plant —Floor cleaning and sealing
—Fire restoration —Fire restoration
Cerfified Carpet Sales Professional Sales
and Insfallafion and Equipment Co.
236 McBEE AVE. 9 DUNCAN ST.
232-8735 235-2594
—Commercial carpet installation
kJTi r r*i
—Manu+acturers ot proressional carpet
by trained technicians
cleaning equipment and chemicals
—Greatest development in truck
—Custom carpet workroom
mounted equipment
—Serging, binding, and fringing
—Pioneered and manufactured in
machines Greenville
—Cutting and repair work —Training program for new operators
Join the
PepsiPeople
feelin'
free!
CO
TIGERS
Pepsi Cola Bottling Company,
Anderson, South Carolina
Thefasteritsjans.
themoreyouspend.
The purpose of that rotating
disk on your electric meter is
tomeasure the amount ofpower
being used.
The more you're using, the
faster it goes. And the higher
your monthly bill will be.
Keep that in mind. And use
electricity wisely.
Because whenever you waste
power, you waste money.
SCE&G
nion. Ibombed
"Rack monster got ya,
huh?"
"Man, the rack monster
got me. I was late for an
eight . . . and bombed
Bugs 200."
MAor BUQ//200.**
^^^^^ # By Ross Cornwell
"Man, even though I was suckin' wind, the rack monster
got me today, I was late for an eight and bombed Bugs
200,"
For the uninitiated, this statement by a college student
means: "Even though I was worried about failing the
course, I overslept this morning, was late for my eight
o'clock class and failed a test in introductory entomology."
The jargon by which college students communicate-
often to the bewilderment of their parents and older
friends— is a curious blend of colorful phrases, mixed
metaphors and invented words that will be a long time
finding their way into the dictionary.
At Clemson University if you are a male and a coed calls
you a gorp, she finds you unattractive, and if you were the
last man on earth, she'd be reluctant to date you. Or she
might call you a nerd, which is a gorp who isn't bad looking
but is conceited. If she calls you a hunk, you pass with
flying colors. It means you're terrific looking.
Skip Eisiminger, an English department professor who
has studied student jargon on the Clemson campus, calls
slang "that area of language that allows the linguist to
show himself human and reveals much of the humor and
ingenuity of language makers."
Eisiminger says, "The naming by students of well-
known places, both public and private, on campus pro-
vides a vivid picture of experiences associated with such
places."
Thus, Clemson's commuter and resident parking lots
are variously dubbed East Egypt, the Pit, the Hole and the
Jungle. The College of Architecture building, where stu-
dent projects often go on day and night, is The Land of the
Midnight Sun.
Old Green Tom is the statue of the university's founder,
while Tilly is the clock in Tillman Hall tower.
The Wall is the brick wall in front of a particular dormitory
"upon which," according to one coed, "jocks (athletes) sit
while they practice girl-watching and wolf-whistling—
a
good place for a girl to stop to tie her shoelace."
Society Hill is the term used by residents on west cam-
pus to refer to students who live in new high rise dor-
mitories and eat in the new cafeteria on east campus. The
term "slums" is used by Society Hill students to refer to
their counterparts who live on west campus.
Like professional football, college slang relies heavily
on the military for key words. You can bomb a test (flunk it)
or blitz it (do well). A male student can fire on a coed (ask
for a date) and run the risk of getting shot down (be
Associate Director of Public Relations
refused or stood up). And if a couple say they're off to the
submarine races, they plan to do what used to be known
as parking.
The thing a person with a big appetite—a lunch lip-
does best is to pork it up, and he might consume a lot of
munchies (snacks). A person who isn't "with it" is a Space
Cadet or Out in Left Field. A person without nimble fingers
is a Lobster, while one who talks a lot, says little and is
generally undesirable to be around is a Turkey.
Care packages contain food from home, the dude
ranch is fraternity row, and to scope is to look at a
classmate's quiz paper.
Intercollegiate rivalry also crops up in Clemson slang. In
reference to the University of South Carolina, a chicken
breast sandwich in the canteen is a Gamecock 85 (it costs
85 cents). With lettuce and tomato added, it becomes a
Gamecock 95 (10 cents extra).
Even armed with a complete primer on college slang,
there are so many variations that parents might be tempt-
ed to throw up their hands and say, "It's all Greek to
me"—a statement itself open to misinterpretation. For de-
cades Greeks have been the college student's way of
referring to fraternity members.
The name of the game
is quality.
A quality team welcomes the toughest
challenge to prove how good it is. So does
Pabst. We've been brewing America's
quality beer since 1844, which gives us the
confidence to make this challenge of our
own: taste and compare Pabst Blue Ribbon
quality and flavor with any other beer. One
glass and you'll know that Blue Ribbon
quality means the best tasting beer
you can get.
PABST. Since 1844. The quality has always come through.
©Copyright, 1975. PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, III., Newark, N.J. , Los Angeles, Calif , Pabst, Georgia.
ARA-Slater's philosophy is a unique,
systematic approach designed to
achieve our most important goal:
STUDENT SATISFACTION. This concept
is a result of our experience with
millions of students. We have the
flexibility to understand your needs
and the capability to satisfy them.
At Clemson, ARA demonstrates
practical, new methods for providing
nourishing, well-balanced meals to
athletes, students and staff. Our
corporate and regional specialists
give ARA's dining service manager
expert advice in planning menus,
purchasing goods, controlling
waste, utilizing labor. The support
of this team effort is carried out
daily in Schilletter Hall and
Harcombe Commons, and at the Clemson
House Buffeteria. It is our desire
to serve students what they
want and to accommodate them
by providing this same
efficient service for special
events or festive holiday meals.
We're here to provide the type
of service that will benefit
the entire school and community.
THA T'S WHA T WE THINK A DINING
SERVICE IS ALL ABOUT.
your campus JminS sen ice
ARA-SLATER
SCHOOl6 COLLEGE
SERVICES
headquarters at
I'hdadelph.a,
PcnnsyUan.a

TIGERS in Textiles^ Plastics
^
Paper and Industrial Machinery
Louis K Ba.tsozi,
Company
MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS OF:
ShuR-CusH Vibration Mountings
ShuR-TufF Harness Strapping
Harness Adjusters
Race Plate Cover
Pressure Roll Felt
Roll Covering
Jack Sticks
One Piece Harness Cords
Lug Straps
Loop and Box Pickers
Circular Knitting Pattern Wheels
Knitting & Felting Needles
Ceramic Guides & Eyelets
Cone Base Pads
Mats and Matting
Flags and Flag Poles
Custom Banners
ShuR-SliK Dry Film Lubricant
ShuR-TufF Plastic Parts
Tungsten Carbide Knives & Loopers
for Cut Pile Carpet
Ba.tsozi
MaiCliixiery,
Ixic.
Batsoxi
Yarn a.xid. Fabrics Machinery
Group, Inc.
Machinery, E()uipmont, Supplies, Ser\ ice and Train-
ing lor Fiber Pro(hicing, Opening and Blending, Card-
ing, King Spinning and Automatic Dolling, Open-End
Spinning, Twisting, Warp T\ ing, Sliuttle and Shuttle-
less Wea\ ing, Tufting, Knitting, Pile Stitching, Nee-
dle Punch, Non-Wo\en, Web Monitoring, Waip
Beam and Cloth Roll Handling, Roving Strip])ing,
Pressure Dyeing, Fiber Reclamation and Utilization.
\
Ba.tsozi
Ma.clii]:iery»
"The Capital Expenditures Division"
Machinery, Equipment, Supplies and Service for
Textile Dyeing, Bleaching, Printing and Finishing;
and for the Manufacturing and Converting of Paper,
Plastics, Film and Foil.
"The Accessories Diiisioii'
Web Guides
Cutting and Slitting Ecjuipment
Tenter (iuides
Selvedge I'ncurlers
Laboratory Testing Ef|uipment
Core C>huck.s
Metal Detectors
Process Rolls
Slitting Rewinding Efinii)ment
Tenter Pin Plates
Batson "Litter (litter" Suction Cleaner
Web Cleaners
Static Eliminators
Fiberglass Materials Handling Trucks
Batching and Winding Ecjuipment
Steaming and Relaxing Tenterettes
Renewal Parts and Supplies
Installation, Sen ice and Training
ouls p. Batson
Com^^ff^ AND AFFILIATES • Home Office: BOX 3^78 • GREENVILLE. S. C. 29608 U.S.A. • TEL. (803) 242-5262
H. ELLIOTT BATSON, Class of 195 1, President • LOUIS P. BATSON, JR., Class of 1949, Vice President
CLEMSON
Alumni Loyalty Fund-
Many Things To Many People
The\' are doctors, lawyers, teachers,
farmers, husinesspersoiis, military
strategists, public servants. They ha\ t' a lot
going for them. They have an opportimitx to
grow. And their roots are here on this cam-
pus. They are former students of this institu-
tion in the foothills of South Carolina.
Clemson Uni\ ersity has been inx olved
in pro\ iding one of this nation's most \ ital
resources since 1893. Yet, the educational
capabilities of Clemson continue to mount,
and the Unix ersity has a \ ibrant incentix e to
demonstrate its ability, and an objectiv e
yardstick to measure it.
As Clemson Unix ersity continues its
contribution to the de\ elopment of this state,
it remains an indispensable part of its futiu'e.
Combine capacity, ability and opportunity
and you conclude that potential is \ irtually
unliinited.
It is, \\ ith your help. Craduates, former
students and friends ofClemson are not only a
soince of pride for the University but a
monumental strength in undergirding its
educational i)r()grams with annual in\ est-
ments in the institution through the Clemson
Alumni Lo\ alt\ Fund and other de\ elopment
opportunities at the Unix ersity.
But greater challenges lie ahead. Know-
ledge has nniltiplied beyond comprehension;
the domestic and xvorld situations haxc be-
come unxx ieldx and precarious. To make sure
performance measures up to potential, CMem-
son Unix ersitx utilizes xviselx and irugallx ex -
ery source of aid possible from all sectors of a
free society— private citizens and founda-
tions, business and industrial organizations,
state and federal gox t>rnments.
Now, more than ex er before, Clemson
needs you, your interest, and your invest-
ment in education. Noxv, more than ever be-
fore, xvon t you consider what you can do for
Clemson?
Clemson
Alumni
Association

UNITED MERCHANTS and MANUFACTURERS, INC.
WIDE WORLD OF
MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH ITS PEOPLE IN
• TEXTILES • PLASTICS • GLASS
• CHEMICALS • RETAILING • FOREIGN
OPERATIONS
FACTORING AND FINANCE
OUR DIVERSIFIED ACTIVITIES MAKE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE IN
SALES-ACCOUNTING-AUDITING-ADMINISTRATION
• CREDIT & FINANCE • DATA PROCESSING • RETAILING
AND MANUFACTURING
UNITED MERCHANTS
GREENVILLE OFFICE
108 FREDERICK STREET
P.O. BOX 2148
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
Were looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.
Mechanical and civil en-
gineering majors . . . areo
space and aeronautical en-
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science . . . mathematics.
The Air Force needs peo-
ple . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ-
ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4-year, 3 year, or
2-year programs. Some of-
fering full scholarships. All
offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all
leading to an Air Force offi-
cerscommission,plus ad-
vanced education.
If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTC.
Contact Col. Lakins, Clemson University 656-3254
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
n
lzzIlk
OPEN: 11 A.M. - WP.M.
FRI.-SAT. 11 A.M. - 11 P.M.
2916 N. MAIN
ANDERSON, S.C.
225-1238
BANQUET FACILITIES
SEATING 30-80
MON.-THUR.
1976 Clemson Freshman Football Players
Thirty-six freshmen football candidates reported to TIgertown for the annual Press and Picture Day, a total figure that included both signees and
non-scholarship athletes. They are, from left to right, kneeling, Ronnie Locke, Rick Wyatt, Eric Young, Rex Varn, Chuck McClure, Buddy Hopkins, John
Mulcahy, Rick Basich, and Gary Adkins. Second row, left to right, Marvin Sims, Bill Robbins, James Russell, Carl Mayer, Tony Masone, Howard Callahan,
John Miller, Steve Carr, and Billy Lott. Third row, left to nght. Bob Goldberg, Tim Heiman, Joe Brady, Randy Harrell, Mike Allen, Bob McNeely, Bob
McPhillips, Chris Dolce, and Marlon Brown. Back row, left to right, Greg Early, Jim Goehring, Chip Pruett, Jim Stuckey, Mike Marzek, Rocky Myrick, Ken
Yeomans, Stuart Donahue, and Lacy Foulks.
FORT HILL
FEDERAL SAVINGS ^^^^^^
College Avenue, Clemson, 654-5574 / Colonial Plaza, Seneca, 882-1925
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THE GREAT GAMES
Late of Nofre Dame, Ara Parsegian had teams which were major factors in two of
the ten best games televised over the last 10 years.
THE BESTOF 10
YEdRSOnTV
by Donn Bernstein, Media Director, ABC Sports
^kplame of the Week?Came of the
Year? Came of the Decade? Or Came
of the Century? Whatever your choice,
the American public has been treated
to the best of NCAA football televised
by ABC Sports which has captured the
color and clamor of "the college
game" for the past 10 consecutive
years.
It has been a decade of glitter on the
gridiron where all too often that fine
line between delirium and despair is
drawn by an inch of the sideline chain,
a second's tick on the scoreboard
clock or an unpredictable bounce of
the ball on the goal-post cross-bar.
These are but a few of the ingre-
dients which have spiced the college
football menu over the past 10 years,
and for a sampler of the decade's Top
Ten televised titanics, producer Chuck
Howard went out on the limb.
"There's been a wide variety of truly
outstanding games over the years,"
Howard said, "and coming up with the
top 10 hasn't been easy. The games I
have selected, however, are particular
classics and should stir vivid memories
from football fans all over."
When it comes to the best of college
football, the Emmy Award winning
producer literally has seen them all.
Here are Howard's "Top Ten:"
• Spartan fans have not forgotten. And
Irish fans have not forgiven. It all
began with the greatest build-up ac-
corded a college football game in
modern times. A classic showdown. A
heralded epic. A monumental battle. It
was No. 1 ranked Notre Dame facing
No. 2 ranked Michigan State, both un-
defeated and untied, in what some
had called "The Came of the Cen-
tury." An over-flow throng of 80,011
crammed in Spartan Stadium (regular
seating capacity: 76,000) and the rau-
cous rooters of that Saturday afternoon,
Nov. 19, 1966, sat drained and dehyd-
rated after Notre Dame's Joe Azzaro
kicked a 28-yard field goal on the first
play of the fourth quarter to tie the
game at 10-10. With Irish quarterback
Terry Hanratty injured on the
sidelines, unknown Coley O'Brien was
in field command of Ara Parseghian's
troops who were battling the Spartans
to a fourth period standoff. As the
clock wore down, tension rose both
on the field and in the stands. Who
would get the next break? A penalty
... a fumble recovery ... a pass in-
terception . . . something . . . any-
thing. But my Cod, not a tie! In the
final minutes Notre Dame took over
first-and-10 on its own 30. Desperation
pass? Trick play? Parseghian said NO,
and time was running out. Six ground
plays later, the final gun sounded leav-
ing emblazoned on the Spartan
Stadium scoreboard a 10-10 verdict
which became one of the most
talked-about and second-guessed
games in the history of college foot-
ball. It was the final game of the sea-
son for Duffy Daugherty's Spartans
while Ara Parseghian and his Irish
went on to beat USC and win the na-
tional title.
• Everything was at stake! The national
championship. The Big Eight title. And
pride between two of the nation's
most respected football powers of
1971. Bob Devaney's Nebraska Corn-
huskers ranked No. 1 and/
spearheaded by Jerry Tagge and
Johnny Rodgers, were going into
Norman, Oklahoma to battle Chuck
Fairbanks' Sooners, ranked No. 2 and
led by Jack Mildren and Gregg Pruitt.
It was to be a bloodbath, witnessed by
63,385 fanatic fans who packed Owen
Field on November 25, 1971. Would
you believe that by midway in the final
period 59 points had been scored?
With 7:05 remaining in the game, Ne-
braska was behind, 31-28, and started
to drive from its own 26 yard line.
Plowing 74 yards in 12 plays, run-
ningback Jeff Kinney scored the last of
his four touchdowns of the day by
plunging two yards over left tackle
with 1:38 left on the clock as the
Cornhuskers captured the conference
crown and the national championship,
35-31. Nebraska went on to beat Ala-
bama in the Orange Bowl and Okla-
homa took its frustration out on Au-
burn in the Sugar Bowl winning 40-22.
• The President of the United States
was there. The Rev. Dr. Billy Craham
gave the invocation. And native Clenn
Campbell returned to Arkansas to root
on the Hogs. So did the majority of
the 44,500 standing room only crowd
in Razorback Stadium, proud and bois-
contmued on 15t
13.
K 25 YEARS.
The Statue of Liberty Play. The Single Wing. The A Formation. This Fall,
we're bringing you the greatest plays m the history of football. And the
greatest players.
You'll see it all on the Fireman's Fund Flashbacks, a fantastic half-time
show on every NCAA Game of the Week on ABC. Every week, we'll look at the
teams that are playing, and play back some of the most incredible moments
in their history. As far back as 25 years ago.
We're bringing you these games and these Flashbacks so we can tell you
all about your local Independent Insurance Agent. He's a man who represents
many fine insurance companies. So he can choose the coverage that's best for
you. And when he chooses us, we want you to know he's done the right thing.
So much for the commercial. Here's the schedule"^ of games for this Fall:
Tuesday - Sept, 7
Saturday - Sept 1
1
Saturday - Sept 18
Saturday - Sept 25
Saturday - Oct 2
Saturday - Oct, 9
Saturday - Oct 16
UCLA at Arizona State
Pittsburgh at Notre Dame
Tulsa at Oklahoma State
South Carolina at
Georgia Tech,
Houston at Baylor
Ohio State at Penn State
Georgia at Clemson
Colorado at
Washington
Yale at Brown
Tennessee at Auburn
San Jose State at Stanford
Massachusetts at Harvard
To be announced
Oklahoma at Texas (Dallas)
To be announced.
Saturday - Oct, 23
Saturday - Oct 30
Saturday - Nov. 6
Saturday - Nov 13
Saturday - Nov 20
To be announced
To be announced.
To be announced
Alabama at Notre Dame
2nd game to be announced.
Michigan at Ohio State
use at UCLA,
Thursday - Nov 25 To be announced,
Friday - Nov 26 Oklahoma at Nebraska
Penn State at Pittsburgh
Saturday - Nov 27 Army-Navy (Philadelphia)
Notre Dame at USC
Saturday - Dec 14 Arkansas at Texas
Monday - Dec, 27 Gator Bowl
Saturday - Jan, 1 Sugar Bowl
"Schedule mdy vary in your area Check your local newspaper
IREMAN'S FUND FLASHBACKS ON ABC-TV.
F.iremans Fund Insurance Companies. Home office: San Francisco. Look for your Fireman's Fund Agent in the Yellow Pages.
Best of 10 Years continued from 1 3t
terous University of Arkansas fans clad
in traditional red, who had come for
what Texas' Darrell Royal had prophet-
ically dubbed "The Big Shootout." It
took place on a raw, gray December 6
afternoon in 1969. College football was
celebrating its 100th year and Coach
Frank Broyles of Arkansas respectfully
acknowledged the Centennial by in-
stalling artifical turf in Razorback
Stadium. Both Texas and Arkansas
sported 9-0-0 records going into the
game and were ranked No. 1 and No.
2, respectively. The national champi-
onship and Southwest Conference ti-
tles were on the line. It was another
one of those tailor-made titanics as the
eyes of the college football world were
focused on Fayetteville, Arkansas
(pop: 30,000). Ahead 14-0 after three
quarters of play, one might conclude
that Arkansas was having things its
own way. Texas argued to the con-
trary. And quite convincingly. Towards
the end of the third period. Royal's
roughnecks had started an 80-yard
march, interrupted only by the sound
of the quarter gun. On the first play of
the fourth stanza, quarterback James
Street scrambled 42 yards for a
touchdown on a broken play. The call
was for a pass, but with no receivers in
sight. Street picked up some excellent
downfield blocking and danced down
the right side to make it 14-6. Darrell
Royal honored his signal caller by
selecting him the man to advance over
left tackle and register a crucial two-
point conversion. Against some hefty
Arkansas adversaries. Street ac-
complished his mission and the Hogs
were sweating in Fayetteville. With a
little over six minutes remaining in the
quarter, Texas had the ball on its own
36 yard line and used over two min-
utes in advancing seven yards to the
43. At that point with a palpitating
fourth-and-three situation. Street
completed a desperation 44-yard pass
to Randy Peschel who enhanced the
artistry of the action by making a di-
ving catch at the Arkansas 13 yard line.
Two plays later Jim Bertelsen ran two
yards over left guard to score and a
Longhorn by the name of Happy Feller
became quite a happy fella as he
booted the extra point to give Texas a
15-14 victory. It was a shootout that
indeed lived up to its billing. Texas
went on to defeat Notre Dame in the
Cotton Bowl and Ole Miss tripped Ar-
kansas in the Sugar Bowl.
• Outsiders still wonder what John
McKay told his football team during
The National Championship and the SWC
title were on the line when Frank Broyles
(above) hosted Texas in the "Big Shoot-
out" in 1969.
halftime. A quorum of the 90,814 fans
sitting in the Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum on the afternoon of Nov. 30,
1974, hoped that the USC coach would
deliver an extra-special message. It
must have been a dilly! The Trojans,
came out with fire in their eyes as they
embarked upon one of college foot-
ball's greatest comebacks. Anthony
Davis, who had tallied USC's only
touchdown in the first half (on a sec-
ond period seven yard pass from QB
Pat Haden) ignited the fiery turnabout
by taking the opening kickoff of the
second half and scooting 100 yards to
the dismay of Ara Parseghian and his
fighting Irish. Four more third quarter
touchdowns were to come: two by
Davis on six and four yard scamps and
two by receiver John McKay, who col-
lected 18 and 44 yard TD aerials from
his old high school battery mate,
Hayden. Those 35 points in the third
period were the most ever scored in
one stanza against the Irish. Adding
insult to injury, Shelton Diggs reeled
in a 16-yard touchdown pass from
Hayden and Charlie Phillips raced
back a 58-yard interception (one of
three he had on the day) for a TD as 14
fourth cuarter points went on the
board to give USC its biggest win ever
over Notre Dame, 55-24. Davis' four
touchdowns a record? No sir! "A.D."
scored six times against the Irish in
1972 . . . without a halftime sermon by
the coach. The Trojans won handily
that year, 45-23.
Of the following six games on Chuck
Howard's Top Ten of the Decade list,
three of them were decided by one
point; one by two points and two by
three points. The games are listed
in chronological order:
• Texas A&M coach Gene Stallings
spoke clearly and authoritatively. He
told his kickoff man, All-American
linebacker Bill Hobbs, not to kick to
Southern Methodist's Jerry Levias. The
Aggies had just climaxed a 58-yard,
13-play scoring drive which put them
ahead of SMU, 17-13, in college foot-
ball's opening game of the 1967 sea-
son. It was a see-saw battle from the
outset at A&M's Kyle Field and with a
flimsy four point lead late in the fourth
period, Stallings wanted to play it safe.
Keep the ball away from the danger-
ous Levias, he ordered. As one might
already conjecture, Hobbs sailed the
pigskin into Jerry Levias' waiting arms
and the flashy Mustang took it from
his own 24 to the 42. With regular
quarterback Mike Livingston on the
sidelines, a pint-sized (5'-6" might be
stretching it) signal caller named Inez
Perez completed five straight passes
(including three for 29, 11 and 12
yards) and it was first-and-10 on the
Aggie six yard line with time running
out. On second down at the six and
four seconds left on the clock, Perez
pierced Levias in the end zone and
SMU eked out a 20-17 victory. Texas
A&M bounced back to win six league
games, collect the Southwest Confer-
ence championship and defeat Ala-
bama in the Cotton Bowl. SMU, on the
other hand, lost its next seven straight
games and finished the 1967 season
with a dismal 3-7 mark.
continued on 18t
Heisman Trophy Winner Gary Beban of
UCLA was outdueled by O. J. and com-
pany in 1967.
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AND OTHER TURFS
by Del Black, Kansas City STAR
A grass field, the "Natural Look," demands expensive upkeep, but is still preferred
by many schools.
mm
wBBod sod, the rug, the carpet.
Most major college gridirons are wall-
to-wall artificial turf.
Croundskeepers who shook their
heads in wonderment as the carpet
was installed often curse the green-
thatched surface and harken to the
"good old days" when they could
negotiate a lawn mower instead of a
vacuum cleaner and replace a divot
rather than wield a brush to remove
stains.
But it was these same custodians of
the turf who before the late '60s
cringed when it rained on game days,
fought with coaches who demanded
to practice when they wanted to wa-
ter, and despised every band director
and stomping musician— it always
rained on Band Day—who dared prac-
tice and/or perform on the precious
blades of turf.
The Saturday afternoon quagmire
has become surfing on the turf for
football players. Certainly, photo-
graphers are unable to capture the
futility of mud-caked combatants, but
fans who once delighted in seeing
mudhole tackling by unidentifiable
participants can get just as much of a
kick from a sliding pursuer of a skid-
ding football.
From the press box, writers and
sportscasters don't have to guess who
is carrying the ball, who made the
tackle, or from what yard-line the ac-
tion is taking place.
Most coaches will agree that artifi-
cial turf is the backdrop for a better
game. The quick and swift benefit. The
slow and plodding look quicker and
swifter, until overmatched and out-
manned. And that becomes a coaching
reality on any surface and in any
weather.
Mod-sod madness began with the
construction of the Astrodome in
Houston, when officials realized natu-
ral grass wouldn't grow inside 9 build-
ing.
To fit the need, AstroTurf was in-
vented. And competition for other
playing fields— most of them
outdoors—saw the development and
installation of artificial playing surfaces
called Tartan and Poly-Turf.
Possibly, for a better reason than
any, installation of artificial turf be-
came a status symbol, a ploy in recruit-
ing.
AstroTurf has a grassy-type, blade-
like texture while the other two re-
semble carpet.
Most groundskeepers contend that
artificial turf is more difficult to main-
tain. Instead of spending an hour to
mow the grass field, two hours is re-
quired to do a proper job of vacuum-
ing the sod. But as one groundskeeper
noted, he doesn't have to sweep as
often as he did mow.
"The biggest problem is getting
burns off," one tender of the turf said.
"Sometimes when players are tackled,
they put burns six feet long in the turf
with their shoes, which fuse the
blades together. In other words, the
tips melt together, and you have to
use a steel comb to break them
loose."
Gum, especially early in the Fall, is a
sticky challenge for groundskeepers.
Cigarette burns and stains instigated
by chewing tobacco are also aggravat-
ing and time-consuming to keepers of
the green.
"Making the conversion from real
grass to artificial surface definitely be-
comes a need in stadiums that are
multi-purpose facilities," another
stadium manager said. "Taxpayers
have helped most of these and they
should be able to enjoy them. Look at
the possibilities these facilities
offer— rock concerts, graduations, in-
tramurals, state-wide activities of
interest, and even religious and politi-
cal gatherings.
"To stage about anything other than
football, you might have to protect the
surface from damage by putting down
plyboard or canvas. Such protective
measures will cost as much as $10,000
or more.
"Also, what if you have a football
game in the rain or after a rain on a
true-grass field in your season opener?
You tear it up so bad that it never
continued on 21t
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Years ago, Papa Cribari
made awine jtist for\^en
femily& friends sat down together.
Nothing's changed.
•r~ -cru:n^i=^J^^,-^-.r*r^^7j^r^\r -
After 80 years, the same reason people still go to a football game
is the same reason people still gather over a jug of Cribari wine...
to sit down together and enjoy!
Enjoy Cribari red, white, rose and — if your side won — champagne.
Before the game, at home watching the game on TV, in the post game celebration.
And in the old-fashioned jug. B. Chbah Bt Sons, San Francisco. California
When you stay at Hyatt on Union Square and have business in San
Francisco's Financial District. . .we'll take you there and back in a
chauffeured limousine. Between eight and ten in the morning. . .four and
six in the afternoon. Complimentary of course.
One of the many special touches ... all uniquely Hyatt. A Touch of Hyatt.
It means we're doing whatever it takes to make you
want to stay with us . . . again.
HYATTHOTELS©
We're looking forward for you ^^^^^
800-228-9000 Gets you Hyatt.
Worldwide. Toll Free, your travel agent
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• O.J. Simpson was a year away from
winning the Heisman Trophy. But as
far as 90,772 Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum fans were concerned, the
talented Trojan running back should
have been handed the coveted award
immediately after the USC-UCLA bash
of Nov. 18, 1967. And if the trophy was
to be given on that day, a piece of it
should have gone to placekicker Rikki
Aldridge. Simpson's 64-yard TD romp
with less than five minutes remaining
in the 37th annual cross-city classic
tied the game at 20-20, and it was Al-
dridge who punctuated the victory. O.
J. rushed for 177 yards in 30 carries
and ironically, it was UCLA quarter-
back Gary Beban who was awarded
college football's most treasured
prize. Beban, receiver George Farmer
and rusher Greg Jones fought gallantly
against the Trojans, but Simpson,
Steve Sogge, Earl McCullouch and
Outland Trophy winner Ron Vary ulti-
mately proved to be a point better.
The Rose Bowl was at stake and John
McKay's Trojans went on to defeat In-
diana while the following week the
down-trodden Bruins of Tommy Pro-
thro lost to Syracuse.
(Tying this game on Chuck Howard's
poll was the 1969 USC-UCLA game,
won by the Trojans, 14-12, on a last
minute pass from Jimmy Jones to Sam
Dickerson good for 32-yards. UCLA
failed on both two-point conversion
attempts. The Bruins' signal caller was
Dennis Dummit. Both teams went into
the game undefeated and with one tie
apiece. USC went on to defeat Michi-
gan in the Rose Bowl.)
• Over 1,000 yards in total offense
went into the books after Ole Miss
and Alabama went after each other in
Birmingham's Legion Field on the
night of October 4, 1969. Between
both teams, there were 81 passes
thrown and only one intercepted. Mis-
sissippi's Archie Manning threw 52 of
those passes and completed 33 for 436
yards and two scores. It wasn't
enough. Scott Hunter of Alabama hit
on 22 of 29 passes for 300 yards and
one touchdown. It was enough. In
one of the wildest nip-and-tuck offen-
sive shows of all-time. Bear Bryant's
Crimson Tide prevailed, 33-32. Ole
Miss led, 26-21, early in the fourth
quarter. 'Bama came back with a 67-
yard drive and took a one point lead,
27-26. John Vaught's Rebels retaliated
with a 64-yard march in three plays
and resumed the lead, 32-27. All of this
happened in eight minutes. Not to be
continued on 22t
lollege football's most lasting con-
tribution to American culture could
be epicurean. Twenty-five centuries
from now, as social scientists attempt
to unravel the significance of our era,
their research may show it was some
time in the 20th century that Ameri-
cans developed the quaint tribal cus-
tom . . . tailgating.
Man, his mate and groups of
friends, a scholarly paper may reveal,
would unwind every seventh day in
the autumn of the year by packing
very delicious picnic meals, stowing
them in the back of their elongated
road vehicles, then journeying to the
parking areas of great playing fields.
There they would encamp, spread
out the food on a fold-down type of
door (called the tail gate) at the rear
of their road vehicle, and picnic in
the lovely autumn sun. Later they
would join thousands of others in
seats built around the playing field,
watching students from opposing
universities hurdle themselves at one
another in some sort of rowdy game.
The scholarly study of 25 centuries
hence will go on to hypothesize that
while the rowdy game has long since
been forgotten, the quaint tailgating
custom was the actual origin of such
modern diversions as lunargating (run-
ning the old space ship up to the
moon for a day of picnicking) and
Marsgating (a week long camp out on
Mars).
However, we 20th century earth-
lings must still be concerned with
something good to eat at our next
tailgate party. So here are some nifty
portable ideas — the first two from
The R. T. French Company Test Kitch-
ens in Rochester, New York, with the
Soul Picnic menu contributed by Cri-
bari Wines.
Frankly Delicious Stew is hot and
hearty and just right for autumn ap-
petites. It is easily and quickly made
from ingredients that you're likely to
have on hand, and the combination
of franks and beans gets a special fla-
vor boost from prepared yellow mus-
tard. A vacuum container filled with
Frankly Delicious Stew will be the star
attraction of any tailgate feast.
Cheese and Macaroni Salad is the
perfect traveling companion for the
stew. The flavor fashion for fall is
the creamy dressing which is easily
created with an envelope of cheese
sauce mix.
Serve with celery and green pepper
sticks, fresh pears, chocolate brown-
ies and hot coffee.
A HEARTY TAILGATE MEAL FILLS THE BILL ON A COOL AUTUMN AFTERNOON
FRANKLY DELICIOUS STEW
1 pound frankfurters, sliced
1 can (8-oz.) tomato sauce
1 cup pineapple juice
2 cans (1-lb. each) pork and beans
V4 cup Yellow Mustard
2 tablespoons brown sugar
Combine all ingredients in sauce pan;
heat to boiling. Simmer 5 minutes. 6
servings.
CHEESE AND MACARONI SALAD
2 cups uncooked shell or elbow maca-
roni
1 cup diced celery
Vi cup instant Minced Onion
1 envelope {^Vl-oz.) Cheese Sauce Mix
V2 cup mayonnaise
V2 cup milk
Cook macaroni in salted water until
tender; drain and chill. Combine with
celery and onion. Stir together until
smooth contents of cheese sauce en-
velope, mayonnaise, and milk. Add to
macaroni and mix lightly. 6 servings.
EVEN MORE SOUL PICNIC
PEANUT BUTTER CHICKEN
1 frying chicken, cut in pieces
salt and pepper
dash garlic salt
3 oz. peanut butler
V2 cup VIN ROSE
Brown chicken pieces in butter,
season with salt and pepper and garlic
salt. Thin peanut butter with wine; add
to pan in which chicken is browning
and simmer on low heat for 40 minutes,
or until chicken is tender. Add wine to
thin sauce if necessary. Wrap in foil to
keep warm.
CUCUMBER SALAD
3 cucumbers, peeled
1 teaspoon sugar or honey
1/4 cup wine vinegar
salt and and pepper
2 large tomatoes
Cut cucumbers in cubes and sprinkle
with sugar, vinegar, salt and pepper. This
salad improves with storing in the
refrigerator, and can last for several days.
Add tomatoes right before serving.
APPLE BREAD
cup finely diced apple
stick butter
cup sugar
eggs
teaspoon cinnamon
cups sifted flour
tablespoon baking powder
cup chopped walnuts
2
1
Va
dash salt
Blend butter and sugar together; add
beaten eggs, then apple. Sift flour,
baking powder and salt, and blend into
apple mixture; then add nuts. Bake in
buttered loaf pan at 325' for 45 minutes.
ACCESSORIES
thermos of coffee
salt and pepper, cream and sugar
TV tables, plates, silverware
watermelon, napkins
backyard-type folding chairs (Serves 6)
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comes back again that season. You
can't rebuild it then. You have to wait
until the next spring. Then you're
fighting spring practice.
"Really, you never catch up. And in
trying to catch up you pour in the
money.
"For those with real grass fields,
there is always the tendency of expect-
ing too much from it, but giving it too
little. I'd say this is the case most of
the time. I know that most schools will
spend money to supply equipment
and adequate personnel to maintain
artificial-turf fields, but when they
were asked to do the same for the real
grass, they'd back down and tell the
groundskeeper to do the best with
what he had.
"I've seen situations where a ton of
fertilizer, a load of sod or several bags
of grass seed would have done the
job, but funds or co-operation were
refused.
"A groundskeeper could get fired if
his field didn't meet the approval of a
college president or athletic director,
but with the artificial turf he can sur-
vive while the installation people take
the blame and a guarantee from the
company goes on the line."
Stadium expansion often lends itself
to the installation of artificial turf be-
cause fields can be lowered and addi-
tional prime-rate seating can be in-
stalled at field levels that wouldn't be
possible because of drainage and con-
struction difficulties surrounding natu-
ral grass.
Rain and sometimes snow will soak
the artificial turf, but because football
fields have crowns, drainage is seldom
a problem. For stadiums with
squeegee equipment, the roll-off of
moisture can be quickened and fewer
problems are realized as far as players'
footing and traction.
Probably the loudest screams of an-
guish from the blanketing of turf
across the nation's collegiate grid-
irons have come from doctors and
trainers, who must treat injuries they
believe are an upshoot of artificial sur-
faces.
Studies and surveys have substan-
tiated their claims, and there have
been few dissenters that playing on
natural grass would be better and, yes,
the artificial surface leaves something
to be desired when it comes to living
with injury, especially of the knee and
ankle variety.
To meet the challenge, medical and
safety personnel have made sugges-
tions for change in cleats, shoes and
even tackling and blocking rules.
Because the day-to-day practice
grind can take its toll on player's feet
and legs, many schools have built nat-
ural grass practice fields. Coaches
have discovered that steady work on
the mod sod can take the spring from
an athlete's legs, and a couple ses-
sions on natural grass can be a possi-
ble game-saving move.
Also, not all opponents have artifi-
cial playing surfaces, and when the
schedule dictates such an encounter,
the natural grass practice field can be a
strategic maneuver.
Despite the predictions of a dooms-
day for the artificial turf and its
drawbacks— injuries, heat, early fault
and lack of perfection in materials and
installation—most of the playing sur-
faces now carpeted will remain that
way.
"I don't care what they say and pre-
dict," one noted groundskeeper of-
fers, "they're here to stay. There will
always be injuries in football, just as
weather will not always be ideal to
play in.
"I know of coaches who believed
wet, muddy fields were the cause of
the bulk of their injuries. Nobody was
standing up and shouting about doing
away with natural grass fields, were
they?
"Really, I'd like to see more compe-
tition among manufacturers of the
stuff (artificial turf). I believe some of
the trouble with it is that while putting
in all these fields, the companies were
just finding out how to do it and their
scientists and laboratory people were
just beginning to touch on a product
that they, if given time and research,
could make better and better.
"I once told a company representa-
tive that he was in a great business
—
one that his outfit was getting a half-
million dollars to experiment with a
product.
"You can argue that maybe the arti-
ficial turf was hurried along and came
at the wrong time, just look at how
many more good grasses and chemi-
cals to make soil and grass better have
been developed over the last two or
three years."
The debate goes on. So does the
game. #
21.
Bestof 10 Years
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denied, the Tide rolled again, going 80
yards in 11 plays as Hunter hit George
Ranager with a 14-yard TD strike on
fourth-and-10. Ranager and teamnnate
David Bailey, also a receiver (who
caught nine passes for 115 yards) came
from Meridian, Mississippi. It was ob-
vious that John Vaught wasn't at the
border when the Bear slipped these
two prizes across the state line.
• At 30 years of age, Tennessee's Bill
Battle had quickly established himesif
as one of college football's brightest
young coaches. His 1971 confrontation
with Auburn's Shug Jordan, one of the
most distinguished veterans of the
game, provided a unique contrast
when the Tigers and Vols went to war
in Neyland Stadium on Sept. 25. Ten-
nessee placekicker George Hunt had
put the Vols in front of Auburn, 9-3,
on field goals of 45, 30 and 50 yards.
Over six minutes remained in the
game when Tennessee fumbled at the
Tiger 14 yard line after driving from its
own 20. Auburn's Pat Sullivan, the
Heisman Trophy Winner, launched an
86-yard drive almost entirely through
the air, hitting on five key passes, in-
cluding two to All-American Terry
Beasley who recharged his battery
after being soundly shaken by a Bobby
Majors tackle in the second quarter.
Harry Unger scored on a five yard
running play with 2:44 left in the game
and placekicker Gardner Jett split the
uprights to give Auburn a 10-9
triumph. Bill Battle grew a little older
that day, but regrouped his Vols as he
piloted them to a 10-2 season and a
14-13 win over Arkansas in the Liberty
Bowl. Auburn (9-2-0) lost to Oklahoma
in the Sugar Bowl, 40-22.
This game was equivocated by
Chuck Howard to the Tennessee-
Georgia 17-17 deadlock played in Ney-
land Stadium in 1968. Down 17-9 with
the clock running out, Tennessee
quarterback Bubba Wyche hit Gary
Kreis on a fourth-and-21 situation on
the final play of the game. Wyche then
fired to tight end Ken DeLong for the
tying two-point conversion.)
• The final score was not officially rec-
orded until 40 minutes after the game.
It took that long for Big Ten Commis-
sioner Wayne Duke to reach referee
Gene Calhoun and obtain the verdict.
In one of the most chaotic, confusing
and controversial clashes ever, Michi-
gan State emerged a 16-13 winner over
Ohio State in a game played at East
Lansing's Spartan Stadium on Nov. 9,
1974. With five minutes to go, Michi-
Archie Griffin ran well against the Wol-
verines in 1974, but the hero of the game
was placekicker Tom Klaban.
Big 10 Commissioner Wayne Duke could
not announce the winner of the Ohio
State-Michigan State game in 1974 until
40 minutes after the game.
gan State's Charlie Baggett tossed a
44-yard TD pass to Mike Jones making
the score 13-9 in favor of the Buckeyes.
A two -point conversion attempt
failed. Two minutes later, MSU had
the ball back and Levi Jackson raced 88
yards to score. Hans Nielsen con-
verted and the underdog Spartans
moved into a 16-13 lead. When Ohio
State took over, Cornelius Green at-
tempted a pass on first down and al-
though a Spartan linebacker appeared
to have intercepted, an official said
no, the ball was trapped. Green led
the Buckeyes from their own 29 to a
first-and-IO at the Michigan State 11
with a minute to go. On first down,
Archie Griffin goes up the middle for
five. Second and five on the six . . .
there are 29 seconds left on the clock
. . . Champ Henson picks up five . . .
first-and-goal on the one . . . Henson
tries the middle for no gain . . . clock
still running as Buckeyes scurry to the
huddle . . . backs are moving as final
play starts . . . Green fumbles and
Brian Baschnagel scoops up ball and
runs into end zone . . goal line official
signals TD . . . but the referee had
already indicated that time had run
out. Both teams claimed victory
and there was pandemonium among
the 78,533 witnesses in Spartan
Stadium. Commissioner Duke made
his way from the press box to the field
and finally to the officials' dressing
room where referee Calhoun put the
record straight once and for all:
Michigan State was the winner, 16-13.
Game films clearly indicate that Mr.
Calhoun signaled time had run out be-
fore the start of the play, but for 40
minutes afterwards, the teams in-
volved and the college football world
were kept in the dark.
• There were all-Americans all over
the field when Michigan and Ohio
State played for the 71st time in Co-
lumbus on Nov. 23, 1974. The Buck-
eyes had eight, including such stal-
warts as Archie Griffin, Neal Colzie
and Pete Cusick. Michigan didn't have
to take a back seat either with the likes
of such defensive demons as Don
Dufek, Dave Brown and Tim Davis. But
it was the little-known walkon by the
name of Tom Klaban who stole the
headlines that day. The unheralded
OSU placekicker booted four field
goals, the last one a monumental 43-
yarder to give the Buckeyes a 12-10 vic-
tory and their third straight trip to the
Rose Bowl. Klaban had kicked three in
the second quarter (47, 25 and 43
yards) and his four-for-the-day set an
OSU record. Klaban's performance
may have not been more than a game
statistic had Michigan's Tom Lantry
connected on a 3-yard attempt on a
second-and-four situation with 16 sec-
onds remaining in the game. Lantry
had tried earlier in the quarter on a
57-yard effort, but it fell short. He had
put three points on the board (a 47-
yarder) shortly after Denny Franklin
had thrown a 42-yard TD pass to Gil
Chapman in Michigan's only scoring
output during the first quarter. But it
was Klaban who emerged as the
game's hero and for his efforts. Coach
Woody Hayes gave the placekicker a
"field commission" by awarding him a
scholarship after the game. %
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FORMORE THAN
130PLACES TO GET
SOUNDINVESTMENTIDEAS,
SEEDEAN WITTER.
Dean Witter knows people. And people know Dean Witter. More
than halfamillion people now come to Dean Witter for ideas on invest-
i ng thei r money wisely. I n over 50 years of busi ness, we've grown to
over 130 offices all overthe country.That makes it easy and convenient
to avail you rselfofour stockbrokers' experience. And our firm's effi-
ciency For 130 locations to get sound ideas on investments from stocks
to options to municipal bonds, see Dean Witter
This year, you'll also see Dean Witter onTV We're helping to sponsor
telecasts ofNCAA football, as well as other major sports events.
ill DEANmiTER&CO.
INCORPORATED
'© DEAN WITTER & CO . INCORPORATED 19/6
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en your car is worth caring for, Pennzoil is worth asking for.
Ben Satcher
Ben Satcher Ford Co.
Lexington, S. C.
Louie Williamson
Fairway Ford, Inc.
Greenville, S. C.
George Coleman, Jr.
George Coleman Motors
Travelers Rest, S. C.
Don Shevy
Dodge City
Greenville, S. C.
Jim Connell
Connell Chevrolet, Inc.
Anderson, S. C.
Jim Flynt (seated), Pres.
Jim Hays (standing). V.P.
Triangle Pontiac-GMC Inc.
Aiken, S. C.
Joe B. Feagle, Jr.
Feagle Motor Co.
Johnston, S. C.
Edsel Hemingway
Hemingway Motor Co.
Andrews, S. C.
Superior Motors Inc.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Jim Guthrie
George Ballentine
George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood, S. C.
OUR DEEP APPRECIATION. . .
To the automobile dealers shown and listed on this page who
have donated cars to the Clemson Athletic Department for use in
travel by members of the staff.
Clemson Athletic Department.
Niles Caldwell (seated),
Leslie Caldwell (right)
Karen Harlan (left)
Cross Country Ford
Woodruff, S. C.
D. E. Mosteller
Guy Motor Co.
Anderson, S. C.
George Campbell
John Foster Motors
Easley, S. C.
Marion Burnside
Marion Burnside Motors
Columbia, S. C.
Al Smith
Judson T. Minyard, Inc.
Greenville, S. C.
Charles Z. Yonce
Yonce Ford-Mercury
Edgefield, S. C.
J. H. Satcher
Satcher Motor Co.
Aiken, S. C,
John Sullivan
Sullivan Motor Co.. Inc.
Anderson. 8 C
Jack Tinsley
Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet
Pickens. S C.
Forrest Hughes
Winnsboro Motor Sales Co.
Winnsboro. S. C.
Steve Chappel
Inc. S-J Chevrolet-Buick Inc.
Camden, S. C.
Richard Moose
Drum Major
Debbie Rowell
Tigerette Captain
Bruce Cook
Director
Vice-Commander . .
.
Assistant Drum Major
Sergeant Major
Supply Officer
Assistant Supply Officers
Librarian
Assistant Librarians
Flag Corps Captain
Percussion Coordinator
Carolane Bagnal
Carolyn Helena
Brenda Huff
Stephenie McCoy
Keith Snelgrove
Corrimender
STAFF
Ben Holden
Laura Boatright
Dean Norton
Dale Walsh
S^nSfe'loody, Stewart Kidd, Steve Mays
Dave Griffith
n, Cynthia Sams, Myssi Haven
Vicki Harley
Mike DelCampo
-::.^f:JBauta Peeler
Katie Pickett
Mary Roberts
Leilani Shannon
atMORELAND,we
make tracks,too!
(allover the Southeast)
From our 12 centrally located plant sites throughout the Southeast, Moreland Chemical
Co. makes tracks on every highway and biway—delivering a multitude of vital chemical
products to our customers. Call Moreland for every chemical need when you need it fast,
correctly, and economically.—Spartanburg, S. C.— Florence, S. C.—Greenville,
S. C.—Chattanooga, Tenn.—Kingsport, Tenn.—Nashville, Tenn.—Atlanta, Ga.
—
Augusta, Ga.—Charlotte, N. C.—Greensboro, N. C.—Tampa, Fla.—Richmond, Va.
MORELAND
MAIN PLANT AND GENERAL OFFICES: Camp Croft. Spartanburg. S, C. 29302
P O, Box 2169/Telephone 803/585-4321
CLEMSON IPTAY OFFICERS & REPRESENTATIVES
George G. Poole. Jr., IPTAY Pres.
Director. District VI
B K, Chreitzberg
Director. District I
Grover Henry
Director. District II
Dr John H. TImmerman
Director, Distnct III
Bill M Reaves
Director, District IV
J. Garner Bagnal
Director. At-Large
A. U. Priester, Jr.
Director, At-Large
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT I
B. K. Ctireitztierg. Director—District I
304 Whitetiall Road
Anderson, S. C, 29621
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Ptiil Rosenberg. Chairman
Charles B Murphy
M Earle Williamson
ANDERSON COUNTY
S T King. Chairman
Randy Bell
Victor G Chapman
R Carol Cook
Walter T Cox. Jr
Joe B Davenport
Dr James P Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Gregory Alan Jones
Dr C Patrick Killen
Ralph King. Jr
Percy C Osteen, Jr.
A R Ramseur
Robert G Sharpe
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Robert L McCord. Chairman
Dr F Erwin Abell. Jr
William E Burnett
Johnson Craig
Robert M Enmn. Jr
W K Fooshe. Jr
Nevit Y Johnson
W M Self
Mccormick county
T C Faulkner. Jr
John L, Bracknell
OCONEE county
Arthur Nuttall, Jr.
McCurry Neville
W. C. Harper. Jr.
PICKENS COUNTY
James V Patterson. Chairman
Gaston Gage. Jr,
M Riggs Goodman
Dr, Tom C Lynch, Jr,
Joseph A, West
J. Eddie Burrell
Jerry R. Byrd
Roddey E Gettys, III
Gil Rushton
Floyd M Hunt
W. E. "Doc Vaughan
Charles E Dalton
William C. Singleton
Robert M, Guerren
. Reeves Gressette. Jr . IPTAY Vice Pres.
Director. Distnct V
T. C, Atkinson. Jr . Director
W, G DesChamps. Jr., Director
Dr, R. C, Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
Lewis F Holmes, Director
Coach Frank Howard, Director
Dr. G J. Lawhon. Jr.. Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
Chris Sutler, Director
LAURENS COUNTY
Joseph R. Adair. Chairman
T Heath Copeland
W- Brooks Owens
Dr, N Carl Wessenger
Ralph C. Prater
H. M Fans
Charles J. Glenn
Gray Hipp. Jr.
Hugh F Morgan. Jr,
Cecil P Roper
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
W. M. Manning. Jr . Chairman
Andy N Beiers
Cecil W Comer
Wilbur K Hammett
Arthur W O'Shields
T, R Adams. Jr,
John Brady
A, B. Bullington. Jr.
William M- Cooper
John B. Cornwell. Jr
Jack Cribb
Kenneth Cnbb
John Easterling, Jr.
W. Gerald Emory
Judge Bruce Foster
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT II
Grover Henry\ Director—District II
715 Dupree Drive
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302
CHEROKEE COUNTY
John M Hamrick. Jr.. Chairman
Van Stephen Moss
Dr W, Ronald Barrett
R S. Campbell
Wiley Hamrick
E, Raymond Parker
James R. Sanders. Jr
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Kermit Watson, Chairman
Miles E. Bruce, Vice Chairman
Floyd S. Long, Vice Chairman
C. Evans Putman, Vice Chairman
Phillip H. Burnett
Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
Gordon S. Davis
Henry EIrod
Clark Gaston, Jr.
Joe D. Gibson
Joel W. Gray, III
Charles D. Hunt
Richard H. Ivester
Z K. Kelley
Henry M Lee
Seabrook L, Marchant
G. D. Doc' Morgan
William J Neely, Jr,
William H. Orders
John F, Palmer
I, N. Patterson. Jr.
George M. Plyler
John G. Slattery
J- Harold Townes, Jr.
S, Gray Walsh
David Wilkins
Alonzo M. DeBruhl
W Lem Dillard
E Richard Taylor, Jr.
Terry L. Long
Peter H, Bryan
Thomas K, Norris
James E. Smallwood
Calvin H. Garrett
Charlie Bussey, IPTAY Sec.-Treas.
Director, At-Large
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
Lawrence Starkey, Alumni Past Pres.
Ex-Otficio Director
Bill McLellan
Athletic Director
George Bennett
Assistant Athletic Director
Gene Willimon
IPTAY Executive Secretary
Harry H. Gibson
L. J. Hendnx. Jr
W A Hudson
A P Kerchmar
Phil Prince
Marvin C Robinson. Jr.
Robert L Stoddard
UNION COUNTY
Harold E Blackwell. Chairman
Hunter S Harris. Jr.
B E Kirby. Jr
W. B. Shedd
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT ill
Dr. John H. TImmerman, Director—District III
1513 Morninghill Drive
Columbia, S, C, 29210
AIKEN COUNTY
H O Weeks, Chairman
William R Alexander
William J Coleman
E, Nines Hamilton
James W Padgett
Alan M. Tewkesbury, III
Dr Charlie W Timmerman
F A. Townsend, Jr
J Lester Thompson
Carol H Warner
O C Batchelor
Alan J Coleman
James L Walpole
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
E O Dukes, Jr., Chairman
J. B Herlong. Vice Chairman
Joe F Anderson
J, W Gilliam, Jr
Henry M Herlong
Clyde M Smith
Thomas H, Ryan
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Dave H Caughman. Chairman
James Tracy Childers
Charles M Stuck
T A Henry
H Ralph Corley
Johnny L. Cagle
Ben G. Compton
James A Compton
W Craig Jumper
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Earle Bedenbaugh, Chairman
Clifford T Smith, Vice Chairman
W, Wade Smith
Louie C- Derrick
Melvin Larry Longshore
C H. "Pete' Ragsdale, III
Terry C. Shaver
C. Gurnie Stuck
Lyon C. Fellers
Dave C. Waldrop, Jr.
J. H, Simpson. Jr.
RICHLAND COUNTY
Carl M. Lewis. Jr . Chairman
George I. Alley
Thomas R. Bailey
Jack W Brunson
William B. Clinton. Jr.
Ralph E, Cooper
Don E Golightly
William E, FTair
Col, George B. Herndon
Harry J Johnson
James P McKeown. Ill
W. Dave Merry. Ill
Henry M Simons. Jr.
Davis O. Smith
John B Smith. Jr
Frederic W. "Buddy " Wenck
E- Ralph Wessinger
Virgil F. Linder, Jr.
John W McLure
Ernest Jamerson Corley, Jr,
SALUDA COUNTY
J W Riser, Chairman
Bernard L Black
James A Derrick
Alfred B Coleman
Ted Coleman
Benjamin H Herlong
Kenneth Yarbrough
Tom C, Wright
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT IV
Bill M. Reaves. Director, Dislrict IV
515 Richardson Circle, E
Hartsville, S. C, 29550
CHESTER COUNTY
J B Banl<head, Chairman
Edward C. Abell
F E Abell
Richard A Coleman
Curlis A. Fennell
George R Fleming
Ed Lindsay
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
James H Hoover, Chairman
John R Thomas
Fred C Craft. Jr.
Claude B Her. Jr.
James C Stone
Patncl< K While
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr W Phil Kennedy. Chairman
William B McCovi/n, III
Dr Thomas James Bell. Jr.
Dr. G J Lawhon. Jr
Harry McDonald
Dr. M B Nickles. Jr
J. Wilton Carter
Dennis Yartxjrough
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
F E Hughes. Jr , Chairman
Bruce Finley
Louis M Boulware
J, K Coleman
Edward M. Crawford
Harold R Jones
KERSHAW COUNTY
J, F, Watson. Chairman
Crawford E, Sanders, III
Ronald Small
G P Lachicotte
LANCASTER COUNTY
Garrett J Mobley
James Alton Mobley, Jr,
W. P. Clyburn
Marlon D Lever
W Olin Small
LEE COUNTY
Don R. McDaniel. Sr.
MARLBORO COUNTY
C E Calhoun, Chairman
Ray C Smith
F A Spencer
YORK COUNTY
Aquille M Hand. Jr., Chairman
James G Bagnal. Ill
Afford Haselden
James D Armour
J. C. Pearce
David E. Angel
S L Campbell
E M. Buck' George
Thomas E. Grimes. Ill
W T. Jenkins, Jr
J. C. Rhea. Jr.
William R, Sanders
John K, Benlield. Jr.
W F. Harper
Floyd D. Johnson
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT V
F Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director—District V
P O Box 614
Orangeburg, S. C. 29115
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Wiley D Crum
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain. Chairman
Ft Herman Rice
BARNWELL COUNTY
Walter A. Holcombe
T E Richardson
Grover C Kennedy. Ji.
Norman M Smith. II
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Charles T Brown
Robert H Fellers
James S Gibson, Jr.
Bryan Loadholt
Henry Chambers
Harry J. Tarrance
BERKELEY COUNTY
W Henry Thornley
CALHOUN COUNTY
William H Bull
Lawrence M Gressette, Jr,
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Coleman Glaze, Chairman
W H, Bailey
Archie E Baker
George Bullwinkel, Jr.
W S, -Biir' Daniel. Jr.
Dreher Gaskin
Miss Beverly Hafers
Mac R Harley
William C Kennerty
Samuel W. McConnell
Hans F, Paul
Carl S Pulkinen
Paul Quatllebaum. Jr.
Walter A, Renken, Jr.
A, B Sehirmer. Jr.
Van Noy Thornhill
H. L. Dukes. Jr
William A. Grant
Keith H. Waters
COLLETON COUNTY
J Ryan White. Jr , Chairman
W R, Carter
William T Howell, Jr
B George Pnce, III
Marion W Sams, Jr
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Gene W Dukes
Dexter Rickenbaker
H D Byrd
Clifford Monroe Henley
Tom Salisbury
HAMPTON COUNTY
David B Gohagan
W A Lawton
Dr Jerry Frank Crews
William F Speights
JASPER COUNTY
Weldon E Wall
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
F Reeves Gressette, Jr
,
Chairman
Jack G Vallenline
William B, Bookhart, Jr,
J M Russell, Jr
James C, Williams, Jr,
W C Higginbotham, Jr,
Russell S Wolfe, II
David L, Glenn
IPTAY REPRESENTATIVES AT-LARGE
Capl Frank J Jervey, Clemson
R R Red Ritchie, Clemson
Hoke Sloan, Clemson
C M Shook, Piedmont
Garry C Flip Phillips, Seneca
Robert Cathey, Houston, Texas
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT VI
George G, Poole, Jr,, Director—District VI
P. O. Box 541
Mullins. S. C. 29574
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B, Gardner. Chairman
G, H, Furse, Jr
Lawrence I Gibbons
Dr, Robert E, Jackson
H, B, Rickenbaker
H, F, Swilley
D H Atkinson
DILLON COUNTY
W, Gordon Lynn, Chairman
Charles F, Carmichael
Charles G, Lucius, Jr.
Robert Martin, Jr,
Joseph Powell
FLORENCE COUNTY
Rufus M, Brown, Chairman
Mrs. Rufus M, Brown
Marvin Cockfield
Harold B, Haynes
L, Chappell Jones
John Lunn
John F Poole
Wilbur Powers
Edward L Young
James W, King
L, M, Coleman. Jr
Frank A. Douglass, Jr,
Dr, William L. Coleman
Leiand Finklea, Jr.
Dr. H, A, Jordan
John G, Rose
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Yank Barrineau, Chairman
Sam M, Harper
John C, Heinemann
James P Jayroe
Glenn A Cox
A, H, Lachicotte, Jr,
HORRY COUNTY
R G, Horton, Chairman
F, L, Bradham
Buddy Gore
S F, Horton
William D Anderson, Jr.
Mr & Mrs. James P, Creel
John H Holcombe, Jr
Bob Spann
MARION COUNTY
T C, Atkinson, III, Chairman
Robert G Mace
T C Atkinson, Jr
Duncan C, Mclntyre
John H Holt
SUMTER COUNTY
W T Fort, Jr,, Chairman
E Mac DuBose
Sen T, O Bowen, Sr,
William B, Boyle
Dr. Wyman L Morris
R, L, Wilder, Jr
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J Snow, Jr , Chairman
Dr W C, Cottingham
W, H, Cox
Fred T, Guerry, Jr,
James M, Kennedy
Starkey Priester Bagnal
GEORGIA
Mickey Earle Reeves, Athens
Douglas C, Edwards, Atlanta
Howard E, Herd, Atlanta
Thomas W Eiserhardt, Augusta
John L, Murray, Augusta
Edwin Presnell, Augusta
Thomas E, Peterson, Conyers
Eugene P, Willimon, Jr,. LaGrange
Jerry A, Brannon, Lilburn
Andrew P, Calhoun, Savannah
NORTH CAROLINA
James H Spencer, Jr,, Asheboro
Eddie N, Dalton, Asheville
Maniy E Wright, Asheville
W, B. Croxton, Burlington
W, W Allen, Gary
John B Cornwell, III, Charlotte
James B Foster, Charlotte
Edgar L, Miller, Jr,, Charlotte
George A. Hutto, Jr
,
Cramerton
Dr. Joe B Godfrey, Forest City
Col, J L, Edmonds, Greensboro
Walter M, Nash, III, Greensboro
Joseph B- Bnght. Hendersonville
Pete Folsom. Hendersonville
Tom R, Morris, Jr., Hickory
W, D Moss, Jr,, Mooresville
Dr, T, G, Westmoreland, Shelby
Dr. C, R, Sweanngen, Jr,, Smithfield
William T, Worth, Southern Pines
Robert S. Bonds. Statesville
John R Longshore. Wilmington
J, H, Abrams. Winston-Salem
Don Kirkpatnck, Winston-Salem
Arthur Thomas, Winston-Salem
OTHER STATES
J, V, Roberts
Alberlville, Ala,
William Lindsay Wylie
Middlebury, Conn.
Frank H Inabnit, Jr.
Jacksonville. Fla.
Lawrence D. Sherer. Jr,
Ormond Beach, Fla,
J, Tom Shell
Orange Park, Fla,
Leon R, Young
Winter Park, Ra.
Carl F, Bessent
Baltimore. Md,
Emerson E Andrishok
Summit, N, J,
Alvin J Hurt, Jr,
Cincinnati, Ohio
A. Wayne Ward
Stillwater, Okia,
James C, Furman
Brentwood, Tenn.
Benjamin K. Sharp
Cleveland. Tenn,
Johnny L, Osteen
Germantown. Tenn,
Harry W Smith
Kingsport. Tenn,
Thomas C, Breazeale. Jr.
Knoxville. Tenn.
Robert P, Corker
Signal Mountain, Tenn.
Davis T Moorhead
Annandale, Va.
Col, David C, Rogers
Vienna. Va,
Atkinson DesChamps Edwards
Gautt Lawhon Lemon Suber Taylor Walker Hughes Holmes Howard McLellan Willimon
QUANTITY « DESCRIBE ITEM
Make Check or Money order payable to;
Clemson Canteen Giftshop
Prices are subject to change
Add 4% S. C. Sales Tax to all
shipments plus $1 .50 to cover
postage and handling. For three
or more items add $2.00 to
cover shipping. tota
Ordered By.
Ship to:
Regardless of the occasion or person, th
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP ha
made gift shopping easy. Merely sele(
the product{s) you so desire, complete th
coupon and forward with check t
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOF
Clemson University, Clemson, S. C
29631
#1 —Rubber baby pants with Tiger Size
S (to 12 lbs.), M (12 to 18 lbs ), L (24 I
30 lbs.) $17
#2—Baby bib with Tiger (Plastic with ten
cloth lining) $1.7
#3—Purple and orange STOCKING CA
with CLEMSON on front (one size fil
all) $3 9
#4—Adult gym shorts CLEMSON whii
W/navy stnpe Sizes S (28-30). M (3;
34), L (36-38), XL (40-42) $3 4
#5—Child's SWEAT SHIRT in orange (
white. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (1(
12), L (14-16) $4 9
#6—Child's T-Shirt white with navy trin
Tiger socking Gamecock XS (2-4),
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $2.9
#7—Child's navy and orange T-Shit
Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-12),
(14-16) (Orange not available i
XS) $2 9
#8—Child's T-Shirt white with orang
tnm. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-12
L (14-16) $2 9
#9A—Adult navy unlined jacket wil
PAW in Sizes S, M, L, XL ... $1 1 9
9B—Children's unlined jacket availabi
in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (1'
16) $10.9
#10—Adult orange unlined jacket wil
white PAW. Sizes S, M, L, XL , $1 1 9
108—Children's unlined jacket aval
able in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (1'
16) $10 9
IOC—Adult orange light lined lacki
with PAW Sizes S, M, L, XL . . $16.9
#1 1 A—Adult navy light lined jacket wil
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Sizes S, \
L, XL $16.9
1 1 B—Adult navy also available in pil
lining Sizes S, M, L, XL $20.9
11C—Child's navy light lined lacke
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (l-i
16) $15.9
#12—Roll up nylon rain hat. Sizes6'/8,
7Vb, 7V4, 7Vb, 7V2, 75/8 $4.9
#13—Adult short sleeve orange footbs
jersey, 100% cotton. Sizes S, M I
XL $6.9
#14A—Adult natural football jerse;
100% cotton. Sizes S, M, L, XL $7.5
14B—Children's natural football jerse'
100% cotton. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8). I
(10-12), L (14-16) $6.5
# 1 5A—Adult orange football jersey, 50'
cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S, M, I
XL $7.5
15B—Youth orange football jerse;
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $6.5
15C—Juvenile orange football lerse;
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S (2
M (4), L (6) $5 9
# 16—Adult nylon mesh golf or tennis shi
available in white or navy. Sizes S, M, t
XL $9.9
# 17—Orange golf hat with TIGER PAW
adjustable strap $4 9
#18A—Old fashioned glasses wit
TIGER PAW Set of 8 $13 5
1 88—Old fashioned glasses with COL
LEGE SEAL done in silver. Set c
8 $14.5
#19A—Highball glasses with TIGEI
PAW Set of 8 $12.5
198—Highball glasses with COLLEGI
SEAL done in silver. Set of 8 $13.5
#20—Small mug CLEMSON/PAW ere;
metal tankard. 10 oz $5.9
#21—Ash tray 5 in. diameter met;
W PAW $3.9
#22—Large mug CLEMSON/PAW ere:
metal tankard. 16 oz $7 3
#23—Adult's golf or tennis shirt, 50°.
polyester, available in navy or white
Sizes S, M, L, XL $8.4
#24—Adults SWEAT SHIRT orange
navy, or white with TIGER PAW. Size
S, M, L. XL $5,9
#25—Adult white T-Shirt with navy trirr
Sizes S, M, L, XL $3.4
#26—Adult navy or orange T-Shirt wit
CLEMSON & PAW. Sizes S, M, L
XL $3.2
#27—Adult SWEAT SHIRT with SEAL
orange only Sizes S, M, L, XL . $5 9l
#28—Adult T-SHIRT with CLEMSON
navy or orange. Sizes S, M, L
XL $3 2
IPTAY~ special Recognition
During the fiscal year of 1 975-76, contributions made to
the Clemson IPTAY Club showed an increase over the
previous 12 months. This was the 12th consecutive year
that an increase had been noted.
Altogether, $915,630 were contributed by some 8,977
individuals. This represented over 1 01 per cent of the goal
originally set. South Carolina raised 1 01 percent of its goal,
North Carolina 102 and Georgia 104.
This was the first time that over $900,000 were realized,
but it was the fifth straight year that over a half million
dollars came in. Every penny received through IPTAY
since its beginning in 1934 has been used for athletic
scholarships only. Sixteen men's and women's sports now
benefit from IPTAY.
On the following pages we have listed those people and
business organizations, who are being recognized by their
permission, for their interest and continued support of
IPTAY.
$2000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
^mMIL,
.^fl^ .jtfAb
^bney Mills mBww^KI^
^ mmwifitlff' j/m^Mjttjf
Zr Fulp ^ PepsT Cola Bottling Co. Dr. Willfam P. 1^ Jr. Calhoun Lemon
Alderson S c''
Anderson, S. C. Belton, s^pl^ BarnwelL
iJ^^
jfjjjljljl glf^^
„^kiV_ Mr. & Mrs. C. Guy Gunter Mr. and Mrs. Joe F. Hayes .
. . « .. ..VMMiWPowers
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, m •» »« u v Ellison S. McK ssfck, Jr. C. H. Morgan
« - (Life Member (Life Member „ ...... „ ... „ „
Forence.SJf „^ ... ^ ' QieenviU SLC
Greenvi e S^J. Greenvi e, S. C.S l c p r,««m.iiin c d nvill , . vill
c^ij^lP^I^. Q^^^np^G.
^^^ii^^p^ ^^1^,
Bank^^rust
of South Carolina
T. Donald Sherard
Greenwood. S. C.
Bill FonrWrl^lfcorial
(Lite Member)
Newberry, S. C
Mr. & Mrr. E. Oswald Lightsey
Hampton, S. C.
Coach Franlf^^*lll[lward
(Honorary Life Member)
Clemson. S. C
A. 0. Amick Memorial
Batesburg, S. C.
Mr. & Mrs. Hoke Sloan
(Life Member)
Clemson, S. C
Mr. & Mrs. George I. Alley Mr. & Mrs. George G. Poole, Jr.
Irmo, S
The R. L. Bryan Company
Ed O'Cain, E. P. Wylie
and Robert S. Davis
Columbia, S. C
Mullins, S. C.
Ralph E. Cooper
Columbia. S. C.
DavTs Ul^SSmh
JerdlRFJ. Richardson
Spartanburg, S. C.
Clarence Koester, President
Southern Area ARA Services
Atlanta, Gjj^
&trMr. M s.'^
John R. Smith
(Life Member)
Atlanta, 6a.
Forest Products, Inc.
Statesville N. C.
$1000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
$1000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
0§m m§m m§m
memory 01 Uo,». n Kroni Ir l smrU Eriwarrf Pannott fir Onhort T C«4,.,-jrHc ^ Wnliriaw
lIDert L. Bailes f
ffalhalla. S. C
A Capt. & Mrs.
Frank J. Jervey
\ (Life Member)'^
Clemson, S. C.
##4
Irs. Dorothy J
V, Frank Durham, J
Dr. Harry B. Arant, Jr
burg, S. C
TBni C. Lyr. nch, Jr.
Mrs . Crews Jefl hfunt Machinery Company Robert R. Russell. Jr
Ann S. Dennis Antiques
Spartanburg, ||rc.
Laurie Edwarrt Bennett
Springfield, S. C.
m9m
lames V. Pattersc
Dbe
^achlan L Hyatt
Spartanburg, S. C.
Norman Frederick Pulliam
Spartanburg, S. C
n^^atts-CordelTemple-Wa ts-C el -Jiles . William Brosnan
gia
Spartanburg.^pH
].
Erwin C. Thornton
Spartanburg,^Pl^.
0§m
^ddie N. Dalton
ftsheville.
Dr Robert C. Edwards
^lemson S. C.
0§m
^Gil Rushton
^ C. State Fair
Plastic Injectors, Inc.
Spartanburg, S. C.
mdm 0§m m§m 0§m
^ H. B. Risher ^illy G. Watsoili ly on
^artanburg, S. C.
f Holiday Innlemson. S. C
0tlm
^hn H. Bailey
In Honor ol
Mr. & Mrs. W. P. (Pap) TImmerman
By Or S Mrs. John H. Timmerman
& Family **
Mr. & Mrs. W. P. (Tim) Timmerman
& Family
^hll H. Prince
Spartanburg, S. C.
p^n E. Hamilton
Jacksonville, Florida
0§m
, , o „ r 1 D' BensonPiedmont Paper Co. Inc
1|^sheville. Pnucor
Charlotte, N^.
^P^i^lif^ f^^^^^^ ^I^I^^Kt
Kings
rick & Tile Co:
MountainrN. C.
Gordon L. Goodson
tC. Breazeale, Jr.
knoxville. Term.
.ibby and Bill Hole
CLEMSON'S 15 LARGEST CROWDS
Attendance Season Opponent Site Score
82,000 1958 Louisiana State Sugar Bowl 0-7
7S.16I 1976 Tenne.ssee Knox\ ille 19-21
72.5.52 1956 Colorado Orange Bowl 21-27
66,.3.34 1974 Teniu".s,see Know ille 28-29
63.000 19.50 Miami (Fla.) Orange Bowl 1.5-14
62.0.34 1963 Oklahoma Norman 14-.31
61.826 1972 Oklahoma Norman 3-52
59,.588 1967 (JcoiKia Tech .\tlanta 0-10
59,008 1968 Georgia .Athens 1.3-31
58,383 1975 .Vlahaina Tuscaloosa 0-56
.57.810 1975 Clcorijia .\thens 7-35
.57,242 1971 South Carolina Columbia 17-7
.57, 197 1975 South Carolina Columbia 20-56
56, 1 16 1968 Georgia Tech .Atlanta 21-24
55,682 1970 Georgia Athens 0-38
11 LARGEST HOME CROWDS
Attendance Season Opponent Date Score
53,247 1968 South C'arollina No\
.
22 3-7
52,677 1974 South Carollina Nov. 23 39-21
51,608 1972 South Carol ina Nov. 25 7-6
50,949 1970 South Carol ina No\
.
21 32-38
49,596 1967 Alabama Oct. 28 10-13
47,237 1966 South Carol ina Nov. 26 ,35-10
47,074 1967 N. C. State Nov. 18 14-6
46,362 1967 Georgia Sept. 30 17-24
45,600 1976 The Citadel Sept. II 10-7
45,080 1960 South Carolina No\ 12 12-2
45.000 1962 South Carol ina Nov. 24 20-17
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Mr. & Mrs. William C. DuPre
Abbeville
C. L. Muggins
Donalds
AIKEN COUNTY
Aiken
Houndslake Corporation
Richard L. Meyer
Alan M. Tewkesbury, III
F. A. Townsend, Jr.
Frank T. Gibbs
North Augusta
Carrol H. Warner
Wagener
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson
Proceeds From IPTAY
Tournament
Anderson County Clemson Club
Anderson Orthodontic Assoc.
Doctors Croxton & McConnell f
James H. Boulware
Nathan W, Childs 1
B. K. Chreitzberg ^
Robert F. Coble, Jr. and
Charles C. Allen, Jr.
Ronald D. Cromer
Wometco Vend-A-Matic
J. Tom Forrester, Jr.
Dr. Walter L. Gaillard
Robert V. Harrell I
Doctors Hentz & Hentz, P.A.^
Dr. Charles W. Hinnant ^
King Oil Company
In Memory of Max B. King
G. Eugene Madden
Electric City Pnnting Co. ^
Steven E. Madden
Electric City Printing Co.
P. C. Osteen, Jr.
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co.
Dr. Donald C. Roberts &
Dr. Joseph C. Yarbrough, Jr.
James A. Smith, Jr.
Tag & Label Corp.
T. Barney Smith
Dr. A. Fred Stringer, Jr.
Jack J. Terry
Harry McLean Wilson
Windsor Associates
Belton
Capital Bank & Trust
James R. Fowler, Pres.
Linwood Cheatham
James F. Little
Dr. J. Clayton Richardson &
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
$500 GOLD CARD
The Peoples Bank of Iva
Iva
Boscobel Golf & Country Club
E. Buckley Hancock
Pendleton
Dr. Jim Hellams
Pendleton
BARNWELL COUNTY
Dr. Gary L. Mullins
Blackville
Norman M. Smith, II
Williston
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Charles L. Johnson
Burton
BERKELEY COUNTY
Dr. Peter E. Myers,JV
Moncks Corner
T. W. Salisbury, Jr.
Moncks Corner
, CHARLESTON COUNTY
Charleston
Ashley River Animal Hospital
Bill Daniel
O. R. Lever >^
Aaron A. Nettles,
.j r.
cRusselJ &-Brfiht Realty^r^^JI
William A. Grant
^Tri'County Concrete Corp.
E. M. Seabrook, Jr.
Mt. Pleasant
Doctors J. O. and K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant Hospital, Inc.
Mt. Pleasant
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Dr. Ronald Barrett, DMD, PA
1^
Gaffney
K R. S. Campbell, Jr.
#<3affney •
CHESTER COUNT'
J. B. Pressley, Jr.
Chester
W. T. Wrenn
Chester
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
Bill Henley
Cheraw
Dr. Billy Blakeney
Pageland
CLARENDON COUNTY
John William Green
Turbeville
J. W. Green Company, Inc.
Turbeville
COLLETON COUNTY
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Hartsville
Dr. T. James Bell, Jr.
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.
Harry M. McDonald
Bill M. Reaves
Dennis Yarborough
Lamar
DILLON COUNTY
Charles F. Carmichael
Dillon
W. G. Lynn
Dillon
Mr. & Mrs, »ioSepft L. Powell
LattaM'
Albert J. Rogers & Son
Fork i
DORCHESTER COl^TY
Gene W. Dukes
St. George '#
Bailey & Associgf|es
Summerville
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Andrews
H. E. Hemingway
Thomas O. Morris
W. L. Ragland
Glenn A. Cox
Pawleys Island Apothecary
Pawleys Island
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Pawleys Island
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Greenville
Allied Textile Sales, Inc.
David Terry Tallon
Allstate Food Brokers, Inc.
T. L. Ayers, Jr.
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
AARO Rents, Inc.
Lewis L. Bates, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Harry G. Batson
The Beer Shoppe Ltd.
Bryan, Jr.
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Herlong
Johnston •
Mr, fir Mrs. John A. Hughes
Johnston
Diversified Industrie:
Trenton
Cooper Motor Lines, Inc.
Richard L. ^w
awford
cal Services
Walter B
Elliott Techb
W. L. Walt^fer
Dr. William Evins
JjMffarmer
eigh J. Farr
nfederate Textile Machinery
«ai|pMHMI^* Thomas^ I
'UNTJ^^J^ Francis Realty
Ir. ^^^ByH^ Jamile J. Francj
Floyd, Jr.
FAIRFIELD COUNT
John J. Ho^d, J
Ridgeway
Winnsboro
Edward M. Crawford
W. M. Estes, Jr
Harold R. Jones
FLORENCE COUNTY
Florence
Mr. & Mrs. Rw^us M. Brown
L. Chappelt'Jones
Robertson
James Ray Cook
Walterboro Pole Co.
Walterboro
Inc.
King Farms
Joe W. King
Johnsonville
Stephen H. Mudge
Johnsonville
F. A. Douglass, Jr.
Lake City
Troy H. Lamb
Lake City
W. G. Moorer
Olanta
Pamplico
B & C Fuel
Joe L. Bostick
Dr. William L. Coleman
Howard H. Thomas
Elmer C. Gopt^win
C. L.|P^
Jack Pv'atsy Greene
Dr. Floyd F. Griffin, Jr.
anwood Mfg. Co., Inc. #1
D. Harrison
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
Francis K. Hinnant
W. M. Hooks
Willie R. Hudson
Tires, Incorporated
Grady R. Jones
Dr. Roland M. Knight
W. Gordon McCabe, Jr.
Fred J. Mappus, Jr.
C. B. Martin
William E. Mathews
Daniel International Corp.
Earl B. Mills
Yeargin Construction Company,
Inc.
Palmetto Loom Reed Company
I. N. Patterson, Jr.
John Perkins
iJack Pittman
Pittman's Textile Machinery &
Supply Co., Inc.
James Rochester Company. Inc.
J. D. Rudder
Shealy Electrical Wholesalers, Inc.
W. E. DeLoache
Truman W Shirley. Jr.
Sloan Construction Company. Inc.
Dr. Robert S. Small
Snyder's Auto Sales
J. W. Snyder
James B. Stephens
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
Murray M. Stokely
Dr. Edwin L. Stroud
William B. Sturgis
Fred M. Thompson
J. P. Thompson. Jr.
Clarence R. Turner. Jr.
J. D. Wells, Jr.
Max Whatley
Greer
Alonzo M. DeBruhl
James G. Hayes
Charles F. Rhem. Jr.
Ralph W. Blakely
Piedmont
R. E. Riddle
Piedmont
Taylors
Edwin W. Evans
W. Joe Henson
Mr. & Mrs. Harold L. Hix
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood
Dr. F. Enwin Abell. Jr.
G & P Trucking Company, Inc
Dr. Edwin C. Hentz
Edward A. Hood, Jr.
Roy E. Long
George F. Smith. Jr.
A. M. Tuck, Inc.
W. K. Brown
Hodges
HAMPTON COUNTY
Lawton Oil Company, Inc.
Estill
Mr. & Mrs. W, H. Mauldin
Hampton
HORRY COUNTY
Leon Cannon
Conway
Thurmon W. McLamb
Little River
Paul Patrick
Garden City Beach
Myrtle Beach
Jimmy Benton
$500 GOLD CARD
George J. Bishop, III
A. S. Dargan
Dargan Construction Co., Inc.
John P. "Pat" Gore
Holcombe Motor Company
John L. Humphries
KERSHAW COUNTY
Camden
Dr. C F Higgins
Joseph C. Jackson
T. F. McNamara, Jr.
George Singleton, Jr.
J. F. Watson
LANCASTER COUNTY
James A. Adams
Al Adams
Lancaster
W.'^Olin Small
Lancaster
& M
LAURENS COUNTY
T. Heath Copeland
Clinton
J. T. Hollingsworth
Cross Hill
4
W. W. Niver,
Joanna
Renatd L, Carlay.
Laurens,
p. W. McAlister
Laurens
LEE COUNTY
Don R. McDanlel, Sr.
BIshopville
LEXINGTON COUNTY
George M. Shealy
Batesburg
Wdodrow H. Taylor
Batesburg
Raymond 8 Caughman
The Lexington St^te Bank
Lexington
Mr. & Mrs. Jack E. Nettles
Lexington
Lee Harold Witt, Jr,
Swansea
Warren Craig Jumper
West Columbia
MARION COUNTY
Marion
Dewey Alford
T. C. Atkinson, III &
James L. Skipper
Joe Bethea
John O. Lewis, Jr.. &
Lewis B. Smith
Duncan C. Mclntyre &
William F. Thompson
John H.
Mullins
Holt
O. K. McKenzie
Mullins
MARLBORO COUNTY
John F. McLaurin. Jr.
Bennettsville
Drake H. Rogers
Bennettsville
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Cliflord T, Smith
Kinards
Gordon S. Lasiie, Jr.
Newberry
Earle Joiner Bedenbaugh
Prosperity
David Waldrop,
Silverstreet f
OCONEE COUNTYFY ^^fc^^Ss
Marshall J. Parker
Oconee Dairies, I
Seneca
Ward Smith Chevrolet-Buick
Seneca
Joseph A Rukat, Jr.
Walhalla
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
J. M. Russell, Jr
Holly Hill
Orangeburd
W. A. Carfwright, Jr
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Gressette Pest Control Co.
f
D. A. Kennerly
Dr. L. P. Varn
PICKENS COUNTY
Central Concrete & Plaster, Inc
Central
Clemson
Norman Canoy
E. E Clayton
Kelly J. DuSMe
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Dukes
Dr. Benjamin C. Dysart. Ill
Col. & Mrs. Marvin C. Ellison
Byron and Mickey Harder
Coach Frank J. Howard
Thomas M. Hunter
Lanford Co.
Littlejohn Memorial IPTAY
Scholarship Fund
Miss Mary Katherine Littlejohn
Jerry A. Meehan
Dr. Sam L. Moore
Lt. Col. Richard C. Robbins
McDonalds of Clemson
Walt Mergner. Owner
Easley
A & A Builders
James E. Burrell
R. A. Jones
Liberty
R. Frank Kolb, II
William C. Peek
W E. Vaughan
Dalton s Furniture & Carpets
Clemson and Pickens
RICHLAND COUNTY
Columbia
Bearing Distributors, Inc.
S. J DeBorde, Sr.
Jackson O. Byers
Carolina Ceramics. Inc.
Jon M. Whitaker
Carolina Ceramics. Inc.
W. L. Harrington. Jr.
Terris L. Eller
James W. Engram
rst National Bank of S. C.
lam B. Hutto, Jr.
Larry W. F^^nn
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Fugate
Don E. Go^ghtly
Robert L Gngsby, Jr.
David^. Jeter
Maj. & Mrs. J. J Kirby, Jr. (Ret.)
emory of S. C. McMeekin
ol Johni.. Mack. Sr.
r. L. Emmett Madden
L. Moots, Sr.
Patrick Construction Co.
John C. Rivers I
Edward T. Strom
Roy N. Taylor
Buddy Wer^ck
SALUDA COUNTY
A Friend—Saluda County
Ridge Spring
S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Dr Henry S. Anderson
Landrum
Wendell Christopher
Roebuck
Spartanburg
Y. C. Ballenger
Electrical Contractor
J. B. Garvan
Harry H. Gibson
Dr Robert J Haas
L. J. Hendrix, Jr.
Grover C. Henry
Dr. Paul Holcomb
Leigh Textile Co.
Herbert Long
Raymond S. Waters
Boyd West
jcti Inc.
SUMTER COUNTY
E. M. DuBose
Oswego
Sumter
Booth-Boyle Livestock Co.
John J. Bntton. Jr.
W. T. Fort, Jr.
J. T. James, Jr.
Sumter Casket Co.
Jasper T. James, III
Sumter Casket Co.
Korn Industries, Inc.
Dr. Wyman L. Morris &
Sammie Morris
The National Bank of S. C.
J. M. Sprott, Sr. V-Pres.
Charles A. Segars
UNION COUNTY
Jack & Jean Burch
Union
Dr. H. Russell Caston, Jr.
Union
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
Bubba Snow
Hemingway
F. E. Huggms, Jr. &
D. I. Wilson, III
Hemingway
A. J. Rigby, Jr.
Kingstree
YORK COUNTY
Claud H. Morrow &
Calvin B. Morrow
Clover
$500 GOLD CARD
Joseph L. Huckabee
Rock Hill
Marshall E. Walker
Rock Hill
John K. Benfield, Jr.
York
OTHER STATES
Jj^J. G. Moxon
^ Ocala, Fla.
William D. Andersoii
Atlanta, Ga.
Edwin S. Presngll
Augusta, Ga. ||f
Mr. & Mrs. Bob ForQstj
*^Carnesville, Ga.
Joe B. Maffett
1^ Dalton, Ga.
R. A. Bowen, Jr.
Macon, Ga.
Joseph D. Swann
Stone Mountain, Ga
Emreson E. Andrishok
Summitt, N. J.
' Uoseph Bailey Bright
Hendersonville, N. C.
J. O. Buck" Buchanan
Asheville, N. C.
v
Don Tomberlrn
Ellis-Tomberlin, Inc
Asheville, N. C.
John B. Cornwell, III
Charlotte, N. C.
W. E. Holland
Q^ren Clay Products Company
harlotte, N. C.
James S Hunter
Charlotte, N. C.
Jeff Kane
Charlotte, N. C.
Superior Synthetic Fibers, Inc.)
H. Tate Bowers
Charlotte, N. C.
W A. Wood
Charlotte, N. C.
,a
J|Cjl||k
Jf^ RC
Hugh D. Putnam, Sr.
Cherryville, N. C.
Christian Harward Fijrniture
urtis C. Kimbrell,
urham, N. C.
William H. Lewis
Fairmont, N. C.
5r. Joe B. Godfrey
Forest City, N. C.
Harry M. Bryant
astonia, N. C.
John 8 Jenkins, Jr:
Gastonia, N. C.
Atlantic Chemical Corporation
leorge Clendon
reensboro, N. C.
J. P. Swails
Burlington, N. C.
John C. Boesch, Jr.
Charlotte, N. C.
oland Lee Connelly, Sr.
Greensboro, N. C.
Lloyd W. Purser
Greensboro, N. C.
J. Henry Dowdy
High Point, N. C.
Gary J. Gosztonyi
Kernersville, N. C.
Pierson & Whitman, Inc.
Raleigh, N. C.
James M. Perry
Rutherfordton, N. C.
W. T. Vick
Salisbury, N. C.
Dr. James Sam Seastrunk
Shelby, N. C.
Dr. T. G. Westmoreland
Shelby, N. C.
Dr. C. R. Swearingen, Jr.
Smithfield, N. C.
J. Garner Bagnal
Statesville, N. C.
Garrison Machinery Co.
Statesville, N. C.
J. E.' Bo" Chinners, Jr.
Bay Village, Ohio
harles N. Wyatt, Jr.
untain Top, Pa.
Guyton
iladelphia. Pa.
arry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tenn.
Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tenn.
Charles Richard Wood
Fort Worth, Texas
Dr. James E. Bostic, Jr.
Arlington, Va.
W. J. Erwin
Danville, Va.
J. B. Montgomery
Martinsville, Va.
David L. Peebles
Newport News, Va.
Clemson and Stevens...Partners in textiles.
Clemson alumni, students, and
faculty are important to Stevens.
Tiger alumni continue to help keep
Stevens a recognized leader in the
international textile market place.
Clemson students help Stevens
plants near the campus maintain
high levels of productivity. Stevens
and the textile industry at large
benefit each year from the research
and recommendations of Clemson
faculty and graduate assistants.
Clemson and Stevens . . . partners
on the campus and in the plants.
J.PStevens&Co. , Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
$250 GOLD CARD
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Dr John L Guy
Abbeville
Charles B. Murphy
Abbeville
M Earle Williamson
Donalds
AIKEN COUNTY
Aiken
Alexander-Moormann & Associates
William R Alexander
John G Calhoun
H C Coward & Son
Donald L. Fulmer
Elbert Hines Hamilton
John G Malony &
William W Malony, Jr.
A, H Peters. Jr
T Clifton Weeks
Mr & Mrs- Clayson J White
James L. Walpole
North Augusta
Dr W G Watson
North Augusta
ALLENDALE COUNTY
W, Ross Brewer
Allendale
John F. Brunson
Allendale
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson
Anderson Orthopedic Clinic, P A
R H Anderson
Baychem
William R. Aiken
Dr Robert B. Belk
The C & S National Bank
R W Wilkes
Jerry O Chapman
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of Anderson
R Carol Cook
John A Davenport
W M Dillard
Dillard Manne & Sport Center
Dr, Claude Dixon
Tom W, Dunaway. Jr.
Larry Ean«ood
Singer Company
Marshall A Fant
Robert Lee Hill
Gregory Alan Jones
Wallace Jones
S. T King
William L Lyies &
Stonewall J Watson, III
Virgil P McCormick &
Douglas Farrell Clements
Kenneth M Mattison &
Christopher G. Olson
Dr Vernon Merchant. Jr.
Dr. H. L. Murray
D, K, Oglesby. Jr,
J- Leonard Patterson
J Roy Pennell, Jr.
Dr James E. Pennell
A. R Ramseur
Red Circle, Inc.—Clemson Store
Rhodes Development Co.. Inc.
Horace C Rhodes
Allan P Sloan. Jr.
Jim Stathakis &
Pete J Stathakis
Chris Suber
Lawrence A. Sutherland
George M Taylor
Preston O Toole
Weltxirn Tire Service. Inc.
W Gerald Welborn
Mr & Mrs Rick Whatley
P Louis Whitworth
Wholesale Electrical Supply
Company. Inc
Billy Joe Durham
Williams Plastering. Inc
Chester C. Williams
Kenneth S. Wohlford
John W Wood. Jr.
Belton
Baylis E Anderson
Mr, & Mrs. Samuel Ashley
Dr, Leonard W, Douglas
George L, Graham
William P Kay. Sr
Dr, William P Kay, Jr
Mr & Mrs, Raymond A, King
Dr. Malcombe A. McAlister
Steve Pearce
Donald L Bunion
Pelzer
Dr. Charles R. Griffin
Pendleton
C H Lomas
Pendleton
Wllllamston
Leon B Allen
George H. Durham. Jr.
Lamar Gaillard
Harper Builders. Inc.
John M- Harper, Jr.
Harry Major
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain
Denmark
Victor Whetstone. Jr,
Denmark
J, E. Brown. Jr
Ehrhardt
BARNWELL COI
James M. Shuler
Barnwell
Ted W. Craig
Blackville
Walter H. Jenkins
Kline
Robert H. Bin
Williston
BEAUFORT COUNTY
T. R. Garrett
Beaufort
Bryan Loadholt
Beaufort
Harry Tarrance
irlon
Charles Lynian Bates, TK.-f.'
Hiltog Head Island
BERKELEY COUNTY
Moncks Corner
William Britt
Dr. Rhett B. Myers
Dr. John H. Swicord
CALHOUN COUNTY
S. H, Houck
General Farm Products & Dairy
Cameron
Eldon V. Haigler, Jr.
Cameron
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Charleston
Charleston Oil Co.
W. M. Cornwell
Peter D. Dorn, Jr.
John William Felder
CuJeman O. Glaze. Vice Pres.
First Citizens Bank & Trust Co.
Mac R Harlay
William C -Kem
Frank E. Lucas
Charles F McCrary
Hans F. Paul
Gayle Ross
The Noland Co.
A. B. Schirmer. Jr.
Dan H. Swanger
Richard E Wheeler
North Charleston
Tom B Young
North Charleston
David M Murray, Jr,
Hannahan
In Memory of S, V, Sotille
Isle Of Palms
W. C. Masters
Mt Pleasant
CHEROKEE COUNTY
In Memory of Dr T. A, Campbell
Blacksburg
Mr & Mrs W. A. Hambrighl
Blacksburg
Gatfney
Lawrence E. Childers
Southern Loom Reed Mfg. Co.
John M. Hamrick, Jr.
Wylie Hamrick
B R Kernels
E Raymond Parker
CHESTER COUNTY
James W Bankhead
Blackstock
Chester
J B, Bankhead
In Memory of Joe W Collins
Steven Epps
George R. Fleming
Mrs. S- W Gough
Sammy Worthy Gough
Johnson-Laura Mae, Inc.
Dr, Halsted M Stone
Church Street Clinic
Fred A Tnplett, Jr.
J, A. White Memorial
W. C, Childers
Great Falls
W E Lindsa/) ^
Graal Falls
CLARENDON COUl
Manning
Dr, Clarence E Coker, Jr
Dr, Robert E, Jackson
W, J, Rawlinson
,
H, B. Rickenbaker f
Summerton
H. F, Swilley
Summerton EM
COLLETON COUNTY
Calvert W, Huffines
Walterboro
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Richard L. Baird
Darlington
- .Bay Clanton
Darlington
^Hartsville
"Elward B Crawford
Harns Hicks
L. Fuller Howie
Dr. William P Kenm
McKorell Brothers
John C. Walker
J. W. Carter
Lamar
Edwin G^y Bass,
Lydia
Peter L. McCall'. Jr.
Society Hill
DILLON COUNTY
Laurens W Floyd
Dillon
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Earl R. DuPn. st. Jr.
Summerville
Berlin G. My
Summerville
EDGEFIELD COUNT
Joe F. Ai^rson
Edgefield'
L. D. Holmes, Jr
Johnston
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Winnsboro
Louis M Boulware
J P Brooks
Warren R Herndon
James W Stephenson. Ill
William H. Wylie
FLORENCE COUNTY
Mrs Dons Frick
Coward
J. J. Frick Sawmill. Inc.
Coward
Florence
B M Brodie
Memorial to G. Wilson Bryce
By Bryce Mechanical Contractors.
inc.
William C. Dailey
Clyde S Bryce. Jr., P E.
Engineering Consultants
Tom Gressette Pest Control
Laddie Green Hiller
John E. Lunn
Julian H. Price
J. W Truluck. Jr.
0. L. Turner
Turner's Market
Bobby J, Watford
Edward L. Young
Lake City
L M Coleman. Jr
Howard F Godwin
Robert Welch
L. B Finklea, Jr
Pamplico
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Loyd C Morns
Rosemary Amusement Company
Andrews
Julian A, Reynolds
Andrews
Georgetown
LI Col John C. Heinemann
Larry E. Holliday
Threatt-Maxwell Contractors. Inc.
GREENVILLE COUNTY
David A Bagwell
Fountain Inn
Greenville
Dwight F. Allen
United Merchants & Mfgrs.. Inc.
Amencan Security of
Cree^iville, Inc
mall
Atkinson
David W. Balentine
Grady Ballard
Ballard Concrete Company
C. P. Ballenger, Jr
H. Elliott Betson. II
John H fieckroge. Jr.
Jamp3 H Brown. Jr.
CafOlina Industnal Insulating Co.
^G. West, Pres.
Thomas Carter
Chemloid. Inc.
Chemurgy Products. Inc.
John M. Chewning, Jr.
J M^lary
ContraSflnc
Palmer Covil •
W Cantey DOTS. Jr,
C F, Dawes
Dean Construc^on Co., Inc.
1. L. Donkle, Jr
Charles F. Gentry. Jr.
W. N. Ginn III
Bill R. Gosnell
Dan Gosnell
A P Gray
Joel W Gray, III
John F, Guest
Edward D- Guy. Jr.
Harper Brothers, Inc.
Caldwell Harper
Donald L. Harhson
Robert T. Harrison
C W Hinton
Bobby Hudson
Richard H Ivester
Dale Johnson
Fred A. Johnson
William R. Jolly. Jr.
Ernest G. Jones
W. J Jordan. Jr.
Dr. Willis A. King. Jr.
Julian M. Langston. Jr.
Langston Construction Co.. Inc.
Frank S. Leake. Jr.
Dr. James P. McNamara
North Hills Medical Clinic
Seabrook L. Marchant
Keith J. Marquis
Moore-Tinsley Supply Co.
Joe E. Long
Mount Vernon Dryer Felt Company
R. Ligon King
William J Neely. Jr.
Orders Mattress Co.. Inc.
Orders Tile & Dist. Co., Inc.
Jerry L. Pace
Carolina Tool Industries. Inc.
$250 GOLD CARD
John F. Palmer
Russell Hunter Park
George M Plyler
William M Poe
D. C, Poole
Raymond E Putman
Ken Reed
B. D. Robbins
E. R. Roper
James L Sanderson
Leon A Sham
Leon Shain Company
Sloan Construction Co
,
Inc.
Bob Longmeyer
Suitt Construction Co
.
Inc
James A Taylor
John Russell Terry. Jr.
Charles C Thompson
Jim Thrailkill &
Dr. Ben Thrailkill
W E Thrailkill
Threatt-Maxwell Construction Co.
Gerald S Tompkins. Jr
J Harold Townes. Jr. A. I. A,
Vissage Auto Parts Co.. Inc.
R H Walker
Clyde H White
James D Whiteside
Edward Wilhoit
David H Wilkins
Willson Riggins Landscape, Inc.
Willson & Linda
Charles C Withington. Jr
Yeargin Construction Co.. Inc.
Greer
W, B Coxe. Jr
William Lem Dillard
C. V EIrod
William H. Moody
Spartan Express, Inc.
Roy F Dooley
Mauldin
Billy Bullock
The Pantry Rest
Floyd S Long
Calvin Summey
Major L Higgins
Piedmont
Thomas P Lane, Jr
Simpsonville
Taylors
Peter H Bryan
Richard A. Curtis
Curtis-Carolina Corp.
William S Billy" Delk
Sahara Stone of South Carolina
SandlapperChem & Equip Co.. Inc
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood
Nick P Anagnost
William T Barnett
Clarence L Beaudrot
Wayne Bell &
Randy Bell
Robert L Craviiford. Jr.
W K. Fooshe. Jr.
Coy Jefferson Gray
Nevit Y Johnson
Charles E, Key
Marshall Long
P. R Nickles
B. F Scott
Joe H, Seal
James C. Self
W R Sweanngen
Howard Tolbert
HAMPTON COUNTY
J F Wyman, Jr.
J F Wyman, Inc.
Estill
Hampton
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews, Jr.
Hampton Gas Co., Inc.
George M. Thomas, Pres.
William F. Speights
W. Norris LIghtsey
Varnville
HORRY COUNTY
Oscar L Hodge
Aynor
Conway
In Memory of John J Avinger
John J Avinger Family
James W Barnette. Jr
F. L. Bradham
Robert C. Crenshaw
R. G. Horton
Mr. & Mrs. Mitchell Merritt
Dr. Murray T Jackson
R S Winfield
Loris
W C Ted" Dozier
Arthur R Hardee
Davis Heniford, Jr.
S. F Horton
E W Prince. Jr
Myrtle Beach
Marion T Bellamy
E M. Bost
Fredenck C Gore
LaBruce Nursery
Harold Riddle. A. I. A.
Gene C Wilkes
KERSHAW COU
W L Jackson
Camden
C|||Kl E. Sanders, III
Donald H. Kelly &
Lawrence Steedly
Elgin
Lester P. Branham, Sr.
Lugoff
LANCASTER COUNTY
W. H. Bridges
Heath Springs
Lancaster
R. H. Collins
Grady P. Robinson
L, S. Stewman
ftURENS COU,
D H Roberts
Clinton
'^James G. Bowling
Mrs. R. M. Enwin
Charles Jeter Glenn
J. P. Fans
Waller S. Ramage
LEE COUNTY
BIshopvllle
W. Ray Alexander, Jr.
Carroll Green DesChamps, II
In Memory of C. B, Player
by C. B. Player, Jr. & 111
^ughey Tindal, Jr,
a. H. McCutchen
St Charles
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Batesburg
Billy Amick *
Mr & Mrs Tyrone McCarty
Leiand A Jackson
Harry W Mims &
James L Estes
Cayce
T. A. Henry
Gaston
B. M. Cassady
Irmo
Lexington
Alvin N Berry
D H- Caughman
F U Black
John T Drafts
Stuart & Stan Miller
Lexington Supply Co.
Wrenn Machine Tools, Inc.
West Columbia
Mccormick county
Dr. James W Giltiert
McCormick
MARION COUNTY
Marion
Dr. William L. Cheezem, Jr.
Lacy Edwards, Jr.
Robert N Johnson, Jr,
Gerald C Wallace. Jr.
Frank T West
Thomas M West
Howard Thomas
Mullins
Bryan Huggins
Nichols
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Newberry
Walter B Cousins
Buddy Neel
Terry C. Shaver
Ferd J. Summer
Stanley Gnffin
Pomana
David C Waldrop, Sr.
Silverstreet
Harry S Young
Whitmire
Ted Plemons
Whitmire^^^
||(||
OCONEE COUNTY
Dr. Harry B, Mays j
Fair Play
j
Seneca 1
W. A. Chase, Sr. \
Robert H. Cureton
Daniel Hallford
Deryl C. Keese
Keese Realty
Dr. Lane E. Mays^
Arthur Nuttall, Jr,
Oxford Oil Compai
Gary "Rip" Phillip^
Dr. James R. Prulft
Dr. Don A. Richardson
Sorrells Refrigeration
& Electric Co
Charles^L Sorrells
John P Bool
Walhalla
Louis C. Hollernan
Westminster ^
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
Elloree
William B. Bookhart, Jr,
Dr, & Mrs, L. Ray Oliver
Ted Shuler
J, C, Ulmer, Jr,
H. D. Folk
Holly Hill
Robert H, Caufheiil*
Holly Hill
I
Thomas J. Etherejge,
North
George L, Binnicker, Jr
Norway
James C, Williams,
Norway
Orangeburg
E. R. Bair, Jr,
Leiarid M. Bradshaw
'
Charles Parker I
W. Du
C (5 Farnum
W C Higginbotham, Jr.
Al M Hughes
Lighting Creations. Inc,
H. A. McGee. Jr
Harry M, Mims. Jr. &
George S Hill
J. F Cleckley & Company
Power Oil Co.
Raymond L. Strock
W, E. Verdery
Orangeburg Redi-Mix
Concrete. Inc.
John T, Zeigler, Jr.
Maynard D. Funchess
Rowesville
W. Z. Dantzler & Son
Santee
Starr C Busbee
Springfield
PICKENS COUNTY
Ernest Jones Washington, Jr.
Cateechee
Mr & Mrs. Neil E Byerley
Central
Clemson
Mr. & Mrs. George U. Bennett
Doyle C. Burton
Clemson Service Station, Inc,
Robert W Higby, Pres
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Connell
Mr, & Mrs Joseph B Cocke
Mrs. Irene Todd Cox
Ernest O. DeFore
Educational & Counseling Clinic
Alan R. Franklin
Steven C. Gibert
M. Riggs Goodman
Randolph D J. Jackson
W Joe Lanham
C. V Marchbanks, Jr.
Paul Miller
Cantey M. Richardson i
R. R Ritchie
Robed W Robinson, Jr.
David E Simons, Jr.
Drewry N Simpson
Dr & Mrs. Thomas E Skelton
Dr B R Skelton
Col & Mrs E N. Tyndall
H^Betts Wilson
^-"^^O^AIbertson
Dr. 0, S. Bdand
Paul E, Bowie ill &
Stephen A. Bowie
Jerry R. Byrd
Roddsy E. Gettys, III
Dr. J. H. Jfltijeson
Ralph Klrl^
J. J. Lynn, D.M D
Gene & Bob Merritt
George B (Bud) Nalley, Jr
EaSey Lumber Company
W,'J Ragsdale
ealy, Smith and Welborn. P A
Memory Paul E Bowie. Jr.
Liberty
M^ ^^^*urg
Joe Board i
Redmond Coyie'"
Pickens
Roy S. Dalton
Pickens
Six Mile
William Ansel DeaiWvyler
Robert M. Gueriieri
Jimmy R. Holliday
richlanB county
Columbia
Mr. & f^rs Sims Bailey &
Walton G Snow
& Mrs D W Baxter
Thomas B. Boyle
Nash Broyles
Jack W Brunson
Henry Parrott Byrd
Ray O'Bnan Carter
Dr. Robert M. Clark
Ike Cogburn
Charles W. Cooper
Dr. Charles Edward Corley. Ill
Robert W Cowsert, Jr
Dr. James W. Culclasure
The Darnell Co.
B. L. Darnell &
Randolph M. Tiller, Jr.
Dreher Packing Co
,
Inc.
J. T. Dukes
Joe W Dunn, Jr.
George W, Eleazer, Jr.
Dr. George H. Fann
Bruce Finley
Dr. Larry Frick
Giant Portland Cement Company
Richard W Fnck
T. E Gnmes, Jr.
James W. Hancock, Jr,
R, D. Huffman
M. C, Johnson
Charles M. Joye
H. Michael Kaylor
C. M. "Buddy" Lewis
James T. McCabe
David A McLellan
Market Restaurant
$250 GOLD CARD
John Capilos
George G Matthews, Sr.
Modern Exterminating Co.. Inc
George G Matthews, Jr
Modern Exterminating Co,. Inc.
W I May
Miner Saw Works
Or Henry W Moore
Richard S Newton
Jettery A O Cain
Eugene R. Patterson
Maurice G. Pearson, Jr,
Bob Robinson
David W Roof
Seaman Electnc Supply, Inc.
Pelham W Simmons
George Z Siokos
Frank W Smith
Arthur M Suggs
Ames H. Wells
Dr John A. Wells, Jr.
William B Wells
Charles E Whitener
A N Whiteside, Jr., C.L.U.
Equitable Lite Assurance Society
Mrs Frances L Chappell
Hopkins
Joe Ben Weeks
Hopkins
SALUDA COUNTY
Arthur R Nichols
Saluda
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Miss Margaret Lee
Chesnee
James Vincent Caggiano
Cowpens
Marvin B. Banton
Duncan
J W Gaston, Jr
Duncan
A Courtney Cobb
Fairforest
Spartanburg Sheet Metal &
Fabncators, Inc.
Fairforest
Inman
George Fox Bolen, Jr„
L E Anderson &
M F. Mickelson
Timothy M Drake
Mr. & Mrs, Wilbur K. Hammett
Arthur W. O'Shields
Lyman
Earl F Blair
Moore
Sparlanburg
Acme Distributing Co,
of Spartanburg, Inc.
T. R. Adams, Jr.
R. L. Alexander, Jr
First National Bank of
H J Bowman
R. J. R. Mechanic;
Walter J. Brown
Buckeye Corp
Budweiser of
Gene E Willia»ns
Cecil s Incorpoi
J P. Cecil
Hasell Legare O
Michael H. Cornweli
Albert T. Correll
Correll. Willis
Troy H. Ci
Billy W
In Memory of W P Dobson
Dalzell
0. D. Harvin
Pinewood
D Leslie Tindal
Pinewood
Sumter
Harold S. Boozer
Charles R. Boyle, Jr.
tjenes, McCreight
Robert V
Marvin C. Robi<
A W Shoolbred;^
J Clyde Simmons'
In Memory of Natha
Rupert P. Smith
Southers Construction, Inc.
Brooks V Southers
Dr Harold S. Vigodsky
Ted Wilson, William D West
& Belton L. Mims
George Spence Wise, Jr
Edwin W Stroud
Woodruff
SUMTER COUNTY
Curtis Edens
INION COUi
E. Fowler
Union
Harold R Hoke
Union
WILLIAMSBURG
Bethel C DuRant
Hemingway
Kingstree
Dr W C Cottingi
W H Cox
Fred P Guerry, J
YORK COUNTY
Clover
Joseph W Barnett
Lewis W Hicks
J M, Peek
Gulp Brotheri
"on Mill
ck Hill
COTBrl^Wmio
, Inc.
Robert H Flint. Pres,
D P Herlong
C C. Jenkins. Jr
W. Bennett Kirkpatnck
John N. Warren. Jr &
J. Norman Warren
William Frampton Harper
York
OUTSIDE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA
Loyd 8 Chapman
Huntsville, Ala
Dr Robert C McDaniel
Little Rock, Ark.
Barrentine
Barrentine Company
w Calif.
William LindM'y Wylie
Southbuty, r onn.
Ford Fjpratxjw, Jr.
Washl^on. D. C.
Hines
0. Fla.
E Webb
ampa^la.-^"^ ..
King
Cjp^lBus. Ga.
Charles T KirWey
Decatur, Ga
Manuel Fernandez
Landmark Granite i
Elberton, Ga
Bill Barbary
Gainesville, Ga
Louis S Philhi
lacon, Ga,
arks Wingo
iiiBtta
Oert AruJn
.irietta, Ga/
Ber G, Crosland
Toccoa. Ga
Claud Smith
Toccoa. Ga.
Carl F Bessent
Baltimore. Md.
Robert B Ehlen
Federal Cartrid
Anoka. Minn, i
Robert A. Gfffys. Jr
"
c-
E Burdette
Asheville. N C
Robert W Sistrunk
Burlington. N C
Charlotte, N. C.
James E. Brennan
In Memory of Patrick N. Calhoun
Robert L. Carlson
Kenneth L. Flint
Thomas W. Glenn. Ill
Steve C Griffith. Jr.
Edgar L. Miller. Jr.
Don V Whelchel
Manon B. Season
Forest City. N. C.
Carlos H Miyares
Gastonia. N. C
Greensboro, N. C.
Lawrence H Buchanan
Jackie W Calvert
Col. J L. Edmonds
Mr. & Mrs. E, T. Mcllwain
(Life Member)
Walter M. Nash. Ill
Vernon W. Kennington
Laurinburg. N C
Donald A Fowler
Manon. N C
Dr Robert F Poole. Jr
Raleigh. N. C.
J B Lipscomb
Sanford. N. C.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles T. Sutherland. Jr.
Stoneville. N. C.
Joseph Crosby Jones
Wilkesboro. N. C.
Francis A. Yarborough
Wilmington. N. C.
J H Abrams
Winston-Salem. N C,
Arthur E Thomas
Winston-Salem. N. C.
In Memory of Albert Pavlik. Sr.
Euclid. Ohio
G. H. Greene
Johnstown. Pa.
Nevon F. Jeffcoat
Yardley. Pa
Jerry E Dempsey
York. Pa.
William C Keese
Germantown. Tenn.
Donald L Harns
Hermitage. Tenn.
James D Fisher
Hixon. Tenn
James R McLane
Houston. Texas
Oliver I Snapp. Jr
Houston, Texas
James C Attaway
Fredericksburg, Va
J. H. Jones
Springfield, Va.
We also express our appreciation to those IPTAY members in the atxjve categories for their support, but who prefer to have their names omitted.
The student managers play a vital role in Clemson's football program. Len Cough's student staff includes,
kneeling, left to right, Jack Griffin, Sam Gough, Henry Allen, Randy Templeton, and Hal Hanvey. Standing, left to
right, Henry Blalock, Donnie Kinard, Paul Wessinger, Dennis McElhannon, and Randy Steen.
REFEREES:
1. Robert R. Carpenter (Duke), Belmont, N. C.
3. Robert H. Cooper, Jr. (Johns Hopkins), Baltimore, Md.
4. Carl Deane (Duke), Charlottesville, Va.
5. Ernest Hackney (North Carolina), Wilson, N. C.
56. Joe Long (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
7. Vincent Price (Charleston), Gaffney, S. C.
8. Donald B. Safrit (Lenoir Rhyne), Raleigh, N. C.
9. Robert C. Wood (Washington & Lee), Lynchburg, Va.
UMPIRES:
46. Rosario Amato (N. C. State), Bethlehem, Pa.
40. V. E. Baugh (Clemson), Orangeburg, 8. C.
44. Tom Chambers (Duke), Winston-Salem, N. C.
43. Bradley Faircloth (Duke), Greensboro, N. C.
45. Clark Gaston (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
41. Milton Hines (Guilford), Winston-Salem, N. C.
47. Ray Moore (U. S. Maritime), Columbia, S. C.
48. Clitton Noble (East Carolina), Bristol, Va.
42. Bobby A. Rimer (North Carolina), Waxhaw, N. C.
LINESMEN:
12. Richard Carrington (Virginia), Lynchburg, Va.
13. W. R. Cummings (Unattached), Columbia, S. C.
14. Hugh Currin (Wake Forest), Oxford, N. C.
15. A. B. Elliott (Virginia Tech), Springfield, Va.
20. Gene Gilstrap (Federal City), Washington, D. C.
16. Tom Harris (Duke), Charlotte, N. C.
17. William Jamerson (Virginia Tech), Appomattox, Va.
18. George Manning (Georgia Tech), Gastonia, N. C.
19. Richard Tyndall (North Carolina), Chapel Hill, N. C.
LINE JUDGES:
21. Ernest Benson (Evansville), Albany, Ga.
22. Nelvin Cooper (Elon), Gary, N. C.
23. Bill Davis (Duke), Wilson, N. C.
24. Ronald DeSouza (Morgan State), Baltimore, Md.
25. Mark Kane (Clemson), Charlotte, N. C.
26. William Luper (Guilford), Greensboro, N. C.
27. Raymond Menton (Loyola), Ellicott City, Md.
29. Donald Robertson (William & Mary), Barboursville, Va.
28. Jimmy Rosser (Auburn), Martinsville, Va.
BACK JUDGES:
3. Earl Barnett (Virginia), Charlottesville, Va.
37. Lawrence Hill (Bradley), Landover, Md.
32. Thomas Hunt (North Carolina), Durham, N. C.
37. William Lovett (Maryland), Rockville, Md.
34. Gil Rushton (Clemson), Easley, S. C.
35. Robert Sandell (Johns Hopkins), Charlottesville, Va.
60. Maynard Strickler (East Tenn. State), Crozet, Va.
36. Weldon Waites (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
FIELD JUDGES:
50. Gerald Austin (Western Carolina), Summerfield, N. C.
51. Ernest Cage (Southeastern), Lanham, Md.
53. C. C. Dailey (Unattached), Greenville, S. C.
52. John Godbold (South Carolina), Gaffney, S. C.
54. Carl Herakovich (Rose-Hulman), Blacksburg, Va.
55. James Knight (Wake Forest), Matthews, N. C.
57. Courtney Mauzy (Washington & Lee), Raleigh, N. C.
58. Arthur Rhoads (Ohio Univ.), Winston-Salem, N. C.
59. James Robertson (Emory), Blacksburg, Va.
CLEMSON ALMA MATER
Where the Bhie Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our tnight
That the Tigers roar may echo
O er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, 19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
CONCESSION PRICES
Cigarettes 55?!
Matches 01$!
Candy 200
Crackers 200
Sandwiches 500
Drinks 300
Dhnks in Souvenir Cup 500
Potato Chips 250
Aspirin 450
Cups of Ice 150
Gum 200
SOUVENIR PRICES
Buttons $1.50
Buttons with Dangles 2.00
Pennants 2.00
Plush Tigers 3.00 & 5.00
Hats 5.00
Shakers 1.00
Rain Coats 5.00
Sun Visors 50
Footballs 2.00
Balloons 1.00
Party Pops 25
Posters 1 .00 & 2.00
Inflates 2.00
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Win /ICC
TOURfi/iriGfiT TICkGTS
ACC BASKETBALL HAND-
BOOK will give away two
tickets to the Tournament.
Subscribe today. Complete
contest rules on attached flap.
All returned envelopes re-
ceived by 2/1/77 will be en-
tered in drawing.
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• The finest wood lines and quality,
cessories. • Commercial/institutional
VISUAL and VIDEO EQUIPMENT for
ons. • COPYING and DUPLICATING
;ts. • COMMERCIAL and SCHOOL
Company
'PENCE. S C.
D1 W Evans St
669-5126
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
6 Woodlawn Green
527-4330
3
» Ia 5
9- o
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St.
REFEREES:
1. Robert R. Carpenter (Duke), Belmont, N. C.
3. Robert H. Cooper, Jr. (Johns Hopkins), Baltimore, Md.
4. Carl Deane (Duke), Charlottesville, Va.
5. Ernest Hackney (North Carolina), Wilson, N. C.
56. Joe Long (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
7. Vincent Price (Charleston), Gaffney, S. C.
8. Donald B. Safrit (Lenoir Rhyne), Raleigh, N. C.
9. Robert C. Wood (Washington & Lee), Lynchburg, Va.
UMPIRES:
46. Rosario Amato (N. C. State), Bethlehem, Pa.
40. V. E. Baugh (Clemson), Orangeburg, S. C.
44. Tom Chambers (Duke), Winston-Salem, N. C.
43. Bradley Faircloth (Duke), Greensboro, N. C.
45. Clark Gaston (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
41. Milton Hines (Guilford), Winston-Salem, N. C.
47. Ray Moore (U. S. Maritime), Columbia, S. C.
48. Clifton Noble (East Carolina), Bristol, Va.
42. Bobby A. Rimer (North Carolina), Waxhaw, N. C.
LINESMEN:
12. Richard Carrington (Virginia), Lynchburg, Va.
13. W. R. Cummings (Unattached), Columbia, S. C.
14. Hugh Currin (Wake Forest), Oxford, N. C.
15. A. B. Elliott (Virginia Tech), Springfield, Va.
20. Gene Gilstrap (Federal City), Washington, D. C.
16. Tom Harris (Duke), Charlotte, N. C.
17. William Jamerson (Virginia Tech), Appomattox, Va.
18. George Manning (Georgia Tech), Gastonia, N. C.
19. Richard Tyndall (North Carolina), Chapel Hill, N. C.
CLEMSON ALMA MATER
Where the Bhie Ridge yaivns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme ahvay.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, 19
LINE JUDGES:
21
. Ernest Benson (Evansville), Albany, Ga.
22. Nelvin Cooper (Elon), Gary, N. C.
23. Bill Davis (Duke), Wilson, N. C.
24. Ronald DeSouza (Morgan State), Baltimore, Md.
25. Mark Kane (Clemson), Charlotte, N. C.
26. William Luper (Guilford), Greensboro, N. C.
27. Raymond Menton (Loyola), Ellicott City, Md.
29. Donald Robertson (William & Mary), Barboursville, ^
28. Jimmy Rosser (Auburn), Martinsville, Va.
BACK JUDGES:
3. Earl Barnett (Virginia), Charlottesville, Va.
37. Lawrence Hill (Bradley), Landover, Md.
32. Thomas Hunt (North Carolina), Durham, N. C.
37. William Lovett (Maryland), Rockville, Md.
34. Gil Rushton (Clemson), Easley, S. C.
35. Robert Sandell (Johns Hopkins), Charlottesville, Va
60. Maynard Strickler (East Tenn. State), Crozet, Va.
36. Weldon Waites (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
FIELD JUDGES:
50. Gerald Austin (Western Carolina), Summerfield, N.
51. Ernest Cage (Southeastern), Lanham, Md.
53. C. C. Dailey (Unattached), Greenville, S. C.
52. John Godbold (South Carolina), Gaffney, S. C.
54. Carl Herakovich (Rose-Hulman), Blacksburg, Va.
55. James Knight (Wake Forest), Matthews, N. C.
57. Courtney Mauzy (Washington & Lee), Raleigh, N. C
58. Arthur Rhoads (Ohio Univ.), Winston-Salem, N. C.
59. James Robertson (Emory), Blacksburg, Va.
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Craftsmen in fine commercial PRINTING since 1844. • The finest wood lines and quality,
economically priced OFFICE FURNITURE and accessories. • Commercial/institutional
SPACE PLANNERS and DESIGNERS. • AUDIO-VISUAL and VIDEO EQUIPMENT for
security, training, education, meetings and presentations. • COPYING and DUPLICATING
MACHINES to increase efficiency and reduce costs. • COMMERCIAL and SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
The R. L. Bryan Company
COLUMBIA. S C CHARLESTON.s e. FLORENCE, S. C. CHARLOTTE. N. C.
301 Greystone Blvd 3025 W Montague Ave ISOIWEvansSt 6 Woodlawn Green
779-3560 554-9440 669-5126 527-4330
Bryan's wants your business
-to be the best.
Total Capability Contractor
Civil — IVIechanical — Electrical — Contract Maintenance
The new Foote Mineral Company Refining Facility
in Kings Mountain, N. C.
Built with P-R-l-D-E
by
YEARGIN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
A maze of tanks, piping, rotary kilns, steel, plumbing,
air conditioning, electrical, insulation and instrumen-
tation work make up the new Lithium Carbonate Refin-
ing facility YEARGIN built for Foote Mineral Company
at Kings Mountain, North Carolina, all with YEARGIN
forces.
Contract Maintenance is our specialty also. We'll sup-
ply your needs with personnel for continuous mainte-
nance and fluctuate the crews for turn-around shut-
downs. Whether it's 1, 100 or 1,000 craftsmen you
need, call on YEARGIN. We have the P-R-l-D-E and
experience on textile, chemical, metal working,
paper, rubber, precipitator, and boiler installations to
do your job.
When you think construction, think YEARGIN. We
build it fast; we save you time and money; and our
quality of workmanship and meeting of schedule re-
quirements is second to none.
YEARGIN
The P-R-l-D-E Builder
p. O. Box 6508 Greenville, South Carolina 29606 803/242-6960
